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first week; 75 cents per
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week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
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Press” (which' has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

length

daily

51

WALL

STREET,

Corner of

William,

New York,

-:-

Trustees, Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following
day of December, 1871.
Premiums received.on
Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
Jjlarine
Premiums on Policies not
marked off 1st January, 1871,
in

Statement of its

the 31st

on

2,03^675 1(

No.

BANKERS,
Sears Building,

3

Boston.

BUSINKMN PAPER Bought and
Corporation Loans negotiated.

Bold, and

No Policies have been issued ui*on Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December,
1871,
Losses paid during the same period
&2 735 980 63
Ret urns of Premiums and
-’—!Expenses,
$973,211 84
lhe Company has the
following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and other
Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and
otherwise,
Real Estate and Bondsjand
Mortgages,
notes and claims due
Interest, and
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

*217*500
3861739

the Company, estimated at

’274,345

removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practice of his profession in Portland.

Has
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Street,

Attorneys

Feb.

95

THOMAS WILDES.
16.dlmo.

7, 1872.

on

Tuesday

and after

dlni-eodllm&w6w

wk7

Office,

166 Fore

[Incorporated

dealt with them.
Nothing pleases more at first sight or gives pleasure
longer than poetical pictures of children. “The little
child whom Jesus sets in the midst of
every family
is a joy that grows not old and fades not.

“Age

J. H. Chadwick &

Co., Ag’ts

Office 33, 34 & 36 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

If A

Law, !

EXTRACT

dec27eod3ni

WARREN,

CHAS. A.
(Formerly

Warren &

Gregg.)

BROKER,

SHIP

-AND—

BY J. MARION SIMS, M. B.

Pure White Lead !

N. B.—All of the genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.

HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, REL
Pinus Canadeusis for about eight mouths in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, aud cervix uteri; I
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
have
used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
TIN-LINED
PIPE,
PIPE, IRON PIPE
with great success: but I prefer to apply it to the osA FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
tincae ou cotton wool, either pure or mixed with glycOur Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil, erine, or glycerine aud rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain intact for two or three, or even four
we warrant to be atrictly pure, and guarantee
that for fineness, body aiul durability, it to not sur- days, and then be renewed. In this way I have seen
granular vaginities remedied in a few days
Lead
in
the
passed by any
market, either foreign oi chronic
that have resisted the ordinary remedies for weeks;
American.
and
I
have
seen granular erosions, with leucorrhoea,
order
to
I3f“ln
protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not

H. L. GREGG &

SAGE CHEESE
FOR

AND

MERCHANTS !

H. L. Gregg,

J.

1ST, O.

CLOUDMAN,

EDGAR

g^p-Particular
jan24-ly

attention

NEW
O.

__

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

A.T

Just

LAW!

So. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, audHon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

130 MIDDLE STREES, UpStairs.
Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free

FULL

Merchants,

58 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
C. F. Davis
R. W. G AO
no2p

rillir»a<yA
VlllUa^U.

Chicago.

,206 State st.,Boston.

Clarke’s New Method

ALSO

—

Of all

kinds,

Paul

as

Prince

FOOT OF

83.30.

&

Beautiful

Son,

Successors

of H. H. Massey & Co.,

General Commission
room;
Board of Trade

Merchants,

METHOD for GUITAR

li,
Building)

CHICAGO, ILL.
Especial attention given to the purchase and shipment of Com, Flour. Grain and Provisions, for eastRefer to 1st Nat’l Bank, Chicago; W. H.
ern parties.
Small, Bangor.
LThos. E. Bennett,

A.

W. Websteb.

ja26*2m

II. Peyret A: Go.
OP

IMPORTERS

WINES,

FRENCH

Wholesale & Retail
848 CONOBE88 »TBEBT.

EOYTGm

W.L.KEILEH,
Painter,

Fresco

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 5 Deering Block
A CARD—Td thanking my former customers and
have bestowed upon
friends tor the patronage
me tor the last n teen years. 1 have the pleasure in
VV.
L. KEILERtor
Mr.
recommending to them
a continuance of the same, teeling confident that be
who
mav
is able to please all
give him a call iu his
CHAS.S. SCHUMACHER.
Hue.

LAUISOM,

J. II.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No 152 Middle Street.

judge

h.

hooper,
UPHOLSTERER
J.

Nos. 31 d 33 Free Street,
U4SCFACTOKEB

Bed Lounge*, EnChairs, Arc.
repairing neatly done. Furni-

Patent

ameled

MT*A11 kinds of
boxed and matted.

oc25-,60r T&Stf

HUNT & JE
Wholesale

WETT,

Dealers in

Italian & American Marble,
Office 318 CONOR I OK STREET,
Yard 43 PREBI.E STREET.
hand a good assortment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to size all kinds ofMouumemal stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory »o all marble workets.
uug22
keep

8HEBIDAX * QfittTITHS,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

S«JOOO& MASTIC WORKER!).
PORTLAND, MB.
SO. 6 SOOTH ST.,
tw~ Prompt attention paid to allklndsof Jobbing
apr22dtf
n oar

line-__
WILLIAM A. EVANS,

LAW.

AT

FORT FAIRFIELD.
tf
d,l

Driving

&

team

feb5d&wly

KENDALL

Ecuador.

directions, $3

per

Address.

fifteen young sound horses,
ARRIVED T1IIM DAY

$273,832

80

$773,832

80

$773,161

DiscaMM, just

X

I

XL*.

|

Amount of outstanding losses adjusted
and unadjusted.
Risks on Hulls,
rent rates.

Cargoes,

and

Freight

Rent Wanted.
SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Rent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.
Nov 30<ltf

poor, in the
the toil of the

Wanted.

AN

have

pictures

most

hard-worked wife and mother, and

almost

adorhig wonder

of children who

pictures before.
God bless the darlings—send the little
fast and far!
never seen

comforters

The charming pair of chrotns„“Wide Awake” and
“Fast Asleep” of whose real beauty and atttractiveness Mrs.
Stowe’s graceful sketch can give but an
imperfect idea—so pleasing are they to all who love
art or children—have always sold in the
picture stores
for $10, and the original publisher has never been
able to supply the great demand for them even at
that price. And yet, although thousands of them
have been sold in America at that
high rato, they are
now within the reach of
all, for they are
GIVEN AWAY

Westbrook

Will

Seminary

taken at

cur-

V^ITlCe,

STREET,

subscriber Las prepared and would
respectfully otter to the Public a superior article for
cleaning and polishing Gold, Silver and Plated Ware,
which will excel anything of the kind ever brought
into the market. And as a guarantee of this statement, will refer to the following well known reliable
gentlemen of this city:
Gerrish & Pearson, Jewelers, Middle st; Wm. Senter
Jeweler, Exchange st; Sain’l Kolfe, Druggist, Congress.st; Hand & Thornes, dealers in Crockery, Congress st; Abner Lowell, Jeweler, Congress st; J. A.
Merrill & Co., Jewelers, Middle st; C. C. Tolman,
Market Sor; Nutter Bros. Stove Dealers, Market Sqr;
J. F. Land, Dealer in Crockery, Glassware,
&c\, ExMOME§ PEAUMOIV,
change st.
Nilrersiuith, Gold Ac Silver Pinter.
Temple Hi., nenr CougrcHH Ml.
For Sale by the trade generally,
a29eod tf

Musical

11. W. Simonton & Co

Merchandise,

CONSISTING

351 CONGRESS STREET.

OF

PIANOS of the best

Annual CASH sale of GoodB at greatly reduce* (
prices, for ten days only.
A full assortment of

Manufacture,

BTJBDBTT <fc WOOD’S

REED

OIKiAXS 1

Ladled’ Under Clothing, Infant**’ Clothing
(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
ITlerino Vest* and Dniwen, Collars
and Cuffs, Hamburg Edgings,
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet music,
Hdk’fs, Worsted and
Books, Polios, Wrappers. Also a fine
Fancy Ooodt*.
lot of Violins, Banjo*,
Drum*, Guitar*,
lOt
jan 30
Cornet*, Concertina*, Hiring*, music BoiTo the Commissioners for the Harbor o f c», Piano Stool*. All can be obtained at
Portland.
HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music
prays the Boston & Maine Rail
RESPECTFULLY
77 JIIDDI.E STREET.
Ah road, that it
may be permitted to drive piles ii
Ug—Musie sent by mail.
dcl2cod-6m
Fore River, in the line of its location.
Portland, Feb. 3d, 1872.

A

Store,

City of Portland.
In Board

of

Mayor

Aldermen, )
Feb’y 5,1872. J

and

Portland, Feb. 3, 1872.
TTPON the petition of Norris, Hull & Co., for j>erUpon the foregoing petition, we appoint Tuesday
the thirteenth day of February, A. D., 1872, at th 3 LJ mission to erect and maintain a portable Steam
on the premises occupied by them at No. 48
Easterly end of the Rolling Mill Bridge, at ten o’eloc Engine
Union street,
as
*,

3

application

printed

JACOBMcLELLAN. f Commissioners.

at

seven

men*8 Room, be fixed

as

the time and

place for bear-

tag said petition, and that notice be given thereof by
publishing this order live times in the Portland Daily
Press, that all parties interested may appear and
be heard thereon.
Attest :

fe7d5t

_feb5_
Removal.
has removed to No. 4 Brow “
Office hours from 10 to 1 1

Monday, the twelfth day of Feband a half o’clock F. M. at the Alder-

Ordered, That
ruarv

J.V

H. I.

ROBINSON,
City Clerk.

Shoe Store For Sale.
ETAIL Shoe Stock in a neighboring city. Terms
eaev.

Jnltf

Technology.

Morazain,

sectarian, literary, religious, and domestic weeklv
newspaper, edited by Henry Ward Beecher^

'me pair Vj a fortunate arrangement —1.L.E one
of
partners of this house was able to make in Paris

the

during

Language.

Late Master of Modem Languages in the Provincial Training School, High and Grammar Schools, St.
John, N. B.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds.*

Esq.
Apply from one r. m. to three o’cli>ck p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
Box 1866.
oc4dly
THE

OF

Limington Academy,
MONDAY, FEB. 19,
G. Lord, A. M., Principal; Mies
Helen A. Dimock, Preceptress. Please Bend for circular to the above, or to
ISAAC L. MITCHELL, Sec.
Limington, Jan 23, 1872.
*jan27dlw then eoillw

siege, with the proprietors of the picfurnished to Mr. Beecher's publishers at a
rate entirely exceptional. The subjects are
Life-Size.
As to the Christian Union, the
great success of
that paper has been a marvel in the
history of jounalism, and

Address

Jan23

Spring Term will begin on
MONDAY, the 19th, of February.
For further particulars, apply to
cod

J. H.

HANSON.

City Railroad Company,
Executive Office, No. 31 Nassau Street,
New York, February 1, 1872.
The Coupons and registered interest due February
15,1872, on the First Mortgage Eight per Cent. (8 p. c.)
Gold Bonds (E. D.), and the Eight per Cent, (8 p. c.)
Gold First Mortgage Sinking Fund Laud Grant Bonds
(W. D.), of the St. Joseph and Denver City Railroad
Company, will be paid at the office of the Farmers’
Loan and Trust Co., of the City of New York, upon
presentation and demand on aipl after that date,
Free of Tax.
FRANCIS A. COFFIN,
Ass’t Treasurer,
St. J. & D. C. R. It. Co.

A., Bar Mills P. O.

important improvement ever

made

n

Sewing Machines,
and

Invention.

Which

Labor Saving

applied to

all kinds of Sewing MaThe points therefore are, greater
si>eed, less labor, and entire escape from those diseases which have afflicted females when employed on
a much larger
Sewing Machines, and
amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to Rive entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
call and see the operation of this invention at the
can be
now in use.

accomplishing

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,

GEO. C. HOBBS’
Sewing

Nine bine

girls,
something

young men and
of interest. Adarticles discussing

editorial

all the great topics of the day; fresh information

on

unhackneyed subjects; much matter of a high and
religious tone; a Domestic Department, choice

pure

ones,

one

of the chief attractions

Repair

being

Mrs. II. B.

Stowe’s fascinating Tales.
The terms of subscription to this paper are: For
one year, only $3,00.
This will entitle the subscriber
to the paper and to the above pair of beautiful Oil
Chroraos. The Christian Union, Illustrated Holiday Humber, (28 pp.), will be l>e sent free to all who
now subscribe for the year 1872.
Send money in postal orders, drafts or registered
letters direct to the Publishers.
Specimen copies of the paiier will be mailed free
of postage to any address on receipt of six cents
by
J. B. Ford & Co., Publishers, 27 Park Place, New
York. For full particulars see advertisement in the
next

column, headed”Why?”

Shop.

(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and
every job warranted equal to any in New England.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!
novlltf
N.

Acknowledgement
subscriber

having had the misfortune to break
liis leg five months ago, during all which time he
THE

has been unable to labor, was on Friday
morniug
last, visited by a large number of his friends ana
neighbors, who left about twenty-five dollars worth
of provisions and ten dollars in money, which came
in a most opportune time, for which he' is most grateful and takes this opportunity to tender his heartfelt
thanks.
SAMUEL COBB.
Kniglitville, Feb. 6,1871.
fe7 t Sat

so

suddenly achieved

that makes all newspaper

wonder ?

men

REASONS

success

a

WHY!

1 fit

HENRY WARD BEECHER
^•i* lffi Fditor, of whom the Chicago Interior
said, “Probably no man on this continent sways so
many minds, or is doing so much to shape religious
thought for the next half century.’* His vigorous pen
in Editorials ami Star
Papers, and Mr. Ellinwood’s
famed verbatim reports of bis helpful Lecture-Room
Talks in Plymouth Church, are an attraction to
thousands of readers, who always want to know what
he thinks

times.

religious themes and the topics of the
is also assisted by an able editorial
staff.

on

He

IN RELIC2<1. *©N,
wlfJVIHWWSCTARIAN
Independent in Political Discussi
and
*

•

>u,

devoted to Morals, Reform, Home and
Foreign News
—both of Church matters and the world at
large,

Literature, Science, Art, Music, Agriculture, Trade,
Finance, etc., etc., with contributions from eminent
writers

qf all denominations—in all parts of the

country.
IT
3d
„IIAS
w«*Eveky Member

SOMETHING

FOR

Household—father,
mother, boys and girls, young men and women, all
find something of interest. Admirable
contributed
and editorial articles
discussing all the great topics of
the day; fresh information on
unh^pkntyed subjects,
much matter of a high and pure
religious tone ;a Domestic Department, choice
Poems, Household Stories,
of the

and Chat for the little ones; one of its chief attractions being Mrs. H. B. Stowe’s
Tales.

fascinating

*T
^ci;it*other

ADOTITS no medical or
possibly objectionable advertisements
nor anything to otiend the
purest or most fastidious,
and is therefore a favorite/aw*
i/y paj>er.

4-tll

Form,

,l"

fifll

Twenty-Four Pageo,
Large Quarto, pasted at the back and trimmed at the edges,is so convenient for
reading,binding,
and perservation as to be a great special merit in its
its
from
favor, apart
superior literary attraction.
A 8IJPKRB WORK OF ART in
fitll
Ubll«QiV£K AWAY TO EVEHY SUBSCRIBER AND
the Subscription Price is

Ouly Three Dollars

Per Year.

SPECIAL

Attractions for 1872 !
OIVEN AWAY !
TWO CHARMINO AND POPULAR WORKS
OF ART.

-I

•‘Wide Awake and Fast Asleep.”
TWO EXQUISITE FRENCH OIL CHROMOS,
THE

SUBJECTS OF WHICH ARE LIFE-

SIZE, AND CANNOT FAIL TO PLEASE
ALL WHO LOVE ART

OR CHIL-

DREN,
GIVEN AWAY to every subscriber for 1872,
whether it be a New Subscription or a Renewal!
These Chromos are no cheap colored prints, but are
splendid copies of Oil Paintings, by an eminent English artist, fully equal for their size (10$xl2$) to any
chromo evei published. The subjects are life
size. The pair, by a fortunate arrangement which
one of the partners of this house was able to make in
Paris during the late Beige, with the proprietors of
the pictures, are furnished at a rate entirely exceptional, So that, although thousands of them have
been sold in America and at $10, still are and will
be sold at that price by the picture trade
generally,
they can bo given to subscribers.
Arc

A MOSAIC.
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS*
Two very good chromos are “Wide Awake” and
“Fast Asleep,” [1] which have few rivals in the market for attractiveness [2]—fresh, sweet and blooming

faces, [3] executed with true French skill [4]
rarely seen anything prettier than the two
pictures, which, [5] both in color and sentiment are
really beautiful [6]—worthy of a place in costly homes
[7] Unlike nine pictures out of ten that rnst a good
deal more, one can look at them day after
day and
not tire of them [5]. We have often stopped amid
the bustle of Broadway to look at them, and never
without feeling happier and better [7]. They cannot
fail to please all who love art or children
[8].
[11 Independent, N. Y, [2] Evening Mail, N. Y. [3]
Aldine, N. Y. [4] Springfield Republican. [5] Advance, Chicago. [6] Harper’s Weekly, N. Y. [7] Illustrated Christian Weekly, N. Y. [H] Christian at

of

LIFE

quisite/ac similes
A

tVA

We have

Work, N. Y.

subscriber writes to the Publishers:
chromos far surpass in beauty and

a

“The

thing
the

that I

A

expected.

Neighbor

Chromos in New

same

York

a

and paid ten

dollars for them.
them.

thanks for

style anybought

of mine

few months ago,
Please accept my

Enlargement & Change of Form.
After the first of Jauuary the paper will be printstill1- arger sheet, folded in twenty-four large
quarto pages, pasted at the back and trimmed at the
sides,—a decided advantage in convenience for reading possessed by no other religious weekly published.
O

f*

•

ed

on a

Mr*. HARRIET REECHER STOW
•
WILL WRITE EXCLUSIVELY
for the Christian Union during the
year 1872, with
the exception of one short
story all ready engaged for

3

another periodical.

4

The

Illustrated

•

Holiday

Number

OF

of original Oil
Y to every subscribor to

Paintings,

GI VEX

THE CHRISTIAN

UNION,

(28 pages) will be sent

F
to all

R

E E

$3

Bum auu vunuBum

ready for framing. This is the method we recommeud as the most satisfactory and the one which
nearly all our subscribers order.
Send money in postal orders, drafts, or registered
letters, direct to the Publishers, and you will receive
your papers Immediately and regularly. The Chromos will be mailed as rapidly as possible to subscribers in the order of their names on the
cription
all

Great LITERARY,
RELIGIOUS, WEEKLY
NEWSPAPER. Agents having great success! One
took 1,000 names in 3 months; another 000 in 6 weeks;
another 118 in one week; one 47 in one day, and many
others equally well, making from $5 and $10 to $40
per day. Takes on sight! An old agent who knows,
says: “I think it the best business for canvassers ever
offered. Sorry I did not engage sooner.” Pays better than any book agency. A rare chance to make

list.

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

Specimen Copies of the Christian

money!

Union will be mailed

EOCAE AGENTS WANTED!

address
Intelligent men anil women wanted everywhere.
If you wish good territory, send earlv for circular and
terms! J. B. FORD & CO., 27 Park Place. N.
11
Bromfiekl »t., Boston, Mass.; 285 W. Madison st.,
Chicago, 11!.
jan25tlw

Park

jan25t4w

firm
THE

“singer’’ in the house, always ready to
comply with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may not have a
“Merry Christmas”
and a
New Year”, each dav of which shall
add a new voice to the already
chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of “The Singer’’
of which you will find a full assortment at

day dissolved by mutual consent. The busiof the late firm will be settled by EDWIN
CLEMENT & CO.
EDWIN CLEMENT,
A. M. BENSON,
ELIIIU LIBBY.
F. M. CLEMENT.
Portland, 1st January, 1872.
is this
nes

Ths undersigned will
the name aud style of

EDWIN

continue the business under

CLEMENT
EDWIN

Portland,

migh’tv

331 CONGRESS STREET.
you have already a Sewing Machine, call and

If
see
“Palmer’s Combination’’ adapted to all kinds
of Machines. It will cord, ruflle, lay in
cord
piping
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the
utmost case and exactness.
A full assortment of Nccdlos, Thread and the various Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, conon hand.
machines sold on monthly Instalments.

53r-Machlne Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
and Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.

SARGENT,

Portland & Kennebec RaUroad Co.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland A Kennebec Railroad Company, will be
the Directors’

rooms

of said company, in

the

on

12th day of February, 1872,
at three o’clcck In tho afternoon, for the
following
the

puriKises, viz:
1st—To hear the reports of the Directors
Treasurer of said Company and act thereon.

2nd—Tophooso

a

board of

and

Directors for the ensuing

January,

ELIHU LIBBY,
CLEMENT.
ja23d2w

F. M.
1872.

formed copartnership
undersigned
der the style of SMITH, GAGE & CO., for the
THE
of
have

a

their friends and former customers.

erly

be acted

on.

J.

Augusta, Feb. 1,1872.

may prop-

Late of the firm
jal2t(

Co.

Dissolution.
partnership lately doing business at Portland,
uuder
the
Me.,
style of
O’BRION, FIERCE & CO.,
hereby dissolved by mutual consent.

THE

LEWIS O’BRION,
MARSHALL PIERCE.

February 3,1872,

fe5dlw*

firm
THE

name

of

M. SMART,
is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
ness of the late firm will be settled by
K.

& 8.

S.

M.

The busi-

SMART,

who will continue (he Lumber Business at
Commercial Street.

Portland. Feb. 1st, 1872.

No. 208

EDWARD SMART.
S. M. SMART.
fe0d2w*

For Sale.

jo23eod3t

Vildp

was

pnt.irplv fliiircrMtpH hv TTlfpltlt

Rv

this peace the Danes had to surrender twelve
ships of war, besides several pieces of territory, and one of the articles of the treaty was,
that all Count Ulfeldt’s estates were to be restored. The victory, however, bore no lastThe Danes were naturally ining fruits.
censed with Ulfeldt, and Queen Sophia Amelia managed to instill suspicion into the mind
of the King of Sweden.
Some time afterward charges of treachery
were brought against him by the Swedes, he
was confined in a fortress, and tried for high
treason. Acquitted of this, he was secretly
informed by his Danish enemies that the verdict was adverse to him, and under this impression he fled from Sweden to Denmark,
were he and his wife were instantly imprisonThe amnesty granted them at Roeskilde
ed.
was set at naught, and it was not until six
months of cruel and brutal treatment that
they regained their' liberty by an absolute1
submission.
Released from prison with the
loss of most of his estates, and with enfeebled
Count
Ulfeldt received permission to
health,
travel in Germany, where he died.
Leonora Christina in the meanwhile had
been sent by her husband to England to seek
for aid from Charles the Second.
During his
own exile the restored King had been under
great obligations to Count Ulfeldt, and was
still indebted to him in a large sum of money.
But it was not easy enough to get at Charles;
and although when the Countess Ulfeldt had
an interview with him he was very friendly,
and promised to pay his debt, he did not
keep his word. Alter waiting a long time
without any result, the Countess started for
the Continent,but before this the Danish Government had heard of her being in England,
and had made application to Charles for her
arrest.
As this seemed the most convenient way of
paying his debt, aud as, moreover, he had
given the Countess a safe conduct, Charles
got rid at once of his obligation and his promise, and allowed the Danish Ambassador to
take her in custody. She was sent to Copenhagen, and confined in the blue tower of the.
royal palace, where she remained for twentytwo years. With this her diary begins, and
is continued through her captivity. It is remarkable for the minute detail in which all
the events of daily life are narrated, and for
the extreme frankness with which a Countess and daughter of a King enters into matThe
ters which are generally kept secret.
insults to which Countess Ulfeldt was exposed, the occupation she devised for herself, her
relations with those who waited on her, her
occasional peeps from the window, and her
vague impressions of what was passing in the
outer world, occupy almost the whole record.

Lying the Best Policy—Or Honesty Mast

incident in the

on

early

as

will

his after career:

was about 10 years of age he
small market stall at Bennington, Yt.
eminent
steamboat man Daniel
One day the
Drew came to the market with his basket on
He asked young Fisk if his eggs
his arm.
“You bet,” replied the ingenuwere fresh.
ous boy, “pop pulled them off the vines, this

kept

a

morning.’' “Give me a dozen, sonny,” replied Mr. Drew. The next stall was kept by
little Eliphalet Buckram. “Is this pumpkin
good, my son?” asked the venerable stock
broker. “It is a good enough Morgan,” replied the truthtul child, but, sir, it you will
examine that portion concealed from too
scrutinizing view by contact with the boards
forming the counter of the stall, you will see
that there is a bad spot in it.” “Does not
that seem unbusinesslike, my child, to crydown your own wares?” asked the kindhearted millionaire.
“My sainted mother
told me I must never tell a lie with my little
hatchet,” responded Eliphalet Buckram. The
rich man was moved to tears; he took out his
purse and ^ave Eliphalet Buckram a pat on
his head and said he was a good boy. When
he had gone, Eliphalet Buckram said to little
James, “O James, what made you tell such a
fib? You know those eggs were laid three
weeks ago. You will see that I have gained
a customer, and you have lost one.”
Well,
when Eliphalet went home, his step-mother
came to the door, and said: “Here you are,
you lazy little sneak, and you haven’t sold
that punkiu yet! I'll punkin you!” And she
took him in her step-motherly arms and fanned him with an ox-goad until he said that
he would prefer taking his meals oil' the mantel-piece for the next few consecutive days, to
sitting down with the rest of the family. And
next day Daniel Drew came into the market
(“a rearin’ and a tearin’,” as old inhabitants
say,) and said: “Where is the boy that sold
me those eggs, eh?” and Jim Fisk pointed to
Eliphalet, and said: “There he is, sir,” and
Daniel Drew reinforced that boy’s step-mother’s ox-goad with liis cane so effectually that
—but never mind. So Daniel Drew bought
all his garden-sass of Jim Fisk. In afterlife
Eliphalet Buckram set up a grocery store, and
gave trust to all the poor people, and never
sanded his sugar, and wouldn’t qualify his
rum with water; so he burst up, and the sheriff sold him out and he went to the poorhouse. But Daniel Drew kept liis eye on
Jim Fisk, and by and by he gave him a partbeat him
nership in the Erie firm, and Jim
out of $4,000,000. This is not a bad story for
is
too
near the
little boys. We fear it

good

truth.

[

want in the matter of the “Seneca sandstone.” It is to* be “investigated,” like everything else. It won’t take long to do it,
and their ears will be apt to tingle when the
tacts come out. The lies that have been told
about that innocent substratum are sufficient
in number and enormity to cause the father
of lies to open his eyes.
The Democracy
have usurped his prerogative.
About the
new State department for instance.
That building, by the way, is located iu the
rear of the war and navy departments, west
of the White House, and iu a way to correspond with the treasury department on the
other side. It will correspondent with the
ground plan of the treasury, but will differ
from it in style of architecture—the treasury
being Ionic, and the new building classical
renaissance.

The Gerz resolution, passed the house on
Monday, alleges that Mr. Mullett, the architect, in violation of the directions ofithe joint
committee on public buildings, has put Sen-

sandstone in the foundation walls of the
buildings, the instructions requiring that
they should be built wholly of granite. If the
Democrats had taken the pains to examine,
they would have discovered that somebody
has been hood-winking them. So far from
the allegation being true, the fact is, that not
one foundation stone has yet been laid upon
another. The blocks of granite are there,
ready to be placed; but neither granite nor
sandstone is yet in the foundation. All the
work that has thus far been done, is the excavation, and the erection of some of the inner
These inner partitions, which
partitions.
will constitute the dividing lines and doorways of the cellar, are built of the Seneca
sandstone. It was chosen instead of brick,
which is generally used, because it is cheaper;
and instead of blue stone, because the quarry
is thirty miles nearer, ami the cost nearly $10
eca

new

9

To havo

t.on

not

(rranito in

thouu

nor.

tition walls would liave been an extravagance
that the specifications never contemplated,
and that has no precedent in any of the government buildings here, or any large buildings anywhere. As I have already said, brick
is the material generally used torrihis purpose.
Mr. Mullett has violates! no instructions
whatever.
That's what the investigation
will bring out.
It will bring out some other facts. Among
them will be the fact that Mr. Mullett used
the $5000 worth of Seneca sandstone which
had been put into the basement partitions ot
the State building, against the express wish
of President Grant, and wholly without his
approbation. He used it, in spite of this fact,
because it answered the purpose
better
than any other material.
Another fact
brought to light will be that it was President
Grant, alone, and individually, who first rejected that one of the three plans submitted
by the public building committee, which provided for making the whole building of sandstone, after the manner of the Smithsonian
A third fact is, that President
Institute.
Grant has not realized a penny on his stock
in the Seneca quarry, although he held it for
A fourth
some time before he was elected.
fact is, that he has been unable to sell this
stock, without pecuniary loss on the investment. A fifth fact is, that he has tried to sell,
at the desire of other stockholders, because
his interest in the quarry had operated to prevent their getting any government contracts.
All these facts are just what the Democrats
don’t want them to be. They contain the
whole story. The result will be that the Seneca sandstone, which they thought to convert
into a fusilade to blow the President up, will
be the sign and symbol of their persistent
slander and uniutermittent falsehoods. It is
not as heavy as granite or marble; but it is
heavy enough to crush the party which
sought to make capital by building a pyramid
of Seneca sandstone lies. They say this stone
is soft.
It will be so much the easier, then,
to cut into it an epitaph for the Democratic
party. It will be in strict accord with the.
eternal fitness cf things, to build the tombstone the party will need after next November out of Seneca sandstone. Ilic jactt—finish the epitaph to suit yourselves.

Buying

a

Whirlwind.

“I called to see, ma’am, if I could sell you
I did

whirlwind.”

not

wait

a

to hear any
know it’s rude

stopped the man, (I
interrupt) in the very midst of his sentence. The fact is, there had been a little
breeze at our house, in which, as usual, those
more, but
to

who raised it

were

The dust had not
was

calmly asked

not the chief sufferers.

fairly subsided,
if I wanted

a

and now I

whirlwind,

nay more, if I would buy one, as if there
not enough of them to be had for the

were

taking.
“No,

Fve no money, and I don’t want a

whirlwind.”
“Tou will allow me to show you the princileave you our card.”—
of these people is wonHow I envied his calmness; the
derful.
waves with me were still tossing white caps.)
“it is only a new carpetHe continued:
sweeper, and we call it the whirlwind from
It makes no noise and raises
the principle.
no dust.”
I grew calmer. It I have an enemy, it is
dust, and my housekeeping soul was touched.
I saw a straight bar, a wheel, a crank, and a

ple, ma’am, and to
(The imperturbility

etnall hmuli

u

itli

a

hfltr liunir

<>rt

uHswa

the wheel, mouth downward.
Turning a
crank works a fly-wheel, producing a fierce
current which draws up dust and ashes and
After passing
all other things into the bag.
over the whole room, turning your crank
quietly, you take oil' the bag and shake it out
of doors, and then learn w hat you have taken
from the carpet. Dust and ashes chiefly, and
a hair-pin or
two, and any other waifs and
strays that lie about on carpets. It was wonderful. There was no dust, no article of
furniture needed to be moved, except out of
the way of the sweeper, and the work was
done.
I remember the scene which I used to witTwo strong damsels
ness over the way.
would remove all the lighter furniture ,rom
the rooms, cover the others, loop up the curtains, open wide the windows, and then with
brooms sweep and belabor the poor carpets
till they yielded up- not only their dust but
wool. Then the dust had to settle, and then
the furniture must be replaced, and the dust
all be wiped off. It was the work of hours.
1 fell in love with the whirlwind.
“I will leave it, ma’am, to try, and call

again to-morrow.’’
I weakly yielded,

and he called again tomorrow, and carried away his money but not
his sweeper. Now my parlor can be swept
without upsetting the furniture, and the
library can be cleaned without spoiling the
books. Now a sick room can be kept free
from dust without any danger to the most
irritable one. I tried it for one of my neighbors who had a lung fever and could not be
moved; went over and managed the thing
Even moving about raised some
myself.
dust, and the invalid was most sensitive, but
the dust out of the carpet
my machine took
and left it clean and free.
was
not
much rbmance, once, in
There
“sweeping and dusting,” one of the old-fashioned modes of exercise often recommended
to women, chiefly because it is apt to be dirty
and disagreeable. I don't mind-it now.
Indeed, the dust and dirt have lost half their
terrors since I bought a whirlwind!

_

Prominent English Members of the Lower
House.
Justin McCarthy writes to the New York
Mail the

Seneca Sandstone.
The Washington correspondent of the Utica, X. Y., Herald, says:
The Democrats have at last got what they

following description

of John

Bright,

Isaac Butt, and Sir Charles Dilke:
“When parliament meets there are throe
men in especial whose first appearance in the
house of commons will create a sensation.
The first is a man of somefif ty-seven or eight

figure,

bare

head, broad, massive
mouth, with somewhat
thick lips, around which is an expression oddly blended of humor, decision and sweetness;
and
a quick, restless
eye, glancing hither
thither; a round chin and white hair. This
personage is dressed very plainly in a rather
shabby overcoat, a necktie of careless antiquilisty, and perhaps a pair of cotton gloves,
ten to the burst of cheering which will break
out from every part of the house when this
figure is seen to cross the threshold. Not the
least cordial will be the applause aud the wel-

forehead and

firm

from those tory leaders who so often
anger at him—and yelled then again
at the tremendous vigor of his calm, conquering retorts. For this man, of conrse, is John

An Honest Customer.—An anecdote
worth laughing over is told of a man who had
an infirmity as well as an appetite for fish.

keep up his character for
while making a bill with his
the story goes, and when his
back was turned the honest buyer slipped a
Hut the garcodfish up under his coat-tail.
ment was too short to cover thetlielt, and the
it.
“Now,” said the cusmerchant perceived
tomer, anxious to improve all the opportunities to call attention to his virtues, “Mr. Merchant, I have traded with you a great deal,
and have paid you promptly and honestly,
haven’t I?”
“Oh, yes,” answered the merHe was anxious to

honesty, even
merchant, as

chant, “I have no complaint.” “Well,” said
the customer, “1 always insisted that honesty
was the best policy, and the best rule to live

and die by.” “That’s so,” said the merchant;
and the customer turned to depart. Hold on,
the
merchant
“speakfriend,” cried
ing of honesty, I have a bit of advice
to give you. Whenever you come to trade
again, you had better wear a longer coat, or
steal a shorter-tailed codfish.”

come

Upright Perfumery Case, suitable for
ANecary
fancy goods dealer. May be
store of
or

The Danish historian who records the anecdote about the crown, says
that it shows the Queen was not so bitter"
against the Countess without a cause, although it must be adihitted that her anger
was carried too far.
The rage of the Queen
when she found that her son had promised to
set the countess free after only eight years’
imprisonment, and the exercise of her influence, by which she was able to prolong the
imprisonment till her own death, betray the
existence of some personal motive.
The Countess Leonora was one of the
daughters of Christian the Fourth, King of
Denmark, bv a morgn..tie marriage. She became the
wife of Corfitz Ulfeldt, son of
Chancellor Ulfeldt, who after a stormy youth,
passed in various umtries and services, had
taken a high position at the Danish Court.
The prosperity of Ulfeldt and his wife was
not disturbed for some time after the accession of Frederick the Third. But though the
new King had full confidence in the former
favorite, the new Queen began from the first
to intrigue against him.
The Athenaeum
sums up the narrative thus: A plot was organized by her means in order .o accuse Corfitz and his wife of intending to poison the
King, and thougfi the accusation recoiled on
the heads of the subordinate instruments,
some
suspicion remained. The King was
gradually estranged from Corfitz Ulfeldt, one
difference led to another, and at length Ulfeldt resigned his offices and left the country.
His estates were at once confiscated, and he
was deprived of all his dignities; while in
revenge for such treatment he went to Stockholm, where his services were gladly accepted by Queen Christina.
For some time after this Corfitz Ulfeldt
proved a dangerous enemy to Denmark. At
his instigation the successor of Queen Christina made war on Denmark, and the daring
march of the Swedes on the ice across the
Great Belt, which lead to the Peace of Roes-

terpretation.
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Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the

S. CUSHING, Secretary'.
fe2dtd

FREE to Agents to introduce article.
that sell in everv house. Latta & Co., PittsPa.
no22
w

WATCH
burg

as

SMITH,
GAGE,
of Smith, Donnell &
F. A.
F. A.

year.

3d—To transact such other business

un-

puriKwe
transacting a Wholesale Grocery Business
and have taken the store. No. 92 Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,) where they would be pleased to see

is

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.
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CO.

&

CLEMENT.

Co-Partnership Notice.

stantly

moudny,

Place, New York.

of

name

a

Portland Depot,

by

CLEMENT, BENSON & CO.,

Frieud.

WHEEL0CK &

to any
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postage

copartnership heretofore existing under the

views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
as to which is the best” Sewing Maehiue, do not
allow yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine “THE 8II7GER” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronouuce it for all
purposes the very best Family Sewing dint-bine
extant.
Now is the time to secure one of these farfamed and
justly celebrated Singer Sewing machine ns a
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady

“Happy

of

Dissolution of Copartnership.

SEWINGMACHINE.

THE
held at

free

of six cents

J«B. FORD& CO., Publishers,

“THE SINGER"

With

receipt

on

by trying on the crown that was being made
for her, and letting it fall upon the floor so
that one of the large jewels was broken, the
conduct of the Queen can bear but one in-

When Fisk

will entitle the subscriber to the paper by mail
and to the above pair of beautiful Oil Chromos, delivable at the publication office. If the subscriber will
add ten cents [$3.10] for expenses of wrapping, mailing, etc., the Chromo9 will be sent free, by mail-, and
if the subscriber prefers to send still 25 cents more,
or $3,35 altogether,
the copies so mailed will be
coiu-uuiuu,

Whether it be that this Queen envied the
beauty and accomplishments of the Countess
Ulfeldt, and her husband’s influence with the
King, or that the Countess Ulfeldt, as a Danish historian states, had offeuded the Queen

be seen,

ONE YEAR ©NEY

uiuuincu uu

publishing house in Vienna has just isa
curiously interesting volume—the story
of Leonora Christina, Countess Ulfeldt, who
endured imprisonment for twenty-two years.
The Countess gives her own narrative in the
form of a diary, and it is now published for
the first time, with an introduction
by Herr
Ziegler, the editor ot the volume. The
events described took place
nearly two centuries ago, but they have never been
fully
known till now. The long
captivity of the
Countess, it appears, was owing to the personal spite of Sophia Amelia, the wife of
Frederick the Third, King of Denmark.

quota by narrating
life of Fisk which had great influence,
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HENRY WARD REECHER’S

Story.

Have a Fall.
Anecdotes of Jim Fisk, Jr., are still in order, and the Chicago Post thus furnishes its

This
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chines

and

young women, all find
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Preserving

scholarly, and critical New York nation
only the ablest and best, but also the
popular of American religious periodicals.”

—father.mother, boys,

Classical Institute!

A Health

the

not

(>ossessod by no other religious weekly published. It
contains contributions from eminent writers of all denominations, and has matter of interest for every
member of the household, young and old. For the
year 1872, Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe will
write exclsively for he Christian Union.
It has something for every member of the household
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the last
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Teacher of the French
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“WIDE
AWAKE SIZE.—ex$10.00 paii*
Chroraos—subjects

FROM PARIS,

The Dr. Hall Treadle

CELEBRATED

BOSTON & MAINE R. R..
By its Attorney, G. C. YEATON.

of

Entrance Examinations, June 3d, and October 3d.
For New Catalogue and recent entrance examination
papers, apply to
prof. SAMUEL KNEELAND, See’r.,
febldlm
Boston, Mass.

jan24d&w-w4-2w

an

Poems, Household Stories, and Chat for the little

This School sustains a lilgh character as a Home
and Training School. For circulars apply to the
Principal, or to Hoyt, Fogg <Sfc Breed, 92 Middle st.,
Portland.
R. O. LINSLEY.

WILL
1819.

Silver Plate Polish!

hospitalities.

Open

MONDAY, MARCH llth,1872.
For Catalogues, &c., apply to
J. C. SNOW, Principal,
Ja31tdSteven’s Plains, Mo.

Jules Ch. L.

subscriber to The Christian Union

This paper, hereafter will be printed on a still larger sheet, folded in twenty-four pages, pasted at the
back and trimmed at the egdes, a decided advantage
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“TWO DOLLARS A DAY’
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logcabinofthebackwoodsman,brightening

call it

experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.

JOHN W. MUNGE >1, Agt.

To the toansient travelling public, with no reductioi
of fare,!attendance and
No effort will be spared for the comfort and con
venience of the guests of this favorite house.
D. N. CUSHMAN.
dc29tf

the time and place when we wi
in the forenoon,
hear the
interested, and determine whether th
prayer of the petitioners shall be granted, and we oi
der that notice of the above
be given b
publication of the same and this our order thereo
in
in two of the newspapers
Portlant
daily
for seven days at least before the time of hearing.
)
Harbor
S. T. CORSER,

copies

Blessings upon chromo-lithography, by which the
succesful painting of a master can be
reproduced indefinitely, and can enter thousands of homes with Its educating, quickening, reforming influences!
It Is not alone into the dwellings of the
great and
wealthy that we follow this pretty pair with anticipations of delight. We see them in the
cottages of the

commence on
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undersigned having assumed the sole proprie
torship of the United States Hotel, would announc*
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1872.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrench
ment and Economy.” he will reduce his rates to

a.

MONDAY".

SPRING TERM

SGimre Policies issued at current rates.
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The

DR.

Lost!
Feb. fi, a wallet cont eluing a sum of
money, a note and receipt lor house-rent. The
finder will be rewarded by leaving it at 109 MIDDLE
ST.
frb8*3t

95

United States Hotel! THE

R. P. JENNESS
St., Portia d, Me.
m., and 4 to p. m.

Apply

Wednesday afternoon, between the Post Office
and 103 Commercial st, one hunch of
Keys. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving same at
this office.
fetat*

LIABILITIES.

have leased their Docks and other projtery ir
Elizabeth to Janies E. Simpson for one yeai
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during sait
time the Company will not be responsible for anj
debts contracted in their name or on their account
unless authorized or approved by the President o:
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
the company.
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co
his
By
Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

FROM CANADA!
Suitable for all business purposes;
may be seen at
RECORD, YOUNG & LATHAM’S Stable,
No 6 Silver Street.
feb7-lw
CHAS. G. WOODMAN.

$500,000 00

ASSETS.
National and other Bank Stocks. $310,072 00
New York, Chicago and Cleveland City
Bonds.$ 109,993 33
Amount loaned on mortgage, being first
lien.
$202,000 00
Amount in hands of agents, in course
1 of transmission.
$77,639 21
Amount Premium Notes.
$47,518 01
Amount Cash on hand and in Bank.
$18,448 30
1| Amouut other Assets not
specified.
$8,161 95
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Mass. Institute
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Surplus.
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FOR BOYS !

On the 31st day of December, 1871.

Price #f the bark, with full
sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.
IN

Board Circular.
A. C. BARKER,
131 Commercial st.

TOPSHAM, ME.,
BEGINS FEBRUARY 14.
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invaluable remedy foi
supply
A Cancer,
Scrofula, Rheumati*m, Sail
Ulcer* and all Blood
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SEED!

Portland Fept ,2, 1871.
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-OF

BUSHELS New Timothy 8eed; also
Clover aud Red Top lor sale by

**

Address

rooms.

THE 31st. SEMI-ANNUAL SESSION

STATEMENT

FOR
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COUNSELLOR

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

Mattkkss is,

ure

Learn to “blow your own horn,” by studying this
and excellent method, full of Theory, Exercises,
sparkling Melodies, Trios and Variations, with, if you
please, Piano accompaniment. Price $1.50.
The above books and pieces, sent, post free, on
receipt of Retail price.

on

SEED,

of 5

FOURTEEN WEEKS,

new

SALE.—A Boarding House in a thriving city
near Boston.
Good situation, and nicely furnished throughout. Lease, low rent, and but small capital required. Good run of business; sold on account
of removal of owner. Address
LOCK BOX 6?,
janl8-lm
Lawrence, Mass.

OF

Pablob Suits, Lounoes, Spblno Beds,
HcOuuough

the Jewett
end of the G.

as

RARE CHANCE !

Rheum,

WANTED,

—OF—

E)bcs

[PORTLAND, IfIK.
Copying and enlarging doue to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Bembrant9, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid• of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin.
tor yourselves.
Call and
(ty**Mono—€3ood work at Moderate PricAina to Pleane.
es.
may 20

known

the choice is not very difficult. As to these two
exquisite chromos, only a critical examination can distinguisn between the copies and the originals, which
sold for many hundreds—which is
certainly more

receiving the

Boarders Wanted.
Rooms; board reasonable.
GOOD
_febtitf__No 11 MYRTLE ST,

FOR THE

The lower floor now contains two stores each 28x55,
loft above 40x55 and two offices 14x16 ft each, the
third story is a Hall full size of building.
Said Block is well adapted for Manufacturing puror for a Corn and Flour Store aud Mill which
much needed to supply our town trade, as well an
a large surrounding country trade, is well situated,
being only 100 feet from a good wharf where large
Schooners may discharge and receive cargoes. Also is
near the Maine Central R. R. Depot in Gardiner, as
well as the Steamers running to Bhston. Will rent
whole or part of Block as parties may desire.
Rent
low. An excellent chance for a Shoe Factory. For
further particulars apply to Mrs. Harriet Jewett,
Pittston, Me., or to Ira D. Sturgis, President of the
Kennebec Land and Lumber Co.
Pittston, January 18th, 1872.
jan24 d2w
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improved method, with Progressive
! Studies, Instrumental Pieces, and a collection of Pop-
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feb7-3t

CORNET.
near

Bridge

A

new

Attention

BRICK Block to

THOS. LAUGHLIN & SON,
185 Commercial St.

Wanted.
SMART honest Boy from 14 to 19 years of age.
to
C.
R.
Chisholm & Co., G. T. R. Depot.
Apply

ular

rent,”
Pittston
ABlock, situatetheinKennebec
the
& P.
ltiver.

man

fo7d3t*

Keller. .35

TRUE HAPPINESS

I^lYDN’S
A
and

HALF

Capitalists

work.

en

a

A

ja26-lm

SALE.

Song.

EATON’S NEW METHOD

BENNETT & WEBSTER,

painting; but when the question lies between an
original at five hundred dollars and a chromo which
can scarcely be
distinguished from it, at ten dollars—
particularly when one has not five hundred to spare—
nal

tures,

Songs.
blooded Arabian Horse, together with
PRICE, 93.00.
Sleigh, Harness aud Robes. This splendid horse
is seven years old, is an excellent roadster, will work
in double or single harness, is kind and smooth. For
particulars inquire of PELEG STAPLES, 250 Con- A Set of 25 very good easy Plano Pieces for beginners.
gress st., or WM. WINCHESTER, 1 Lincoln Place, GOLDEN ECHOES,
Mack, each. .30
where the horse can be seen.
Portland, Jan. 29th, 1872.
ja30tf

A

BLACKSMITH’S HELPER
general
A To
constant employment.
steady

prices.

WILMOT ST.

FOR

PBICI,

WOOD,

lowest

origi-

ON

Organs.

Work of the first rank.

usual, at

isjrtraiture
the farthest regions of the earth
shaking of children
who resemble her—so dear, and so early taken! He
who paints one child well, paints
thonsands, and
speaks to the tenderest feelings of innumerable hearts.
Of course there is a pleasure in
possessing an

FOR

Reed

THE CHRISTIAN UNION,

parents of little ones either
Dickens says somewhere of his
he has had letters from

heaven.

painted by hand.

Found.

I Complied by an'Organist wlio has a pre-eminent
power of pleasing the public, both by his playing and
COAL! j his
compositions. Rose quickly into favor on its first
appearance, and is acknowledged to be a Standard

OF

W A NTE D.

lyAwM

HUNT.

HARD and SOFT

GAGE & D A V IS,

Commission

SUPPLY

more

w nuu vi tnv

da

dlw

2.

LOST. FOUND.

A FIRST-CLASS
API>ly to

AGENTS.

deod

ir.i_

C0ALM30AL!

tf

Flour, Ora in and Provision

S.

WANTS?

Wanted.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

received direct and for sale by

—

FRESCO PAINTER
de20

February

a

or

21 MARKET SQUARE,

MOLASSES.

GEO.

A

GEORGE D. J0STr

Streets.

CROP

i»i.i/ii.~•_it

FOR

janl6tf

dccl6
nn

-New House
SALE—On Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
and piped lor Sebago. Apply cn the
presses,
at 25 tiuery st.
JAMES A. TENNEY.
aug25

Whipple & Co., A GOOD RENT
DRUGGISTS,

STATE

Counsellor

N. B.

W. W.

BLOCK.”

_an31-2w__“THOMAS

paid to collecting.

Attorney and

BY

92 COMMERCIAL ST.,

at Lawr!

MIDDLE STREET.

No. 80

tonic remedy.
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

SMITH, GAGE &CO.,

8. BROWS1

Attorney

Pulmonary Hemorrhage, iu Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os
Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisurcs of the
Annus, Bums, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful astringent aud

DIFFERENT GRADES.
SALE

LOT

nature.

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success iu the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and

MOLASSES.
FOR

148 EXCDANUE ST.
jat)22tf

Counsellor and

ever

-and-

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

Land For Sale.
rtf Land on Brackett St., head of York St.
feb2«lwF. G. CUMMINGS.

A TVomau’s

remind many

in

or

FRIDAY MORNING, FL'B. », 1872.

namely,

IN Af»v,lN('E

Bright, rescured from the. jaws pf death to
I take his old place
among his old friends and
toes, now alike eager to welcome him. The
second individual, who will be
looked at with
interest and curiosity, is a
yet bigger, bnrlier
and more
ungainly person—a man of
rolling gait and loose figure, careless of dress
alul
appearance; a man with a lace like that
i
of a negro suddenly blanched, with a mass
of
snowy hair, and beaming eyes, that look like
those ot Robert Burns. This is Isaac Butt
the whilom tory, now champion of home rule
iu Ireland and advocate-general of all Fenian
prisoners. The third is a much younger man,
probably the youngest member of the house
of commons. He is tall and somewhat
stiff,
with square forehead and well-set jaw,
suggestive of strong and obstinate resolve. He
is rather handsome but a good deal stolid—in
expresston, I mean—and with a certain formal and heavy way about him which tells of
dogmatism and dissent. He is well dressed
and is conscious of being an object of curiosity. I suppose I need hardly add his name.
You know already that this is the republican
baronet, Sir Charles Dilke. Very little of
welcoming applause from the house will greet
him, you may be sure.”

TWENTY-TWO YEARS IN PRISON.

of little Nell that

chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific in the removal of morbid discharges, of what-

PORTO RICO

B. Hamel, Jr.

here

in all

_jan30-2w“THOMAS BLOCK.”

Jan23-ly•

G.

irNFAILINO REMEDY

SALE BY

92 COMMERCIAL, ST*,

Philadelphia.

They will

Extract,

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

SHIP BROKERS,

108 Walnut St.,

A pure, aqueous
possessing superior astringent and tonic properties, aud recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the country as an

■A. CHOICE LOT !

Co.,

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

COMMISSION

time to do more than call the attention of my professional brethren to this new Extract, which I am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

fel>Gd3m eod

Ja»3l

PHILADELPHIA.

I

corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

DELAWARE AVENUE,

SOUTH

happy picture of a child brings an
lasting than any other, because it Is

reason a

fitting embellishment, but they are a charming pair
for the adornment of a nursery.
Undoubtedly these two pictures are jiortraits
There is a realistic faithfulness and truth
about them
that forbids the idea of their being
fancy heads.

Gazette of June 24th. 1871.

From the Modical

Retwo

r.

they are dropping off to sleep, or as they awake
in the morning, seem to them like
living friends. All
sorts of childish dreams and fancies make of
the pictured face a real companion. Not
only in the parlor
or the sitting room would
they be an attractive and

BOSTON
Dry and Ground in Oil,

MERCHANT,

C OMMISSION

stale

on as

PINUS CANADENSIS.

DRY AND

Street.

custom cannot

subject of which no one ever tires.
But these pictures, besides their constant charm
for
grown folks, are such as children can understand and
love. Our little “Wide Awake” and "Fast
Asleep”
would give many a pleasant hour of
companionable
amusement and intercourse to the little
people akin
to them in age. The pictures that
children’s eyes rest

0F

UK.

wither,

a

KENNEDY’S
CONCENTRATED

cannot

infinite variety."

Its

St., Portland, Me.

For this

L

asleep.

chromos hang upon the wall,
bewitching child-heads, in which every mother sees
of
her
own
dear ones, never grown
something
old, and
never lost to her, however time or death
may have

1829.]

in

Literary,

ligious, and Domestic Weekly, started
years ago,

very

t^o

In other words,

the
Seeond of

the

was a

that the

reason

THE PRESS.

goodness, knew

She in fast

peace.

MUNGEH, Correspondent,

MANUFACTURERS OF

fi. P. Paybox.

Edward Payson,

SHALL

ON

JT, HT. CMAPMAW, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAW LETT, 3rd Vicc-Prie’t.

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

PAYSON,

and Counsellors at

Exchange

and Cross

Rent.

or

New High street, No. 79; very nice, and convenient ; gas throughout the house; perfect drainage ; Sebago water; every tiling in perfect order.
One-half remain on mortgage, if desired, for a long
term of years; will be sold at a bargain, or rented, if
not sold.
Jan

good littlegirl, who, by reawhere to find strawberries
in the winter. In the same
way less perfect people,
blessed by the generous fairies of memory aud
imagination, may sit, as I do now, in the midst of falling
leaves and whistling winds, and call back the
green
grasses and summer sun. I see yonder In the
glen,
the darling of our house, the
gold gleam in her brown
hair, a chainof dairies in her hand,and in her eyes the
roughish meditation of a kitten, weary for an instant
only of its play, and thinking slyly of anotner spring.
Thrown back upon the velvet grass, she is not
resting
only pausing; from her bright glances to the tips of
her tiny fingers she is wide awake.
But now the merry play Is over, and our
pet nestles
younder on the sofa-cushion, tired at last in earnest.
Slowly the lids tall, and the lingering smile dies out;
but the flush in cheek and
lip remains, like the glow
after sunset. The gathered
buttercups and daisies
are
held
the
fair
little hand; no
loosely
by
shadows,
even of dream
disturb
the sweet brow’s perfect
land,
of her

enjoy ment

Brown Block.

NAVINGS BANK BUILDING,

J.

CO.,

*eod3m

PAYSON &

494

Bcard’

JOHN W.

Office hours; 9 to 10 A. M., and 2 to 3 P. M.

Jan23

he issued

H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

W.

OFFICE AJNT> RESIDENCE,

No. 43 Pine

tirst

Estate Sc Mertgaj^ Brokers.

New House for Sale

$14,806,812 37

1871,

promptness

J7 P. FESSENDEN

on

payment,
Upon
“"fv, /«„<ic1rti:“.catf8
V?
(in red scrip) lor gold
premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
declarwl
the net earned premiums of the Company, for
\^wVVi“rr,of
P.er,Cei11.-i8
for which certificates will
December,

on all points.
approved ollaterals.
ORDERS for Bouds and all first-class securities

Dr.

GEO. R. PA VIS Sc
Real

sep24tt

3 379 050 00
0(1
41
2 405 937 95
01

desired,

were; issued

on

executed on commission.
dec22
cod Gin

to any amount

outHlanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
iegal representatives, on andJh(i
after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
i«mi
SSofi?1« certiticate® of the issuethe
Tuesday at Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
whi r*!»ou»eBe'riatlVe?-’«011*antltoa?erPr°duceu
the time of
anil cancelled.
certificates which

received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Couikhib and
Dividends made with

prepared to loan money la lumi

are

‘|IOO

mortgages in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Peering. Parties desirous oi building can also be accommodated with loans.

$5,375,793 24

$8,143,240 00

©nee there

son

on

DEPOSITS

ADVANCES made

from

Loan lit

to

What is the

Author qf “Uncle Tom's Cabin," “My
H’i/e and I,"
etc.

class

$7 44^ 452 (jc

Total Amount of Assets,

Richardson, Hill & Co.,

affairt

$5,412,777 51

Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

sundry

CARDS!

BUSINESS

$20,000
We

WHY?

BY HARRIET BEECIIER STOWE.

B ULLEIIN.

COMPANY.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNEM

—

Geo. R. Davis & Co.’s

1849.)
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One inch of space, In

Advertising:

INSURANCE

PRESS

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
Rates
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9, 1872
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±

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
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REAL ESTATE.

published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

Terms:
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an
sern

ai>oth-

at the
II. H. HATCH,
389 Congress st.

yelled in

A number of Internationals have petitioned
the Mayor and Alderman of New York for the
use of public buildings as lecture halls.

P E EBB.

THE

j

1872.
FRIDAY MORNING, FEB. »•

the National House Thursday, will be hailed
with joy by all friends of popular education
Next to the legislation that
in the country.
and se"
cured its results, the present measure is the
most important that has received the favorable action of Congress during the last decade.

carried the nation through the

war

practical recognition by Conof the Federal Government
the
of
duty
gress
to provide for the education of all the people.
In view of this important measure inaugurated by the general Government, it is no time
for Maine to halt, much less to take a back-

It is the first

ward step in a matter that underlies our political structure and must ever measure the
readvancement of every social and moral
to solve
form. General intelligence is the key
that

question

every social

now

agitates

the

the best
country and eradicate every wrong,
ally of which is ignorance.

city did his constituents good service on Wednesday in op.
posing the passage of the Cumberland County
Central railroad bill in the Senate. It passed
to be sure, but Mr. Morris gave good reasons
why it shouldn’t,—and that is all any man of
honest independence can do in the present
Legislature. He said that “any one acquainted with the circumstances could readily see
that the towns along the line cannot build
The scheme is simply a Maine
the road.
Senator Morris of this

Portland is to be left out in the
The whole design Is to divert business
from that city. Should we not have a State
policy to build up cities like Portland?”
Central one.
cold.

Timber land was very low in Maine in
1866. Mr. Clark, then Land Agent, sold four
half townships donated to the Normal schools

$12,000, or at the rate of a trifle over
twenty-six cents an acre. In a communica"
tion to the Legislature, Mr. Burleigh says
for

that of this amount Mr. Clark credited on the
books $521.21 “as having been received by

him, which sum does not appear to have been
paid into the State Treasury.” Is it improper
to inquire the.reason ?
The

that was

“be

to

reported
brewing” in the room of a prominent Democratic member of the House, and which was
of great interest to several prominent Republicans, if we may believe the Argus’ special,
has ceased to “brew.” It is reported that
several legislators, who sat silently in their
seats without challenging the amendments to
the liquor law, were not so silent and uninterested on this other occasion. “Brewing”
has a local significance in Augusta.
matter

pathetic appeal for the sympathy of the House for the widows and orphans who hold the stock of the Maine Central is a little too thin in the light of the financial transactions of its managers in connection
with the Somerset fiasco and another lease
Mr. Webb’s

that a

is

leading director

cently declared that
$100,000 to be rid of.

reported to

have re-,

he would'vote to pay

The Oxford Democrat and the Biddeford

Democrat, though representing different political parties, agree that the Legislature
should deal generously with the surviving
Peck bondsmen.
•

Death of Ex-Senator Grimes of Iowa.—
We regret to learn the death of Hon. James W.
Grimes of Iowa, which took place Wednesday

evening

Burlington

in that State.
Mr.
Grimes was a native of New Hampshire, bom
October 16, 1816. He graduated at Dartmouth
College in 1836, and soon after emigrated to the
the West He began political life in 1838, with
his election to the Territorial Assembly of Iowa.
He was Governor of that State from 1854 to
1856. In the latter vear he was chosen to the
United States Senate, serving as chairman of
he Committee on the District of Columbia,
and also of that on Naval Affairs, on which he
rendered very valuable service. He was reelected for the Seuatorial term ending in 1871,
but was obliged to retire a few years ago on account of the state of his health.
He travelled
in Europe and for some time gratifying accounts
were published respecting his improvement in
health; but the disease proved insidious and
fatal. Mr. Grimes was a strong man, honest
and thoughtful in forming his opinions, bold in
their utterance and skillful in their maintenance
in debate. Throughout the period of the rebellion he gave the most effective support to
the Government, particularly in the increase
and wise direction of the navy; and it is not
improbable that he is to be counted among the
martyrs of that trying crisis.
at

A correspondent of the Kennebec Journal
shows that the rank of Maine as respects
education is this: the average attendance of
scholars is lower than that of any other New
England State; our school terms are shorter
than those of any other New England State except New Hampshire; we pay less wages to
teachers than any State in the Union except
Virginia; we pay less per month to women
teachers than any other State in the Union,
and from thirty to sixty-five per cent, less than
the other New England States; the only Northern State that stands below us in the sum per
capita raised for school purposes is Oregon
Our per centage of illiterate persons among the
native population is less, however, than in Vermont, Rhode Island or Connecticut. If we
made the same provision for schools that other
States think necessary, it appears from this
that Maine would
over

gain an easy preeminence
its sister States in the intelligence of its

people.
The New "Narrow Gauge Locomotive over
which mechanics are so interested, has been
criticised as incapable of carrying as heavy
traius in the aggregate as the broad gauge. Hut

competent authority says that it was applied to
a Welch railroad, where it actually doubled the
road's capacity, and removed the previous necessity for laying a double track. It
s,
it would seem, two eugines in one, two fire boxes, steam chests, smokepipes, etc., and the
power is distributed over the whole space of
the engine and tender. One of these engines,
weighing only nineteen and one-half tons, will
take a load of one hundred and Seven tons up
average grade of one in ninety-two, with a
proportion of paying to non-paying weight of
an

three to

On

Russian three feet six inches gauge road a gross load—exclusive of
engine
weighing forty-two tons—of 351 tons, of which
260 is paying weight, is carried over a grade of
one to eighty.
one.

A Novel

a

Weapon.—During

the late war it
was found that for purposes of light fortifications and making hurried intrenchments there
was no weapon more convenient or useful than
the ordinary bayonet.
As an improvement
upon this, a“trowel bayonet” has been devised,
and a number of them have been manufactured
at the Springfield Armory.
Experiments made
with these have proved their efficiency. Iu one
trial two companies of infantry so covered
themselves in fifteen minutes that they could
not be seen at a distance of
fifty feet in front
of an embankment which had been thrown
up
by them with the bayonet, and which could not
be

penetrated by

a

musket ball fired at

a

dis-

tance of ten feet.
The New York Tribune thinks that Disraeli’s acrimonious attack on the Queen’s
speech caused Gladstone to lose his temper,
and hence his talk about “preposterous demands.” The Times says “it suits some harebrained writers to get up a war cry, but the
bulk of the people in the United States and
England know that war between two such nations would be a disgrace to civilization, and

they

are

not

likely

to

be

passioflate journalists.”

hounded into

it

comThe trial of ex-Congrcssman Stokes for
plicity in the Beatty bounty frauds began
the evidence against him being

Wednesday,

devotThe passage of the Bducational bill,
of the public lands to prothe
proceeds
ing
mote the interests of general intelligence, by

by

Meeting of the Democratic State Committee.—The Democratic State Committee
met at Augusta, Wednesday night and re-elect
ed Gcii. H. Butler Chairman, Henry Farrington
of Lincoln, Secretary. Bangor was selected as
the place for holding the next State convention
but the time was not agreed upon.

Compulsory

Washington Matters.

execu-

that no
very strong It is understood
can be
tive mitigation of the sentence

ex-

should

originate with, and receive their impe-

tus from the

day

people;

and it is to them that

we

turn for sanction and susteuanee.lf education is
suoh a controller of men and things as it would
appear; if it does exert suoh an influence in the
adjustment of many of the difficult social prob-

members were present.
SenaThe newspaper attempt to whitewash
even by his
tor Clayton is severely condemned,
friends. The committee has voted that all their
should be secret. Two of the four

lems of the time; it would seem that wo ought
to consider faithfully any and all measures
looking to a more thorough education of all

proceedings

witnesses whose testimony is published to exClayton are accused of complicity in

culpate

within the State. We, all, without hesitation,
admit the value and necessity of education; politically and socially it is a vital economic principle; individually it is the scale of a man’s
worth and influence: we halt only at the manner and kind.
If it be true that a State relies upon her intellectual vigor for place and power; if it be
true that upon man's education depends largely his happiness and welfare; then as an
act of justice to many and as a principle beneficial to all we ought to require the education of
the entire school population. We fail to reach
50 per cent, of our youth and that fact alone is
sufficient to warrant the statement that education through compulsory attendance is a need-

crimes and of participation in the spoils.
Senator Chandler’s resolution of Inquiry into the acts of his associates is supposed to be
aimed at Senators Trumbull and Carpenter,
who it is alleged have received large fees for
prosecuting cases in the United States Courts.
In Chandler’s own words he is “going for these
civil service sliouters.”
Tlife Herald's Washington despatch states that
Gen. Butler said Wednesday that our Government presented a case in the Alabama claims
which we agreeduot topresentjthat although our
claim for consequential damages was strong,
one of our members of the High Commission
frittered away our right to present it. We have
no legal right to present such a case as we have
or modify now.
prepared. We cannot withdraw to
he seen. Mr.
What England will do remains
Sumner says that the idea of asking a withdrawal of the ease of this country is a novel
It would be
one and can never be thought of.
bartering American honor and dignity. If we
have a weak case the place to show it is only
before the Geneva tribunal. Mr. Sumner considers the question of consequential damages
by no means a weak one,
The Secretary of State denies that any letter
of his to Sclieuck has been published.
The Secretary of the Treasury appeared before the House Committee Thursday and read
a bill
of his views, providing aid for

measure.

ed, all-important

Is it practicable f In all questions which disturb the “ancient and time-honored” practices
of former days we meet with jiopular prejudices
and sectional jealousies that must be overoome.
Any such system as that in operation in Sweden would be peculiarly distasteful to our republican principles. We must have one that
shall be comprehensive and efficacious. The
bill now pending in the Legislature is certainly
as
liberal towards “aueient
institutions’’
as
the must aeglous conservative could
as
as
main
in
the
and
practicable
desire,
its most earnest advocates at this
peElsewhere
this
well
riod could
expect.
has borne practical results. Why not
principle
here? It is not a mere myth, an undemonstrated hypothesis; it is a live measure already
teeming with the fruits of a floh experience.
If there be any one property which commends
it above the many reforms now advocated, it is

expressive

the maritime interests of the United St»tps.—
It gives bounties for five years on each iron
steamship for the foreign trade and also to sailing vessels engaged for not more than three
months in the coasting trade and flje Remainder
of their trade in foreign trade, the cod and

\ts

perfect practicability.

Public sentiment
it

luwroaiou

was

never

before

so

strongi»»

<u

day. 'Colleges and institutions of learning
are fostered hy {lie State; improved systems of
are being constantly brought insupervlsorship
to use; methods of teaching are simplified;
and the whole educational question is rightfully
receiving merited attention at the hands of wise
legislators,
But, nevertheless, building colleges, perfectthis

a ton
stores
ware-

duty._

Political Recommendation.—On the
commendation of Senator Pomeroy, and others,
it is said, James E, Legate, a Kansas politician

re-

The editor of tile Free Press has wen at the
a high backed wooden
chair, with
bottom, which boro the date 1641_the
year in which it was made. The chair, which
was a present to Mrs. Rice, is not far from the
present style of cabinet work, having a straight,
high back and arms in form not unlike those
wrought in walnut and rosewood in the fashionably furnished parlors of the present time.
It is low-seated and of generous size, and lias
held in its capacious arms rich freights of
hope
and joy and love ‘in the days of auld lang
syne.'

SPECIAL NOTICES.

State prison

Fraudulent Misrepresentations.
Among the pernicious frauds of the i>eriod, there

The officers elect of Oxford Chapter Royal
Afch Masons at Bethel, were
installed
Wednesday evening by Past High Priest A. S.
of
after
which Grand
Kimball,
Waterford;
Chaplain C. C Mason, of Cape Elizabeth, delivered an oration upon Masonry, which was a
masterpiece of thought and was listened to with
the utmust attention by a large and appreciative audience. An excellent supper and dance
at the Chapman House were the
closing exercises. A large party from Gorham, N. H.,

only

|

finitely superior.

Thomas A. Scott’s salaries from the various
1 have a favorite terrier who is so regular
in his habit of sitting at my left side, that he ! railroads with which he is connected amount to
has worn a smooth spot on the carpet by wag$150,000 annually.
ging his tail; lie received my portion, aud
Counterfeit $10 bills on the Norwich (Conn.)
Bergh has a good case; the poor brute was
National Bank were put in circulation last Satdoubled up with colic for two days, and now
the breakfast bell is a signal for him to rush
urday.
down cellar and hide in the coal-bin.
At my
A man has been fined five dollars and costs
the
was
urgent request
scrapple
generously at
Seymour, Ind., for “merely attempting to
banded to the first beggar, who dumped it in
the ash-barrel and went off insulted. With her
hang a boy.”
nose turned
up to an angle of forty-five degrees,
my wife—persistent woman—says she will try
STATE NEWS.
it again.
Won’t some incendiary please set
fire to my house before next Sunday?
ANDBOSCOOGIN COUNTY.

The Cost of Unemployed Labor.—An exchange points out the cost of strikes as shown
by the reports of the Trades-Union system. It
says:
An array of official statistics laid before the
Trade-Union Congress in Nottingham, a fortnight ago, furnishes material for some legitimate deduction.
It appears that during the
period of fourteen years ending with 1870, the
Society of Amalgamated Engineering in England paid for “unemployed labor” alone (that
is to say, for the support of men “on strike”)
the huge sum of $2,173,OOO.During the same period, the Society of Iron-founders paid for a
similar purpose the sum of 81,110,000.
Total
amount paid to engineers and iron-founders
out of work, in fourteen years, upwards of
three and a quarter millions of dollars—or on au
These figaverage of about $234,OIK) per year.
ures represent the outlays of only two TradeUnions in England, out of scores which
flou'ish in that country.
This is not all, for
we 'find a
supplementary official statement,
which shows that the larger proportion of the
these two Societies
enormous fundraised by
was expended during the last four years of the
for
term named—the figures
the years 1868-71
being£320,000, or 81,610,000, out of the aggregate of £431,683.
During these four years,
therefore, an annual average of $402,500 was
taken out of! the popkets of industrious mechanics, to support their fellow workmen who
had quarrelled with tlielr employers, or had
obeyed some arbitrary command of the TradeUnion leaders.
Besides this exhibit, it is declared that the
Societies of Engineers and Iron-founders raised
a fund of more than $3,000,000 for the legitimate purposes of charity—providing for the expenses of members in sickness, superannuation,
and accident, and also for the cost of funerals.
This great sum of $3,000,000, was in itself a severe tax upon the limited incomes of the memDers or tne two unions—nut it was more tnan
doubled by the imposition of assessments to the
amount of $3,283,000 for the encouragement of

idle, the vicious,

and the intractable. The
aggregate sum of six and a quarter millions of
dollars was therefore taken out of the wages of
English engineers, and foundry-men in fourteen years, for Trade Union purposes; less than
one-half of that amount being tor the general
benefit of the members.
This amount invested as it was then used in
the

co-operative institutions would by this time
have gone far to satisfactorily solve this much
vexed questionof labor and capital.
A Want of Harmony.—1The
Chicago Times,
the leader of the Democracy of the Northwest, is confident that “nine-tenths of all the
honest, earnest men in the United States, who
call themselves Democrats, expect to vote for a
Republican President next fall,” but it does
not say that the man will be General Grant.—

Argus.
We think the Democracy of the Northwest
will hardly acknowledge the Chicago Times
their leader. That paper was the first in the
Union to endorse negro suffrage, and for the
last ten years has done the Democracy more
harm than any Republican paper in the West.
Now the Times proposes to surrender to a Republican leader of a faction. But the Democracy will follow in the wake of no such leader
as the
Times, or its candidate. If the Democrats must be ruled by a Republican, they will
be as safe in the hands of Grant as of a statesman of more
ability, but of the same, or no
better, principles. The more competent a man
is, wrong in principle, the more injury he can
do us.—Maine Democrat.

jail-birds.

]

The Journal says the shipments of shoes and
boots from Auburn and Lewiston were 1228
cases for the last week, to 932 cases for the week
preceding. The receipts of leather have been
82,830 pounds to 08,820 pounds previous week.
Rt. Rev. Bishop Bacon delivered a discourse
at St.
Joseph’s Church, Lewiston, Tuesday
evening, on “The Infallibity of the Sovereign
Pontiff.” The Journal says the Bishop defined “Infallibilitv” as applied to the Pope, to
mean not that fie is sinless, but that when he
teaches faith or morals, that he cannot err. In
other words, Papal infallibility means simply
that the Sovereign Pontiff of the Catholic
church cannot err in his his teachings although
he may err in his acts. In short that a Pope
might be a bad man, although good Catholics
hoped and prayed that all might be impeccafile,
while from the character of liis trust his religious and moral inculcations must be infallible.
CLMBCHLAHU

WALDO COUNTY.

The Belfast Journal says the house of Jacob

Roberts of Monroe with all its contents was
burned on Monday. The fire is supposed to

have originated from a defect in the chimney.
Loss about $600. No insurance. January 30,
the wool pulling shop of John Garland' was
destroyed by tire—a total loss. Insured in the
Bay State and First National of Worcester,
Mass., for $1000, which will about cover the
loss.
The Journal says while the steamer Katahdin
was backing through the ice on
Saturday, the
rudder caught, parting the wheel chain and injuring Captain Rogers, pilot, and the wheelman.
Capt. Rogers came ashore here, and
Capt. Otis Patterson took his place.
The Journal says that J. W. Mudgett, of
Stockton, who was compelled to suspend payment for a few weeks, on account of endorsing
for friends, hal”arranged his liabilities and resumed hutlpess at his old place.
Ruel Haskell, of Knox, at work in the woods
for Joseph Ellis of Brooks was quite seriously
on Friday last, by a tree
falling upon
injured
him.
The Belfast Journal says that John Y. Stevens, the young man whu was so badly injured
by the bursting of a grindstone in the Kelly ax
factory In October, died January 29th. He was
a great sufferer from his wounds
up to the day
of his death. He was sixteen years of age.
YORK COUNTY,
The contractors on the Boston and Maine
railroad extension have sunk their coffer dam
in the Saco River preparatory to building the
bridge, and have devised a unique method for
helping their enterprise. A shaft is laid across
the dam and driven by an ordinary paddle
wheel in the quick water outside.
By this
means the pumps are worked and
the coffer

* vere

joseswes

J. B. BROWN &
PORTLAND,

Also

a

ComThe Warren Woolen
pany held its annual meeting last week, electJohn
ing Albert Johnson of Camden,
Fogler,
of South Hope, Win. O. Fuller of Rockland,
M. M. Richards of Wahloboro, James Creighton, Church Vaughan and F. N. Crawford of
of Warren, Directors. Albert John was reelected President, and W. J. McCallum, Agent
and Treasurer. The business of the factory is
reported very prosperous, and measures will be
taken to enlarge its capacity for production.
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TONS eliolce Furnace
$8.75; and at $8.00 we offer a
superior article for Open Orates. These
prices are for the Coals delivered, and are
certainly low enough to satisfy the most

fel>9

STERLING BILLS drawn

Ireland.

Sight

Pafts

Englnnd,
Paris, Berlin

on
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City

STANDARD FLAVORING EXTRACTS!

City

FLAVORING

otc.

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their

MARINE

1

no subject which should more engross atthan the purity of the preparations which

tention

PHOTOGRAPHS 1

used In

are

-Will make for thirty dayi, Card Photographs lor
ONE DOLLAR PER DOZEN !

flavoring

the various

compounds prepared

Linen

water.11.15 AM

Brig Geo W Chase, (of Portland) Bacon, Cardenas
days—441 hhds 59 tea molasses, to Phinney & Jack-

Dupoxco’s Golden Pills
they deserve.

Scotch

becaus

jan23-eod&wlw
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Portland municipal,.

6’n

Portland aid R. R.,.

6N

•

Stale

ONE PRICE, AND NO VARIATION ?

St.

of

IVnine,.

Lonin,.

SAN
Rockland aid

One Case Assorted Japanese Silks,
Best

<

Quality for SOe. yd.

R.R.,.

ON

Portland Sc Ogdcnsburg R. R. Gold,..

ON

Portland Sc Rochester R. R.,.

7’s

Dress

Toledo,.
FOR

91*40 yd.

8’*

SWAN & BARRETT,

Second Quality Lyons Poplins, 91-19.

Bankers and Brokers.

25 Pieces Best Quality Moss Plushes

loo

MIDDLE

STREET.

25 Pieces Plain FrenehCambricksfor 25e

It iin rovrg appetite and. digestion, and it is unrivaled for ii* flavor.
We are directed by Messrs LE a & PERRINS to
prosecute all parties making or vcDdioe counterfeits.

12 l-2c.

While 1'nck

SkirU,

w.rtk

91 SO, 87 1-ic.

130 Boz Spool Silk Worth 60 for 25c Boz
?*

New

BUTTER AND CHEESR
Just received,

NEW

YORK

a

BUTTER,

Vt. Dairy Sc Factory Cheese (plain and sage)

good variety of Beans, Dried Apples, and
Lard in tierces, tubs, pails and cadAARON R. ALDRICH dr CO.,
tf
22 Exchange st.
snja!5-m,w,f
a

IN

OUR STOCK,

AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES.
|^**Purclia8er8 should

Goods,

were never

cheaper

bfar in mind that Dry
than at the Present time,

LEICESTERSHIRE
TABLE

fcblsnlw
The

Seat

Sauce

and

Ueliah!

Made in any part of the World

BRYTLITE GLOBES!

FOR
TO

ns

OF

HAD

BBYTLITE GLOBES!

FAMILY
ALL

FIRST

USE.
CLASS

30.

Ac

This

and beautiful light

new

oan

b# Men at the

store of

GEO. I.. LOTHROP A CO.,
IN Exchange Hi.

is not more dangerous than the lead compounds
globe and burner combined, giving a soft but" the
market, and that the Excelsior Dye eontains
strong light, superior to anything of the kind now in
lead. As a dressing after dyeing, use
use, besides effecting a saving of twenty per cent, in
It U

jan3-eodlm

It Is having an immeuse sale in other cities, and
gives great satisfaction where ever introduced.
Will fit any fixtures, and can be
adjusted in two
minutes. Price within the reach of all. Call and
examine.
«EO. £i. LOTHROP A CO.,

feb^ntf

152

II. M.

Exchange

OFFICE TO LET!
On the second floor, front of
C O N A.N rr

Street.

EXCHANGE STREET.

30

PAYSOW,

Has been

Inquire

BANKER AND BROKER

New York.

of
H. M.

and original
this market. I am

GUNS,

BONDS,

STATE AND CITY BONDS

RAILROAD SECURITIES,
STOCKS.

MR. L. D. STROUT

335

hie old Store.

COWORESS

STREET,

ABOUT JANUARY 33d.
Where he will keep

as

formerly,

a

full line of

DRY -A.ND FANCY GOODS,
Iu all
His motto will be

the usual varieties.
as

usual, “QUICK H4LEH

AND SHALL PROFITS.”
Honing by diligent attention to business and honest dealing, to meet his old Mends and former customers.
JangOsntf

On

etc.

Machinists' Tools,

wholesale
G. Ii. BAILEY, 48 Exchange St.
no24eodtf sn
fcST’ Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”

Batchelor's Hair Dye.
This superb Hair Dye is the best In the world—perreliable and instantaneous; no disharmless,
fectly

appointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produc-

IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
eon tain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 1G BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
1Y
L><!iW
Jylt
es

SAVE THE CHILDREN.
MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, and die, beof Pin~Worm9. The only known remedy
for these most troublesome and dangerous of ail

|novlsnd3m

I

25th

adults is Dlt. GOULD’S

health,

Warranted. Price reduced to 60 cts. per
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
SN
w5-4m
jan31d&w

bottle.

Western City and

For Sale
new

two

Cushman
THE
tho modem
on

or

story French roof house just finished
st.; house piped for Sebago, and al

improvements.
No 26 Emery st.

•ep&dtf

sn

Enquire on
J. A.

tnej»remise
TENNEY

ut

The

County

FOR

company already

CHAMBER

SETS !

IK THE

UNITED

STATES!

j

Dissolution

of

*

Copartnership.

heretofore existing
copartnership
Arm
THE
..f WINSLOW, DOTEN
this

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING,
I

Eight nail n Quarter per Cent, ia Ciuld
free of taxation. The limited amount of the#
bonds now offered (3250,000) cannot remain
long upau
the market, awl we take this occasion to
recommend
them to investors.
Further information supplied on application to
SWAN & BARRETT,
Bankers A Brokers, IOO Biildie 8|
Portland, Nov. 29,1871. os-iiov30-eod2iu w2wl

my facilites for

With

85 iu

practieally

Best Style mad Fiai.h, Painted

under the
it CO
Is
mutual consent. The accounts
firm will be settled bv S. II. * A. R. Dofen

name

day dissolved by

prepared to sell my goods on the most favorable
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly 'enlarged my Ware
Rooms, can now exhibit one
of the most complete

am

of the

late

DANIEL WINSLOW.

Portland, Jan. 30th, 1872.

and finest assortments of

S. H.
A. R.

DOTEN,

DOTEN.

The undersigned have this day formed a
copartnership under the Arm name of S. H. *& A. U. DOTEX
for the purpose of
carrying

FURNITURE!

on

the

PLANING AND MOULDING BUSINESS,
heretofore,

Cross st. Planing Mills.
S. H. DOTEX,
A. K. DOTEN.
Portland, Jan. 30tli, 1872.
Ja31eod3w

as

IX

NEW K.VGLAXD

|

at

To my friends and natrons, I return mv sincere
thanks for their very liberal patronage, and ho|» b\
strict Mention to business to merit the same in thi
Board anti Nursing, for Ladies about to be confined,
future. I shall be pleased to see any of mv friend!
or who reouire treatment, (except for
and patrous at my Warerooms, and will take
contagious or
pleasur. I venereal diseases.) under the
cliai ge of their o*n pl»yin showing my extensive stock, which is one of tin
best ill the Country. For Spring trade I shall otter a I sician, can be found by addressing Mrs. M. S. Wakk
No. 4 Ferdinand st., Boston. All communications
large line of OFF1 C K DKHRH, also a large lin<
confidential.

TO PHYSICIANS.--:;,',:;-^

of BOOK C’ANKM of mv own
manufacture, ut
lower prices than haw been offered in this market.

j

GEO. A. WHITYEY,
No. 56

Exchange St.,

And Over 3‘J and

BELOW

MIDDLE

34,
STREET.

ThTOTICE is hereby given that the subscriber
has
IN been duly appointed and taken
himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate upou
or

EBEN MOODY, late of Falmouth,
of Cumberland, deceased, and given
the law directs.
All persons having demands upou the estate of said deceased, arc
rcjuii .*l
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
sahl
estate are called upon to make payment to
BENJ. A. MOODY, Ad’r.
Falmouth, Dec. 5tli, 1871.
Jn23dlaw3w«
p,,

In the

_ltu

janl3

STAMMERING,

bonds

County
as

—OR—

FIRST-CLASS

STUTTERING !
CUBED.
PROF.

PH/ETON BODIES
FOB

FIRRY,

tirely

Carriage

1

All Order,

Bouds

promptly uttrtided

to.

JySOeodtt

MEMBERS

S^’y?*1

meeting,^!

Notice.

Jbr\

appointed

bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make pavment to
EDWARD P. BRIGGS. Adm’r,
feb0*3w
Deeriug, Feb. 6th, 1872.

Order.

are hereby notified that the
annual
meeting for the ehoice of Officer, for the en.uin>.
year, will oeeur on the evening of Momlav next rE..ir
12th,) at 71 o’clock, at Fluent Hall, A full atlm"
dance 1. requested. Member, having “Nran.ii
’•Part*’’ belonging to the A.»'n, are
requmted to
return them to the Librarian, on or before the inn.,.
KKEH H. CLOYE8

cured.

WILLIAM GRANT, late of Deeriug,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given

ALSO

Hade to

llaydu Associatiou.

jnlO*insidclni

that the subscriber has
lYJ'OTICK is hereby given,and
.taken upon himself
been dulv
the trust of Administrator of the estate of

SALK.

Bodies

J. F. MAYO, N'o. 7 Casco St.

Br Office hours from 8J A. M., to 11 P. M.

Palermo

SALE at prices which yield lO to
per
cent, interest. A very desirable security for in
vestment.
CHARLES M. HAYVKES,
28 Exchange St.
dclltf is

a

Currency and Accrued InlercstDiet# recited above show that the
security is
substantial aud ample. At 85 the investment
pays

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

STREET,

irom

to

Bonds will be used in adding to the
rolling stock,
which proves inadequate to the amouut of business
offering, though the company has now 22 locomotives,
500 freight cars, 10 passenger coaches, 5
baggage, express and mail cars, and 9 way or caboose cars.
The Construction bowls were marketed at 93. Tin.
Equipment Bonds, being secured by a second mortgage, are oifered

MOST

‘J3d,

Wright,

are

Tlie

Late of the School of
Sampson, Davis, Portland; 31st, barque Josie Mil- !
dred. Ginn, New York; brig Ocean Eagle, WaterDRS. WHITE AND OATMAN,
house, Philadelphia.
Cld 27th ult, brig Ysidora Rionda, Plummer, MaWill open a School,
tanzas; 29th, E C Rtxlman, Hodman, Sagua.
Ar at Matanzas 29th ult. barques Arietta, Colcord, !
JANUARY
Vera Cruz; 30th, N M Haven, Hall, Portlaud; sch
David Wusson, Jones, do; brig Amelia Emma, Car- j
-ATIon, Baltimore.
Sld 29th, brig J Polledo, Dyer, Philadelphia: sch
NO. 209 CONGRESS
Smith, Now York; 31st, barque Mary C Fox, Rosa,
New York; Geo S Berry, Bradley, Philadelphia.
PORTLAND, HE.
Sld fm Cardenas 27th, brig Martha A Berry, Berry,
Where he will treat and cure all eases of Hesitation
and Robin, Douglass, North of Hatteras.
of the speech, or Stuttering, in from 30 to 60 days.
The Prof, will take no pay until tbo patient is tn
NPOKEN.

rnaica for New Y'ork.
Jan 14, lat 49, Ion 18, ship
Liverpool for New York.
Jan 31, no lat, &c, brig H H
for Philadelphia.

The earning#

Prosperous Business.
proceeds of the present issue of Equipment

E

Nile, Newcomb, from

or

Tlie

designs, and the best finish ir
offering besides

OF THE

Ar at Havana 30 ult, barque Enrique, Orcutt, New
Orleans; sch Emily Curtis, Barbour, Boston; Hattie

PIN-

in children

mile.

A Surplus of 818,000 a Booth.
The entire debt i# limited by charter to 820.000 a
mile, and the Equipment Bond# now offered oannot
accordingly exceed 81,000 to the mile, secured by the
franchises, road, track, rolling stock and property of

LIBRARY TABLES,

ult, brig Guiding Star, Free-

WORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms: a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to

worms

a

leave

stylo of upholstering
finest quality of

CENTRE AND

Sld ftn Demerara ICth ult, brig Silas N Martin,
Brown, New York.
Ar at Barbadoes 15th ult, sch Hamburg, Sanborn,
Femandina; 18th, sch Ella Hodgdon, Nickerson, ftn I
New York (and sld 22d for Grau&na.)
Sld 18th, brig A M Roberts, Barker, Demarara.
In port 25th ult, sch L & M Knowles, Peterson, im

Maclilas, ar 24th.
Ar at Cienfuegos
thy, New York.

indebtedness incurred for construction

only 815,000

sufficient to pay the interest upon this light debt nud

WARDROEBS,
DRESSING TABLES,
HAT TREES,

•

Nov 3, in the China Sea, ship Mary Whitridge, from
Foo-chow for New York.
Jan 2, lat 36 12, Ion 73, sch Fanny Elder, from Ja-

cause

Marriage.

llappy Relief for lf#uii«K Hen from the effects
of errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method ot
treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, In sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

good

assortment rf
and retail.
a

and the funded

ETEGERES

does.

LOADING)

tcSsntf

__

WO.

St.

Double and Single Barreled Guns.
s&~ Also

Will return to

MUZZLE

Ammunition, Sporting Goods,

BONDS,

BANK

Exchange

GUNS.

[
I

to m\
of rnj
attention U

SECRETARIES,
SIDEBOARDS,

Sld fm Pernambuco 4tli ult, brig Rachel Coney, Conev, Baltimore.
At Minatitlau 5th ult, brig L
W.*uren, Gott, for
New York next day.
Ar at Antigua 15th ult, sch
Cygnus, Small, Barba-

PATSON,

32

BBBECII AND

TOWN

since the fire for Insurance.

Jau29sn2w

—IK—

GOVERNMENT

occupied

|

My WAI.1VUT CHAMBER NETS, embrae.

new

York.
Sld Dec 20, brig Clytio, Dow, New York.
Sld fm Rio Grande Dee 17, brig Waltham, Haskell,
New York.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 4th ult, brigs C S Packard, Packard, Brunswick, Ga; J H Dillingham, Herrlman,

BLOCK,

IN' GOLD

THIRTY TEAKS.

A

Ar at Buenos Ayres Dec 14, barque J F Pearson,
Gould, Portland (Oct 19); Commerce, Stetson, Mon
treal; 24th, Windward, Higgins, do; brig John Sherwood, Berry, Savannah.
In port Dec 20, barques Reunion,Tucker; Com Dupont, Nichols, and JF Pearson, Gould, for N York;
Ella, Oliver; Tatay, Morse; Phiiena, Chase, and S E
Spring, Small, for Boston; Kate Harding, Harding,
for Liverpool.
Ar at Montevideo Dec 27, barque Sarah A Dudman,
Rogers, St Marys; Lord Clarendon, Lavender, New

w2-4

OF

Plush,Rich Patterns of Striped Ter
rys, the best quality of all Wool
|
Cloth and
description belonging
Terrys, Hair
j every
French Lastings.
i doing

Guanape.

CHUISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.

gas.

END

The Central Railroad OF
Iowa, a trunk lhi
running for 203 miles through the finest agricultural
region in the world, with a heavy lumber aud coal
traffic already developed, has becu in
operation since
February last, and is now fully equipped with depot#,
water tanks, coal sheds and machine
shops. The net
earnings in October, the ninth month after the rood
was oper ed for
business, were 837,233, after deducting all ei penses for operation and repairs. The resuit in September, before the Chicago fire which temporarily deranged the movement of freights, was
even better.
The company owe# no floating debt,
amount# to

furnish in any
with coverings of the

Profitable

n

FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX.

singh

PARLOR SUITS'.

Ar at Genoa 10th ult, barque Masonic, Lampher,
New York.
Ar at St Helena Dec 15, ship John N Cushing, Baxter, Callao for Boston, (and sailed ICth.)
Passed Deal 23d ult, ship Harry Warren, Adie, ftn
Rangoon for Queenstown.
Ar at Liverpool 9th inst, ship J Montgomery, Perkins, New Orleans; 7th, steamer Austrian, Brown,
Portland.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 22d ult, ship Nevada, Gilkey,

no

or

DEER1NG 4 CO.,
292 Commercial Street, Portland.

FOREIGN UOKTN.

in

a

N». 19 Marker Hi.

can

and

Interest at Seven per Cent
IN GOLD,
payable semi-annually, on the 15th days of April
and October, at the Company's
Office,
32 Pine street, New York.

I'lII LB ROOK,

manufacture, I would call special

Which I

Title of Con.trurteil Ron.!.

Light Debi

AT THE

my assortment of

j

the

to

Accrued Interest.

Investment.

In again calling the attention of my patrons
large Stock of FURNITURE, nearly all
own

Harding,

all respects tho very best.
Remember the Sword

A

Curred.'y and

94.000
A

Portland Manufactures

Sld 7tli, barque Acacia.
Ar 8th barque Dirigo, Staples, Sourabaya; Edith
Hall, Oliver, St Michaels via Portland: Minnie Abbie,
Charleston; sch Jos Segar, Ellis, Wilmington ; Elizabeth, Hodgdon, llocklaud; Alpine, Oliver,
Portland.
Cld 8th, barque Megunticook, Hemingway, Havana
brig Florence, (Br) Waycott, Portland.
MILLBRIDGE-Ar 1st, sch S J Gilmore, Rich,
St John, NB, for Cardenas.

FACING THE BAYONET!
When soldiers face the bayonet they take the chance
of life or death; bat when private citizens, deceived by
the pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply poisons
TO their hi?ads to change the color of their hair,
they have no idea of the terribie risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
as “free from every thing deleterious to health,” viz:
Christadoro’s Excelsior Hair Dye
Let the wise and prudent stick to that. It imparts
shades of color that are perfectly life-like, and is in

;

ENCOURAGE

Bowen, Alexander, Demarara;

85 in

PRINCIPAL PAYABLE

For Sale Cheap.
TUBS nice dairy Batter, by the lot

feb3-n3t*

BOSTON—Cld 7th, barque Joshua Loring, Lamb,

NEVUVS.

Street.

R.

Sacra ft.

8I8E

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF IOWA

CHOICE LOT OF

SMITH

days

GROCERS

Sale in Portland by

For

THE-

-OF

n

fe2-n lw»

leste A Hendrick, Greenlaw, fm Baltimore for Bel
last.
In port 5th, Carrio Puriugton, Lincoln. Providence
for Baltimore ; schs Hampton, Fletcher, Portland
for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 6th, sch Trott King,
Bradford, Calais for New York, with loss of part of
deck load.
Passed by, brig Geo W Chase, Bacon, Cardenas 21
for Portland.
Ar 7th, barque L T Stocker, Bibber, Baltimore for
Boston.

SAUCE

w.

EQUIPMENT BONDS

JUST RECEIVED.

Lilly, Hughes, Boston for do.
Sid 6th, schs Fleetwing, Gregory, fm Rockland for
N York ; Statesman, Cole, from Shulce, NS, for do;
Anna Leland, Bennett, tin Providence for Baltimore;
Florence Mayo, Hall, Rockland for New York; Ce-

HALFORD

on

10.

No. 3 India Street.

lf
Portland, Dec. 5-tf

Baldwin and Greening Apples,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 6tli, sch Hattie E Dodge, Kelley. Boston.
NEWPORT—Ar 6th, schs H N Squire, Wixon, fm
Portland for Philadelphia; Rena, Bishop, Rockland
for New York; Gen Grant, Johnson, Belfast for Baltimore; Mt Hone, Dennis, Rockland tor New York;

dies.

27-dtf

A

Georgetown, SC.

Canada Peas.

12'c,

CHOICE_APPLES.

Providence.
Below, brig L Warren, from Minatitlan; sch Abby
Wasson, from Jacksonville.
Cld 7th, schs Man.' E Higgins, Parm. for Granada;
Lizzie Lee, Stubbs, Honduras; Portland, Nelson, for
Bermuda; H Curtis, Curtis, Arroyo; Wm II Rowe,
Newberry, St Marys.
FALL RIVER.—Ar 6th, brig Mary E Dana, O'Neal,

| Worcester County, English Dairy and
Pine Apple Cheese.
Also

■January

31st, sch Alfred Koen, Pillshury

Helen A

this port for Liverpool

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of tho
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).$70 In
Payable in Qold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
inwanl ami outward, ami lor
I c!Il?r?.teeIageiS’sase
Drafts
on England for small amounts am»lv to
Sight
JAMES L FARMER,

A. B. BUTLER.

Crockett,

fresh Btock of choice

& VT.

Haven;

Steamship

V, Capt. Trocka,

Saturday, February

Cadet-Mid

be

London-

—AT—

Sea Lark, Portland.
Ar 7tli, ship Moonlight, Nichols, Iquique; barque
Orient, Powers, Buenos Ayres; sch Alice G Grace,
Holbrook, Dix Island, Me: Nathan Cleaves, Atwood,
Portland; John Boynton, Mitchell, Calais; Nautilus,

JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS,
augl2sn0m
Agenis, New Yoik.
_^

lOO Pieces Best Quality Scotch Ginghams

lOO Bob Turkey Bed Boylies, 95c.

Good Sauce.”

Only

will net

we

1*52 ^Middle

BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, brig Ennis, Hopkins, Rio
sch Addie Fuller. Henderson. Darien.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, barque Andaman, Frazer,
Palermo 62 days; Elba, Peterson, Havana. 18 days;
brigs Edith. Crowley, Minatitlan; Lizzie Wyman,
Hopkins, Salt River, Ja, 24 days; Orbit, Nash, Cieuiuecos 24 days; schs Storm Petrel, Haskell, Tampico,
20
days; Starlight, Hopkius, Octorias, Ja, 18 days;
Jed Frye, Langley, Jacksonville 11 days; E F Hart,
Hart, Darien; J B Marshall, Marshall, Savannah for

Pronounced by Connoisseurs

The

7 Boz Toilet Covers worth 91 OO for OOe.

which

In

Janeiro;

EEA dc PERRINS9 SAUCE,

lO Boxes Nubias, worth 91 OOfifor 50e.

will leave

,

HOSIERY, &c.,

New York.

oc23sk mwf

92 87 yd

i. EKHA.N

25c.

at

to

Return Picket**
granted at Reduced Rates.
*

Dry and Fancy Goods,

Aspinwall.
Ar 30th, brig Long Reach, from Havana.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 20th, sch Jessie S Clark,
Clark, Baltimore.
SAVANNAH—Cld 2d, brig Jas Davis, Partridge,
Jacksonville, to load for Demarara.
Below 3d inst, ship Tranquebar, Waterhouse, from
Havre.
WILMINGTON—Ar 2d, brig Ellen Maria, Hoxie,

SALE BY

Passengers Booked
derry and Liverpool.

great variety of

a

THK

Canadian and United Nlalr* Afluil*.

The

Goods,

E.

Aspinwall.

YARD.

Gingham 12*c,

We have

NEW ORLEANS—Clil 1st, sch Martha, Newman,
Pensacola.
Ar at SW Pass 1st, ship Delfthavcn, Freese, from
w
Alicante.
MOBILE—Cld 1st, sch Helen Augusta, Wells, for

Chicago,.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

CHEAP AT 25c.

GALVESTON—Ar 30th, sch Abbie Bursley, Ames,

PENSACOLA—Ar

Best Quality Lyons Poplins

ALLAN LINE!

ALSO SOME PRETTY LIGHT

FRANCISCO—Ar 6th inst, ship Annie Fish,

Yateg, Newport,

ON

European & N. A. R. R., Gold,.

COYELL & YALPEY,

4

domestic Ports.

ON

PER

WORTH

MEMORANDA.

BONDS!

AT-

them.

see

ALL OUR

Barque Andaman, Frazer, at New York from Palermo, took the Southern passage and had lino weather to lat 35, Ion 65; since then heavy westerly
gales
and sprung a leak.
Sch E F Hart, Hart, at New York from Darien, reports heavy gales and lost and split sails.
Sch Picatauua, from Boston, arrived at Antigua
24th ult with loss of captain and one seaman overboard.
Brig Edith, Crowley, at Now York from Minalitlan.
w as seven days North of Hatteras with
strong N and
and NW winds. Jan 17, Geo D Leighton, 1st mate,
a native of Jonesport, aged 36 years, died of fever
and was buried at sea.
Brig M Louise Miller, Leighton, from Newport, E,
for Cienfuegos, 42 days out, with coal, went ashore
19th ult, on the NE ]K)int of Inagua, and is a total
together with the cargo. Captaiu and crew are at
Matthewtown. The vessel registered 370 tons, was
built at Millbridge in 1866, and hailed from Bostou.
Ship S G Reed, before re]>orted ashore, has been
hauled off and taken to Batavia. Damage light.
Barone Robert Fletcher, irom Whampoa, with teas
and silk for New York, is ashore at Moriches,
bilged
and half fnll of water.

fully appreciated

are

fail to

Boys’ Wear.

A.t Attractive Prices.

STILL THEY GO!

& Davis.
BELOW-Sch Grace Girdler.

JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.®

as

Men &

CARRYING

$1.50

WORTH

Sch Eugene, Hawes,"Welfleet, to load for Baltimore
Sch Afton, Wormwood. Kennebunk.
Sch Ceylon, Fernald, Camden—mackerel to Curtis

For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gendc3sNeod
erally.

OFFER THIS MORNING

—FOE—

Marked Down to $1.20,

—

|

Woolens—Woolens,

LYONS POPLINS!

son.

It is necessary in some cases for persons desiring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,* to insist upon obtaining tnem in order t

v

Cor. Congress & Brown Streets.

maintained.

offered,

of S3 20.

jan25codistf

Steamer Carlotta. Colby, Haliiax, NS,—passengers
and mdse to John Porteous.
Barque Gan Eden, Greenleaf, Boston, to load for
Cuba.

are

avoid many of the factitious brands
of their larger profits.

have a nice assortment of Felt Skirts at the low price

NEWS.

most

E. T. ELDEN & CO„

§1. Don’t

PATTERNS!

prices.—We

$1.75,

WE HAVE ALL THE COLORS

pronounced unrivalled by the'
eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York—Henry Fox
and
hotels,
prominent dealers in the United States
Sch Teazer, Hamilton, New York—Bunker Bros.
and Canada.
are
They
neatly put up in five size
Sch Alex Milliken, Saulsberry, New York—Bunker
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled Bros.
Sohs Intrepid, Randall, and Winslow, Burns, Bossizes appearing much larger.
They are the best
ton—Bunker Bros.
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Sch Emetine, Roberts, Wise asset
J E FarnsTheir Standard quantity and quality will be strictly
worth.

competition,

PRICES!

MORNING

Handkerchiefs,

Prom 6 1-4 to

ARRIVED.

II

NEW

100

Prices Below the Cost of Importation.
A lot of yard wide Thibet* at 65
cents—— Wiutfr Dress Goods
at
very low prices.-Winter Hosiery
at reduced prices.-Ladies’ and
Childrens’ Underwear at reduced

Thursday, Feb. 8.

the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
and

OVER

ALSO LOTS OF

PORT OF PORTLAND.

for

A. M. McKENlCT1
161 Middle Street.
SN Ira

| High

Hamburg Insertions!

CHEAP AT $2.35.

miniature Almanac.February 9.
I Moon sets. 6.10 PM

Sun rises.7.05
Sun sets.5.24

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH !

CHEAP! CHEAP!

of

10
10
10
10
14
15
17
17
17
17

Erie.: .New Y'ork. .Rio Janeiro.. .Feb22

Blanc mange, Jellies, Sauces,

Soups, Gr^ics,

York..Liverpool.Feb

Keed.

OPEN THIS DAY!

CASE

Felt Skirts at

DATE

Square.

Hamburg Edges!

LOWER!

OPENED THIS

Goldthwait,

fcb.**eod2w

dlw

STILL

F.

Old Ntaud Muller A

NTEAmKKM

FOR

Washington.New York. .Liverpool.Feb
Republic.New Y'ork.. Liverpool.Feb
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool.Feb

Syrups, Ice Creams, Custards, Pies,

Soda

FROM

Pereire.Now Y'ork.. Havre.Feb
Parthia.j... Bouton.Liverpool.Feb
Europa.New Y'ork. .Glasgow.Feb
Minnesota.New Y'ork. .Liverpool.Feb
Moro Castle.New Y'ork. .Havana.Feb
India.New York.. Glasgow.Feb

en

FOR

Mass.

10
Germany.Portlaml—Liverpool.Feb
of New York. .New

BURNETT’S

PHYSICIAN,

fll OCEAN

NAME

Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensbur? R R

GOODS!

11 Market

RARE BUSINESS CHANCE.
BALE, a small stock of Millinery and Fancy
FOR
Goods, with fixtures, located in one of the best
towns in New England.
Apply to Box 73fi, Hayerill,

ONE MORE
DEPARTURE

Geo.

EDWIN' COBURN, Adm’r
Portland, February 0 1872.
feb9-16-23

***

FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents for the sale of the

bargains.

AS LOW’ AS T1IL LOWEST.

is

NOTICE

o, uaiut-N sa. rwie,
ageu 40 years.
[Funeral services this Friday afternoon. at 2 o’clk,
at the residence of Capt. J. J. Liscomb, No. 71 Cumberland street.
Relatives and friends are iuvited to
attend.
In Kennebunkport, Feb. 1, Jennie U.,
daughter of
J. G. Jeffery, aged 12 years 8 months.
In Kennebunkport, Feb. 3, Alvah
son of Mrs.
Page,
H. H. Chadbourne, aged 20 years.

isoropean cities,
ntreai, at. dolin and Halirax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.

Wanted.

hereby given, that the subscriber lias
been duly appointed and taken upou himself,
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
MARY GREKNOUGH, late of Portland
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are nviuired to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate arc called upou to make payment to

4 months.

and other

RUBBER

lw

secure

annually,

In this city, Feb. 7, Mrs. Sarah Augusta, wife of
Granville Frank and daughter of Silas and Hannah
0. Buzzell, formerly of Falmouth, aged 24
yean* aud

Scotland

on

is

if you wish to

FULL ASSORTMENT OF

A

VAf ANTED 910,000 fora terra of years at a lib» T
eral rate of interest. Interest payable somion property a short distance from Portland,
and worth *30,000. Answer for few davs
feb9-3t
LOAN, trees Office.

H. POOR & BRO.

DIED.

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.

tyCall early

Hayes & Co„

Money

Libby.

Canada.

ready.

uow

No.7 MARKET SQUARE.

In this city, Feb. 6, by Rev. C. Hayes, William H.
Wescott. of Bethel, and Miss Tillie Watson, of New
York. [New York papers please
copy.]
In Saco, Jan. 20, Octavius D. Dolliif and Annie L.
Dolliff, both of Biddeford.
In Saco, Jan. 28, Living L. Hill and Miss
Emily J.

the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and iuerest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Couitons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and

Hats,

Silk

Manufacture,

John G.

penurious purchasers.

In-

Having taken the Store lately occupied by BUTREED, and purchased their stock at a great
sacrifice, I am now prepares 1 to offer the people ot
Portland and viciuity such inducements as are v. ry
rarely offered.
The stock embraces a varied assortment, suited to
the wants of ALL classes.
Also a lot of shop-worn goods, which will bo closed
out at almost any price, as we must have the room
for new goods which are daily arriving.
LER &

From Former Prices.

our own

♦
_

OINCOIINT

CiRKAT

Than .Oont!

•

HATS, CAPS, GLOVES, Ac., Ac.,

MARRIED.

sight.

At

Fancy Lap Robes,

Of

JOS.

BOOTS & SHOES

Furs,

BUFFALO

sn

Spring Style

Jan 27-sntf

GOODS MASKED DOWN !

OF

Ladies’ & Childrens’

exactly
*

I*. BAILEY, 48 Exchange 8t.
janCeod.SN

MAINE.

entire stock of

our

CONSISTING

Coal at

SONS,

oftcriug

are

PURPOSE.

FOR THIS

FOUR nUNDRED

terest at

and

>

WINTER GOODS!

OIL,

remedies for

as

subject to check

DEPOSITS received

LEWIS

POPULAR

We

general assortment of Gun*, F tailing
Tackle and .Sporting Good*,

There is

KNOX COUNTY.

The Frec Press says Mr. John Robbins, who
was last week reported in our locals as
having
been injured by the branch of a falling tree
died
last
striking him,
Thursday morning. He
was a son of Isaac Robbins, of 'Thomaston. He
leaves a wife and seven children.
Warden Rice, of the State prison, received
from H. C. L. Dorsey, Esq., the well known
“Prisoner’s Friend,” a sum sufficient to furnish a dinner of boiled ham and cabbage to all
those confined within the prison on the 31st of
January, the birtli-day of Mr. Dorsey.

a

G.

HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.

Carrs all Femalr Ilifllculticft.
fetlflualw*

Feb. 9, 2812.

large

Live Minnow* for Winter Fishing constantly
on hand, and supplied in any quantity.

APPROyED Commercial Bills purchased.

The

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PRICES!

REDUCED

THIS

GREAT INDIAN SPECIFIC REMEDIES

I

a

LIVE BAIT!

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The Journal says the loss to Augusta parties
by the robberies recently discovered in the Boston Post Office, are about
SH000, E. C. Allen &
Co. being the principal losers. The
discovery
was made from information furnished at the
Augusta office.
The
^Kennebec Land & Lumber Co. has seven
camps crews, consisting of nearly 200 men in
all, and sixty horses at work at Moose River. Six
camps are hauling spruce, pine and cedar, and
one camp of ten horses
pine.

the

For sale

A. N" Iv K R S,

is

liquid form,

a

mit the various conditions of the bumau hair.

most service to persons with feeble constitutions.

(Jan he consulted free of charge, at his office
160 Congress 9t., Cor* Ulonntfort St*,
Where he will attend to the treatmeut and core of all
All kinds of
diseases incident to the human body.
Humors disappear as if by magic, by the use of his

CARD

AND

COMPOUND

O T II JO It

NO

a

THE TRUE

CHEAP!

PREPARED EXPRESSLY

legal misdemeanor. At this season,
moral,
when the sun is releasing from the earth, in the form
of uuwholesome vapors, the active principle of disease, a course of Hostetter’s Bitters will be of the ut-

41PIOV1MIB TO Till! HICK
While There’s ULfe There’s 'Tope."

INDIAN

OF

DARK AND GLOSSY.

COCOA-NUT

Dyspepsia, Billiousness, Constipation, Intermittent
Fever, Rheumatism, or any other complaint for which
Hostettcr’a Bitters is a known specific, is guilty of a
if not

RENDERING IT

preparations

it not that serious consequences sometimes foluse of the nefarious compounds in
question.

Whoever recommends any of them

SPECIAL NOTICES,

NATIVE

or

the

ows

dam is keptftiry,

DR.

damaged

ind shatter the norves of those who are unwise enough
,o accept them as substitutes for the famous Vegeta>le Invigorant, that for twenty years has been known
hroughoulthe Western Hemisphere as a staudard
irticle.
The fame of Hostetter’s Bitters as a health preservng, vitalizing medicine, is as wide as the world, aud
die miserable attempts of needy nostrum-mongers to
mpplant it would be treated with Bilent contempt,

Wednesday evenings.

The American says there is a prospect that
Ellsworth will have a fire insurance company
before long.
The American says the town of Tremont is in
trouble, because it lias no debts to pay, and has
from six to ten thousand dollars of State bonds
which the State Treasurer refuses to keep for it;
and so therefore there is trouble as to what to
do with the money.
We learn from the American that about a
week since willow Martha Emery, of Eden,
about HO years of age, while sitting by the fire
after the family had retired to bed, was badly
burned by her clothes taking fire, and before
she could be relieved by the family, who heard
her scream, she was burned to a crisp. She
lingered in great distress for a week when death
put an end to her sufferings.
A new agricultural society is petitioned for
by the Western towns in this county, to be located in Bueksport.

Hats, Caps and Furs RE-OPENING.

GROWTH

COCOAINE holds, In
1 >roportion of deodorized

The coucoctors of these ‘‘local bitters” are, in tbo
ruest sense of the phrase, public enemies.
Their
lery potions intiamc the stomachs, stupefy the brains

in attendance.

A Good Templers’ Lodgewas instituted on
Orr’s Island, Harpswell, on the oth inst. and
called Freeman Lodge. Robert H. Hlako, W.
C. T.: Deborah Littlejohn, W. V. T.; Hattie
Orr, W. S.; Taylor Durgan, Deputy. The
regular meetings of the Lodge will be on

HANCOCK COUNTY.

COCOAINE,

THE

The

dives—Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters.

L'OlflTY,

Chroniclee says Mr. B. R. Rollins, of
Weld, last week refused an offer of $2,500 for
his trotting horse “Honest Bill.”
The Legislature has passed an act incorporating the New Portland Camp Meeting Association, and also to incorporate the Sandy River
Valley Railroad.
The Chronicle understands that an enlargement of “Little Blue’’ school is in contemplation. Its rooms are all full, and applications
for admission are being constantly received.
The subject of 1 letter and more suitable county
buildings is being agitated at Farmington, the
present accommodations being entirely inadequate to the wants of the community.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
ANI>

lossessing the rare medicinal virtues of the most
>opular aud efiacious of all vegetable tonics and alter-

publicly

Sointment

roiirrn

NOTICES.

which

oue

I gent compounds manufactured out of
worthless drugs and reftise liquor, as

OXFORD COUNTY.

were

BURNETT’S
PROMOTING

rOtt

esiiecially deserves the reprehension of
il who place a proper value on health and life,
referred
to consists in the attempts of
rhe swindle
! rresponsible parties, in different sections of the
Juited States, to force upon the market vile astrin-

|#

_

appointed

SPECIAL

cane

ing systems and improving methods will never
educate the large number who are without
We must
school-room.
the pale of the
bring then) under these influences if we would
As State polcure a great and Increasing evil,
icy, as a sooial principle, as a debt we owe to

Governor of Washington Territory. The character of Mr. Legate beoomtng
known to the President, he asked the Senate to
our uneducated fellow beings around us we
reconsider Its confirmation that he might canmust insist upon compulsory attendance and
cel the nomination. A despatch says that a
urge its adoption until the laws of the State
memorial asking Legate’s appointment, signed
guarantee to every child horn in the comby the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, all of sljal!
monwealth the hlessiqgs of q common school
the other State officers, the Judges of the Sueducation.
IfKEWSTEB.
preme Court of the State, all the Republican
State Senate, and 03 members of tho State
G. Write, an officer of the BosJf-VP?ANIEl
House of Representatives, was presented. Mr.
ton & Maine Railroad, writes the Boston JVcii'Pomeroy then explained his personal relations
eller ;
with Legate. He said that Legate had reported, during, or after the impeachment trial, that
My attention was called some days since to a
his (Pomeroy’s) vote oould be bought for $40,report in your paper referring to a bill before
000, and that Legate had exhibited a letter t!|e Massachusetts Legislature for the incorpor*
which he claimed to have been written by the
ation of the Boston ifc Portland Railway Trust
Senator, but which had been proved to be a Co., uuiting the Boston & Maine and the Eastforgery. Legate had testified that Pomeroy’s ern Railroads, in which you give the names of
clerk had written the letter, and the clerk had
several gentlemen as corporators, and parendenied it; but the Senator believing that liis
thetically say, “all of whom have consented to
clerk was guilty of the forgery, disiiilssed him
act,” My name appears among that number,
The Senator has not been on
on the next day.
as well as the names of two other gentlemen
amicable terms with Legate, or any of the Kanconnected with me in the management of the
since
sas anti-impeachment conspirators
then,
Boston & Maine Railroad. Fearing that the
and this gave a queer look to his endorsement
public may be mislead by your report, I have to
of Legate which he tried to explain by saying
say that my name was used Without my knowlLegate had acquired considerable influence in edge, authority or consent, as I believe were
the Republican party of Kansas, and, as his apthe names of the other gentlemen who are aswas so strongly urged by Kansas ofsociated witli me in the management of the
cials, he did not desire that his personal quar- Boston & Maine Railroad. So far as I know
rel should interfere with the confirmation.
our stockholders repudiate any attempt at conSenator Thurman called upon Gen. Logan, who
solidation in any fern), and so far as my inforwas a member of the House Investigating Commation goes the publlo on the line of this load
mittee, to say if Legate’s testimony bore out the in this State, as well as in New Hampshire and
Lohim
in
the
report.
charges made against
Maine, are entirely opposed to consolidation.
gan replied that it did entirely; that Legate
The Directors of this road do not now and never
testified, and his evidence was sustained by that have favored anything of the kind.
of other witnesses, that he came to Washington during the impeachment trial and entered
Old John Burns, the hero of Gettysburg, is
into a
conspiracy with Perry Fuller, Edmund dead. The courage and patriotism of the venCooper and Taylor, to secure the rote of Senaerable old gentleman, in connection with that
tor Pomeroy for $40,000 agaiust impeachment,in
order to shield, from public indignation, Senagreat battle, has been the theme of historian
tor Ross, who had already agreed to vote as they
wmttier nas emuannea nis motive
i ana poet,
desired. That for this purpose he bargained
and deeds in immortal verse. Mr. Burns died
with a relative of Senator Pomeroy by a former
in the town of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Wedmarriage, and they were to get their pay from
the proceeds of wh skey seizures in Brooknesday
morning, of pneumonia, following a
lyn. Then Mr. Thurman argued that the Senaffection which attacked him a few
ate, as it prized its own honor, ought to hesitate | paralytic
before it confirmed such a man, since his condays ago.
firmation would be in effect an announcement
Items.
to the country that auy one could, with impuA reverend gentleman, aged 14, occupies an
nity, enter into an arrangement to corrupt Senators, and that a man who had done this was Iowa pulpit.
fit to be appointed to high office in the civil serA Western lady hero-worshipper kissed one
vice.
| of the Grand Ducal trunks with fervor.
The New York Times publishes some very
The spirit of Leap Year has moved a Rondentertaining letters in every respect in its col- out maiden of 75 to lay successful siege to the
umns devoted to the “Cost of Living.”
The
heart of a 68 year old youth.
followiug by a correspondent siguing himself
A Vermonter bet that he could walk two
“Twelve Hundred” is not the highest commenmilee bo*»£aa£ed. one day last week.
*He acdation to “scrapple.” He says:
compli shed his feat and froze his feet
My dear good wife has caught the economy
A German paper calculates that the Prussians
fever, and the case is a severe one. Doubtless,
fired, on an average, 250 cartridges for every
with a new bonnet in view, she has determined
to introduce the epicurean delicacy of scrapple
Frenchman they hit
to our hitherto happy home.
All the male citizens of a small Pennsylvatold
last
I
and
the
rang
bell,
Sunday morning
nia town formed themselves into a Committee
the cook that she had spilled grease in the
orwl Mfilnri'il !fa inaf.utif lmnmuol-flu Tmr.
of the Whole one day recently for the exterfume filled the house. The only reply from
mination of rats and killed something over 4000
I
had
was
an
idiotic
to
finally
grin.
Bridget
in their first raid.
open the window, and hurried on my clothes to
Mrs. Cady Stanton was sued at Wheeling,
avoid catching cold, as the temperature of the
I reached the breakfast-table,
room was low.
Va., the other day for not fulfilling a lecture
aud, well, I can’t find words to express my feel- contract, damages laid at $100, but instead of
ings; I never swear. Heaven preserve all confacing the music like a man, let her counsel
tented households from scrapple! Give me a
quart of sawdust and a pound of tallow dips, | plead that she was a married woman, and that
and with wicks included, I can make a dish inwas liable.
her husband
was

C. P. Kimball was present and addressed the
committee and caucus at some length.
He
thought the future was brightening and big
with hope. Among the prominent men of the
State present were Messrs. Wilson of Thomaston, Pillsbury of Augusta, Leavitt of Eastport,
To the North Pole on a Raft.—M. Pavy,
ltawson of Bangor, Simpson of Belfast, and
Stricklaud of I enobscot.
an adventurous
Frenchman, proposes to leave
The Argus saj s the “session was somewhat
San Francisco in the
spring on a voyage to the
protracted, and considerable business done afNorth Pole in an ingeniously constructed Indiater the caucus. Several of the
genprominent
tlemen present adjourned for a
private session J rubber raft. This raft is composed of four keelat the Augusta House, and were in conference
shaped cylinders, fastened together by wooden
with several prominent gentlemen of the Iteto which the necessary masts and
rigging
pubhcan party. Wliat the result of the con- slats,
It was originally designed for a
terenceiwas is not yet known, but it is whisare attached.
pered that something important is brewing.” \ life-boat, occupies very little room, cannot be
There are a number of “prominent gentlemen
capsized, and will float in the severest storm.
in the Republican party” whom one instantly
It will carry ten thousand pounds of freight beconnects with this Argils rumor.
side the crew of five men.
A curious theory in regard to the origin of ;
the South African diamonds is that of a French
The editor of a Utica paper was sent to jail
writer who holds that they were originally comon a charge of libel and the next edition of his
ponents of'acrolites which fell there, and were paper was largely devoted to jail intelligence,
scattered over a great distance in a certain defiwith a whole column of “personals” about the

nite direction.

satisfactorily the advocates of the measure can hope for but little
encouragement
All true reforms
from the public at large.

on civil service
The House special committee
effort Wednesreform made another ineffectual
a quorum.
Only three
obtain
to
morning

houses free of

A NEEDED

swered

pecteil.

mackerel fisheries interests to receive S'i
annnally for five years and all supplies of
and outfits to be obtained from bonded

Attendance.

MEASURE?
Plain as are the facts and pointed as is their
tendency, there yet rises in every man’s mind
this plausible interrogatory, and until it be anIS IT

tfttsussjs s,:
Wood!

H
A

v

Wood!

for **'«
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*ln
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CITY AND VICINITY.
AilvrrtiM'ineutN To-Dny.

Now

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Cheap, Cheap, ("heap—Card Photographs.
Native Indian I*

lyslcian—Dr. Lewis.
ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Money Wanted—Loau.
Mo it lily Holiness Conference.
HuU, Cups, Furs, dfcc—J. G. Hayes & Co.
Rare Business Chauce—Millinery <& Fancy Goods.
Notice—Edwin Cobum.
Butter for sale Cheap—R. Deerlng & Co.
Apples—Smith A Philbrook.
Still Lower—A. B. Butler.
NEW

U. N. District t'ourt.
JUIH3K

UKFOKU

FOX.

Tilt*uhday.—The petit Jury came in this morning.
The following named gentlemen compose the Jury:
Hollis St. Clair, Cumberland, foreman; James B.
Roberts, Solomon Welch, Lyman; John Billings,
Samuel Cressoy, Gorham; Samuel S. l*athnm, Elbridge York, Powinvl; Ambrose Hamilton, Cumber,
land; George Marston, Thoiuns Pratt, Yarmouth;
William H. Josselyn, Isaac Farrington, Portland.
First National Bank of Blddeford vs. Paul C.
Sands. Petition to have Sauds adjudicated a bankrupt by reason of having “fraudulently stopped and
not resumed payment of his commercial paper," to
wit: a note to O’Brloti, Pierce & Co., endorsed to said
bank, and one to Charles Hill and Marshall Pierce,
endorsed to the bank. Defence—that it is not Sands'
commercial paper because given merely for acoomdation; that the bunk discounted it, knowing it to be
accommodation pa]>or, at the time wheu Piorce, for
whom it was discounted, then a director of the bank,
was indebted to it iu amount exceeding one-tenth
part of its whole capital, contrary to the act under
which iv was organized; that while the bank must
have known this Sands was ignorant of it, and had he
known it would not have siguod the note; that this
stoppage was not fraudulent, because lie hail a good
defence to the notes—and, in fact, no stoppage at
all.
Judge Fox ruled that If in form these notes were
commercial paper, it was immaterial whether given
for accommodation or not. lhe only question lor tue
Jury is the fact of the liability of tlie bauk and the
note being business paper which they had a right to

discount if they knew its origin; and whether they
did know its origin. Judge Fox overruled a motion
to dismiss petition because ouly signed by “Charles

Moody, Cashier First National Bank,” without
showlug special authority.
E. B. Smith.
S. W. Luqucs.

A.

E. Eastman.

ftupreme Judicial Court.
TERM, WALTON, J., PRESIDING.
Divorces.—The following divorces were decreed
JANUARY

in the
the

Supreme Court

on

Wednesday,

the last

day

of

Frank W. Weston

vs.

Emily

Ann Weston.

Cause,

cruelty.

A. Merrill.

H. Drown
jertlon.
St rout & Gage.

Lydia

vs.

N. Drown.

John

Cause, de-

Mary O. Hammond vs. Ephraim Hammond. Cause,
desertion, drunkenness and cruelty.
Viuton.
Miutie Holbrook vs. James Holbrook.
Cause, desertion.
F. O. J. Smith.

In the libel of Albert H. Andrews vs. Susannah A.
Andrews, divorce was denied.
L. D. Carleton.
Samuel Belcher.

Superior

Court.

FEBRUARY CIVIL TERM—LANE, J., PRE8IDINGE
Thursday.—Hannah R. Flanders vs. Nathan F.

Durrell. Assumpsit on account annexed for sixteen
tons of hay amounting to $186. Defence—that Durrell hired a farm of plaintiff, this hay at the time being in the barn, and that the liay was by the terms of
the lease or by an understanding at that time, to be
thrown in; and further, that it was so damaged by
r4ason of the barns leaking that it was worth but a

Jury

small amount.

out when court

adjourned.

Viuton.

A.

Merrill.

JUDfcE MORRIS.
Thursday.—Michael Coin for intoxication and
disturbance was fined $3 and costs.
Wm. Gillespie, for the same oltence, was fined $5
and costs.
The liquors and vessels seized on»the premises of
Wm. McCullum, were declared forfeited and orderBEFORE

destroyed.

JBrief Jottings.
On the 29th of November last William Peabody of Saccarappa froze both of his feet, and
about ten days ago both were ampntated.
The work of removing the temporary build-

the c^ty market lot has been beguiiTand
ings
the city teamsters use a part of the laud to
store up the superfluous snow in case the sleighing gets thin.
On dit in fashionable circles that a distinguished member of the judiciary is soon to lead
on

thn hymenial altar a charming aud highly
cultivated lady of this city.
One of our oldest citizens boasts that seventy
to

years ago to-day he caught a live grasshopper
in the town of Gorham.
Mr. Francis Murphy will speak Sunday evening in the hall of the Young Men’s Christian
Association.
Messrs. Locke, Twitchell & Co., of this city,
have made the Umveraalist Parish in Pittsfield,
a present of $50 toward the purchase of a hell
for their new church.
The worthy Samaritan Association has arfor their annual levee to take place
This is one of the most catholic charities
soon.
of our city and deserves substantial aid.
The parishoners of Rev. D. H. Hannaburgh,
of the Pine Street M. E. Church, presented him
with the sum of $1'H on Wednesday evening;
$100 of which he at once generously contributed towards the erection of a new church which

ranged

have in

Society

contemplation.

The Calico Ball.—The dancing season culminated last evening in one of the choicest and
most elegant parties that has assembled this
winter at City Hall. Promenade concerts, assemblies, fancy dress parties, and masquerades
have abounded, and the newest notion was the
revival of a genuine calico ball, where ladies’
costumes were confined to modest prints, and
silks, velvets and costly apparel was for the
hour almost rigidly tabooed.
The company
was large; if we count only the dancers, then
there was as many of them as the spacious floor
could conveniently accommodate, while the
galleries were crowded with spectators who

watched with interest every varying scene before them, or criticised, good-naturedly, the
dresses
ors

on

the floor below.

predominated

among

Light and gay colthe ladies; trains were

generally dispensed with, and simplicity and
neatness

were

the

prevailing characteristics.
opportunity to study individ-

There was a fine
ual tastes, for inexorable ball-room fashions
were disregarded; and truly, a brighter, more
cheerful or sensible party is seldom seen in a
public ball-room than that gathered last night.
Quite a number of the gentlemen, it was ob-

served, literally followed the rule and appeared
in full calico suits, while calico shirt bosoms
neck-ties were abundant. Staid fathers
and mothers, who thought “their dancing days
were over” long ago, mingled with their sous
and daughters in the pleasures of the floor until a late hour. Chandler’s full orchestra furand

nished the choicest music, and an elegant supper was spread in the Reception Hall, to be
as the gay couples felt in the mood.
Tlie object of the ball—a most praiseworthy benevolence—will reap a great benefit from this
festival.

partaken of

The Filquimb and Mbs. Jarley.—The beautiful cantata of the Landing of the Pilgrims, at

City Hall, to-night, promises
cess

to

achieve

the Portland &
Ogdensburg lv. 11.
much more than double this business. It
a
penetrates
vast lumber country.
Not to
speak of the region already opened, there are
m llartlett
150,000,000 feet ready to be cut, in
Jackson 100,000,000, iu Hart's Locution a great
quantity, in Chatham 100,000,000 feet, iu Curroll 100,000,000, in Franconia
205,000,000, in
Jefferson 200,000,000, in Whitofield 200,000,000,
in Dalton
50,000,000. At this point the road
crosses the magnificent
water-power on the
t omiectlcut
river, at the head of the “Fifteenmile Hips.
Here the hundreds of millions of
lumU-r about the head waters of the Connectieut can he cut
up and put uinm the rail only
Jl- ,,nles from tide waterinat Portland, and ltHi
trom Boston.
Yt. are hundreds of
Beyond,
thousands of acres of timber land
adjacent to
the roatl, land never cut
over, for there has
°f
the
lumber
to market.
Setting
.meun8
Inen1Ml.>
addition to the lumber already grown, is a
vast supply coming
forward, and getting ready
tor the harvest every
year. In addition to soft
lumber, specified above, is au illimitable supply
of hard-wood stock,
cabinet, wagon, excelsior,
paper-pulp stuff, cooperage stock, ship-timber,
masts, spars, bark, etc.
But this is not all. One terminus of the
P. & O. It. It. is at Burlington on Lake Champlain.
Burlington is already the third
lumber mart in the United States. At Burlington the nroduets of the Canadian forests
are brought
by water within 222 miles of Portland, against 252 miles of Bostou.Of the total receipts at Burlington
undoubtedly 50,000,000 feet
*
are of the class
‘shipping” lumber. That lumber can reach tide water at Portland
cheaper
and quicker than at any other point. It can
be handled here much cheaper than iu Boston.
Open the railroad and it w ill come here, and be
shipped|from here.
1 say, then, the aggregate lumber trade of
Portland would be much more than doubled by
the opening up of this new thoroughfare.
Portland would stand as high as fourth or fifth
iu lumber receipts in the w’hole country.
As
result hundreds more of laborers would find ocwill

n mines

uupauuu.

woiim

De

Some of the

committed

to

new

leadinc narts have heen

hands, rendered necessary by

the absenoe from town of several of the ladies
and gentlemen who originally appeared; but
the piece will suffer nothing on this account,
as the new people are well qualified, as everybody knows, and they have been studying care-

fully. Chandler and his orchestra will furnisl
the music, and so render the cantata more effective.
Chas. Dickens’ inimitable creation of Mrs. Jar
ley and her *ai figures is very suggestive to at
^Original mind, and has prompted some of tin

quaintest conceits and most humorous charac
In this instant*
ters that can he conceived of.
Dickens’s model has been closely followed, ant
the collection of curiosities is largely inereaset
in numbers, and they will be found fully up to tin
standard. The show-woman’s lecture is full ol
wit, humor and wisdom, and has some neat lo
cal hits that will be sure to bring down the au
dience. We promise this after witnessing t
very amusing rehearsal.
“Fast.”—This new and original drama wai
presented at Music Hall last evening by the M
L. Dramatic Club. On accouut of the attrac
tion at City Hall the audience was smaller thai |
it otherwise would have been, the hall bein; ;
about half full. The drama, although claimini ;
to he sensational, is hardly up to the standard
for it lacks those startling and effective inci
dents so necessary to hold the attention of ai
audience and to insure popular favor. It sim

ply illustrates the career of a fashionable an 1
extravagant family, which ends in financis ]
ruin, from which springs nobler resolves an 1
actions, culminating in a purer and better bar
piness. The club is composed of very youn S
ladies and gentlemen, and considering thci f
tack of experience, the various characters wer

fairly represented. Miss Fling received a
encore for her fine singing.
The favorite fare
very

<>f “The Bough Diamond” was presented in ai 1
admirable manner, Mr. M. C. Pingree as Cousii
Joe, and Miss S. C. Pingree, as Margery, reu
•deriug their charac tors in a thoroughly artisti
manner.

“Fast

lowed by

will be
an

repeated this evening, fol

original afterpiece.

demand

in

Carpenters,

lor
ma-

and painters would have occupation growing out of this demand. Shoemakers would
have more people to shoe, tailors to clothe, and
grocers to sell goods to, and every trade, occupation and business would receive new' stimulus. Of course there would lie numerous other
equally important lines of traffic with lumber
opened up, but of these I do not feel called upon to speak.
I speak only of what I best understand.
J. H. H.
Commercial St.
sons

Who Is it That Fears a Popular Vote ?
To the Editor of the Press.
“B” complains of the action of the
Council in regard to limiting the voters

City
by a

property qualification, and I think his complaint is just. But he conveys the idea that
this proposition comes from the opponents of
the loan to the P. & O. It. R.
In this ho is
mistaken.
The member of the City Council
who introduced that proposition announces
himself in favor of the loan to the Railroad.
1 am opposed to V\e loan, and think it only
fair that the

responsibility

should rest where it

Poor Man.

Feb. 8th, 1872.

Portland. Mechanic Blue*.
regular meeting of this organization at
its armory Wednesday evening, the following
flattering yet deserved recognition was made of
At

a

long service of Col. George W. Parker, who
resigned the Captaincy of the company to accept a position on the staff of Gov. Perharn.

the

Armory of the
)
Portland Mechanic Du es,
)
7, 1872.
Whereas,
regret that we arc advised of the resignation of Cart. George W. Parker,
for four years the popular and efficient commander of
the company, and w’hose military genius and worth
has gained for him promotion to higher and more
public duties; therefore
Resolved, That in severing the intimate relations
that have so long and uninterruptedly existed between the commanding officer and every member of
the company, whether in the discharge of the delicate and difficult duties of re-organization, or in
sharing the glory of the high honors to which he has
beeu instrumental in advancing the citizen soldiery
of our State; it is fit aud proi>er that we acknowledge
in some wray our appreciation of the valuable service
he has rendered to our organization.
Resolved, That we tender to him our best wishes
for hts future prosperity and happiness, and that we
as a company, and as comrades: shall ever cherish
the many pleasant hours we have cnjoyod under his
command; whether on duty or at the festive board,
ldB good councila,
bearing and genial friendship have cemented a union that cannot Boon bo diswhich
and
we
can
solved,
only wish will be a source
of as much happiness to him hereafter, as it will to
individual
of
member
the command that he has
every

}

■\Ve<lResday Evening, Feb.
It is with sincere

BY TEIEGRAPH.
AUGUSTA.

relinquished.

Resolved, That this testimonial of our regards be
inscribed upon the records of the company, and a
copy thereof presented to Captain Parker.
Per Order.
Lieut. W«. C. Young,
)
Skrgt. J. Ilsley,
Committee.
Priv. H. K. Colesworthy.

[

)

Peltries

Dickons.

Editor of the Press:—
While in Chicago not long since, I heard Mrs.
Emma Hardinge Britten deliver her great lecture on “Charles Dickens as a Social, Moral and
Religions Reformer” to a crowded and enthusiastic audience. The largest hall in that great
citv was tilled to overflowing. I understand
that she is now in Portland, and I earnestly
hope that arrangements will he made to have
that lecture repeated in City Hall while she is
here, that Portland people may have an opportunity of hearing it. I can truly say I never
heard anything to equal it in power, eloquence
and instruction.
Yours truly,
A. Citizen.
Juvenile Concert.—Mr. Fitch’s afternoon
class of children are preparing to give another
concert at Fluent Hall, on Thursday evening,
Feb. 20th. Their first concert gave great satisfaction to all who attended, and with increased
practice and knowledge of music, it is anticipated the second one will be far superior. There
will be about one hundred children who will
take part in it.

to
THE LEWISTON & AUBURN RAILROAD DEBATE—
THE BILL PASSED TO ENGROSSMENT.

of the
the Lewiston &
Auburn bill was renewed. Its opponents, during the recess, had chaDged the mode of attack,
Mr. Hunt, of Robbinston, being allowed to

Augusta,

day. Mr. Brown, of Bangor,
reference, on the ground that it

advocated the
was reasonable
to try the third rail that the Maine Central Co.
has voted to lay down, and then if the cities of
Lewiston and Auburn were not accommodated
to give the charter. At this poiut Mr. Perkins,
of Auburn, moved and the House ordered the
previous question. Here Mr. Knight, of Portland, took the floor. He had but five minutes
by the rules, but the House allowed him to go
on.
As he proceeded he warmed up, and in a
few minutes he was pouriug into the opposition
to the charter a tire that they had not dreamed
of. He was listened to with the closest attention by the House and a large crowd of interested spectators. It is said that this speech
was the turning of the battle and gave the victory to the ‘'Manchcsters of Maine.” Wilson,
of Thomaston, followed bravely and with liis

question of referbeing swept away by the previous question,

usual
ence

vigor

found

a man

lying

convulsions in the street, near
last night. A dose of salt was
lie

was

put

on

Iris feet

in

grossed—71
THE

A

to 03.
AND PORTLAND MATTER.

BATH

minority

WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN MAINE.

The first appearance of the Woman Suffragists of Maine before a committee of the Legislature took place to-day before the Committe
on Legal
Reforms, and, if interest is an omen
of success, the advocates of the universal ballot
have victory already assured. At an early hour
the Hall of the Representatives was crowded,
and as the hour approached all available sitting
and standing room on the floor and in the galleries

occupied, ladies largely predominat-

was

ing, tnougn all other matters were suspended
for the time. The chairman of the committee,
Hon. Almon Kennedy, introduced Mrs. Lucy
Stone Blackwell1 who spoke for more than an
hour, showing that she had carefully studied
the question, and considering and refuting all
the objections to woman’s right to the ballot.
Her sharp salics frequently called fortli applause. Mrs. Blackwell took special pains to
sert the free love and woman suffrage are antagonistic, and if the ballot is given to women
free love will have received its greatest check.
Dr. Henry Blackwell followed in some remarks
which were well received. I judge that the

speakers made

a most favorable
impression,
and the movement in tho Maine Legislature
opens under favorable auspices, though success
lies beyond the year 1872.

Five huudred of the Swedes had been selfsupporting from the first. The colony was
prosperous and well pleased with the new
home. The way had been opened and now
thousands would come.
They were rapidly
learning our lauguage, and with that there
could be ho more valuable citizens.
Last
year they raised 3000 bushels of grain and
5000 bushels of potatoes. He had raised funds
to provide for the immediate demand but urged
the importance of an appropriation of $12,000
to carry such as need through to auother harAfter that not another dollar will be
needed. Land Agent Burleigh earnestly recommends this appropriation. Mr. Thomas’ remarks wero deeply interesting and he showed a

vest.

thorough acauaintance with and irreat entliusiasm in this important enterprise.
THE

PECK BOND HEARING

#

further continued to-day.
Messrs. Bradbury, Strout and Pillsbury spoke at length, rest,
was

ing their case on
tee will

a

plea of equity. The commitfavorable to the petitioners.

probably be

LEGISLATURE.

MAINE

[Special by International Line.]
SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 8.—The petition of Sarah J.
Prentiss and others of Paris, for woman suffrage, was referred to the Committee on Legal
Reform.

Legislation inexpedient was reported from the
Committee on Education, on the resolve to submit to the people an amendment to the Constitution, so that school moneys shall be raised by
direct tax; on resolve prohibiting further State
aid to Sectarian Literary Institutions; on order
relating to repeal of the act creating County
Supervisors’, and the propriety of distributing
832,000 among the cities and towns instead.
The same Committee reported the following
bills:—To establish the school mill fund; requiring teachers in Normal Schools to keep a
register of pupils, &c. and return to the State
Superintendent annually. [The mill tax bill
of one mill per dollar on
proposes
lay
the taxable property of the State and that it
shall be distributed among the common schools
according to the number of pupils, the first distribution to be made July 1st, 1873.] The bill
in aid of schools in the Madawaska Territory,
to

a

tax

tabled to be printed.
Reference to next Legislature was reported
on petition for charter for a railroad from Bath
to Portland.
An act chartering the Bangor & Piscataquis
River Railroad, was laid on the table to be

was

printed.
Leave to withdraw was reported on petitions
of the citizens of Lewiston and Auburn for the
right to obtain water from Wilson Pond; also
on petition to set off part of Cliesterville.
Bills reported and assigned.— Incorporating
the Hancock Insurance Co.; the New Sharon
Insurance Co.; Raymond Mutual Fire Insurance Co.; the Bath Board of Trade; relating to

bastardy process; additional to an act incorporating tl»e Waldo County Agricultural Society.
Mr. Chaplin introduced a bill relating to fares
on

railroads, which

was

referred to the Com-

mittee on Railroads.
An order was passed directing the Committee on Military Affairs to examine the construction of the monument to the late Governor and
General King at Bath, and see if any repairs

tit of rum
Stafford block,

necessary.
Reference to the next Legislature was reported on petition for incorporation of the Western
arc

and

and walked up to the

Hancock Agricultural Society.
[Tabled on
motion of Mr. Hiuks.]
A hill relating to injuries received on highways was laid over to be printed.
The Committee on Claims repported resolve,

prices of A. M. McKenney's Card
Photographs in another column.
See the

1MIMCEI..I.ANEOEIM NOTICES.

for bounties for the destruction of wild animals.
The Railroad Committee reported a bill to in*

appropriating $1,435

MONTHLY HOLINESS CONFERENCE.— A Meeting for the promotion of Holiness will be lioldeu in
the Chestnut Street Methodist Episcopal Church,
Portland, on the afternoon and evening of Feb. 12, It
is intended to hold such a meeting in Portland on the
second Monday of each month, under the supervision
of the “State Association for the Promotion of Holiness.” This Association consists of a “President,
Vice-President, and six Associates from each Confer-

corporate the Ellsworth & Castine Railroad

Company.
Mr. Farrington
pone hill,

an

indefinitely postchange the punishment for

moved to

act to

burglary and rape.
Mr. Spaulding of Sagadahoc, opposed

in the State of Maine.”
Persons from the remotest portions of the State can
reach Portland in season for the first meeting, Monday p. m„ at 3 o’clock, and return, if they choose, the
next morning.
Arrangements have been made with the MatneCentral, Portland & Ogdensburg and Portland & Rochester K. It., for one-half fare. Return tickets to be
obtained of the Sec'y, at the meeting.
The meeting* are designed for Christians of every
name who how at the name of Jesus.
By these
monthly gatherings we hope “to spread Scriptural
holiness over these lands,” and to luaku special [.reparation for our great festival, the National Campmect24, 1872.
ing at Richmond,
Pastors are
requested to read this note
in their congregations, and are earnestly invited to
attend the meetings, es[>eeial)y the first of the series
on Monday, Feb. 12,1872.
Rev. Geo. Pratt, President; Rev. C. Munger, yjcpPresjdept; ltev. J. B. Lapham, Secretary of State As-

ence

the

motion and favored the bill. He said there are
grades in the offense of rape and the law should

punish accordingly.
Mr. Webber moved to amend by striking out
tlie word rape from the bill. Lost.
Mr. Chase moved to amend by making the
sentence not less than five years.
Mr. Farrington moved to amend the amendment by changing it to ten years.
Mr. Hiuks favored the law as it is.
Mr. Farrington's amendment was lost—10 to
10.

July
respectfully

Mr. Chase’s
amen^ient
bill was passed to he

socirlion.

was

carried and the

engrossed

as

on a

bill to

establish a Board of Harbor Commissioners.
Passed to be engrossed.-*-Act to amend section
5. chap. 77 of the Revised Statutes relating to
the equity jurisdiction of the S. J. Court; act
to prevent the casting of sawdust, edgings, &c.
into Stevens and WiUot brooks in the town of
Bridgton; act to prevent the destruction of
pickerel in Love joy’s Pond in Albion* act to
prevent the destruction of pickerel ininWorthly
Pond: act to institute Harbor Masters
towns;
act additional to chapter 4 of the Revised Statutes relating to executors and administrators:
act additional to chapter 5 of the Revised

Statuses relating to tresspass on public lands;
act to incorporate the Winterport Ferry Co.;
act to incorporate the Lewiston and Auburn
Railroad Company was passed by a vote of 71
to (>3. A long discussion preceded the vote.
Head and ordered printed.—Bill iu aid of free
high schools; resolve in favor of the Arthur
Grant; resolve in favor of Joseph Emery.
Head and assiyneiL—Resolve in favor of the
Elliot Academy; bill relating to the service of
precepts upon Deputy Sheriffs; to amend section 8, chapter II of the Revised Statutes, relating to actions

on

mortgages; concerning rail-

way; to establish an Industrial School forgir’s;
also resolve in favor of same; resolve for the
purchase of the Maine State Year Book and
Legislative Manual; resolve relating to the
State tax of Veazie.
Leave to withdraw- was reported ou the petition of A. Dix and O. Matthews, for a pension;
also on the petition of P. F. Briggs and others

for amendment of charter of the Albion Aqueduct Co.; on petition of Win. Bean for lot of
land conveyed to him under the Treaty of
Washington: of M. T. Ludden for change of
the law relating to the support of paupers.
Ought not to pass was reported on a bill to
establish a Board of Harbor Masters.
Passed to be enacted.—Bill to authorize the P.
S. & P. Railroad Company to construct a road
from Kittery to Biddeford; to authorize W. H.
Pope and others to maintain a wharf in the tide
water of the Machias river; to authorizo W.
H. and A. Hemenway to maintain a wharf in
the tide water of the Machias river; to authorize the construction of a marine railway in
Tremont; to incorporate the Augusta Manufac-

turing Co.;

to

incorporate the Althean Society;

authorize James West to build and maintain
fish wier iu Region Hill Bay; to legalize the
doings of School District No. 18 in Bristol; to
to
a

ontlmrioo V

T*

.„

...1_f

the

town of Penobscot; to incorporate the
Rockland Marine Insurance Co.; to incorporate
the Association of the New Jeruselein Church
of Maine; to incorporate the Cumberland
County Central Railroad Co.; resolve in favor
of Spaulding Robinson; in favor of F. P. Diusmore; bill to incorporate the Calais Steamship
Co.; to incorporate the Cherryfield Telegraph
Co.; to incorporate the Sangerville Cheese Fac-

tory Association;

to change the name cf the
of Grant Isle; to incorporate the Castine
Savings Bank: to regulate the sinking funds
established by the P. & R. Railroad Company.
town

Adjourned.
LXIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.

rise and progress of New Sweden in detail.
The results are 1000 immigrants, $40,000 in
cash, several miles of turnpike, several thousand acres of cleared laud and success secured.

a

amended,

Washington, Feb. 8.—Messrs.

Carpenter

and Trumbull presented memorials setting forth
the hardships suffered by merchants and others
in Wisconsin, 111.,' from seizures by revenue
officials.
Mr. Edmunds reminded the Senate that there
were two sides to seizure complaints.
If the
Government desired to protoct honest importers
it must try to detect dishonest ones by employofficers to make seizures.
ingMr.
Hamlin took the same view.
Mr. Anthony presented a similar memorial,
and in response to a querry from Mr. Morrill,
of Vermont, said it had been handed to him by
a man who said he had been hired by the day
to get signatures.
Mr. Sumner reported favorably on a bill establishing a semi-monthly mail to China with a
double subsidy.
The bill authorizing the Secretary of the
Treasury to redeem $3,000,000 monthly of the
three per cent, certificates was passed.
A bill amending the records of the United
States Courts in the Northern district of Illinois
was

passed.

Mr.

from the Committee Commerce,
giving the Secretary of War full
the navigation of channels in the
course of excavation across bars, etc.
Mr. Ferry, of Connecticut, from the Committee on Patents, reported a bill amending the
patent and copyright law of July 8,1870, by
striking from fleet. 33 the words “and also if
he be
living in case of an application for a reissue,” and substituting for the word “person”
in the 71st section the words “citizen of the
United States.”
Mr. Boreman, from the Committee on Territories, reported Mr. Ramsey’s bill to establish
the territory of Ojibway with an amendment,
changing the name of the proposed territory to
Pembina. It is to consist of that portion of
Dakota lying north of the Kith parallel.
Mr. Sumner introduced a bill relating to the
issue of bonds by the authority of the District
of Columbia and to prevent the increase of the
debt of the District. The bill declares the District $4,000,0(10 loan act of July 103871, and
the act authorizing the issue of $000,000 in

Kellogg,
a bill

reported
control

over

favtirlif flip Piftflmnnt

Pnilmntl

null uml

vmd

It further provides that the debt of the District
shall not be increased beyond that now existing
without the consent of two-thirds of the qualified electors thereof, and prohibits the levying
of taxes on any property outside of the District and beyond its protection.
The amnesty bill was taken up, and Mr.
Ferry, of Connecticut, addressed the Senate in
opposition to Mr. Sumner's pending amendment.
He said that Mr. Sumner’s bill would
make a denial of the rights of citizens a criminal offence, and instead of abolishing discriminations on account of color, would really set up
one, because if the colored man should be denied accommodations by innkeepers or common
carriers he could have the offenders tried in the
Federal Courts and fined and imprisoned;
while if the same wrong were done to a white
man, even with malice, he would have no redress except by a civil suit in the Court. The
bill also proposed to control and regulate public
schools, and he warned the Senate that the
people would not submit to federal interference
with their schools. But, after all, the great obthe principle on which
jections to the bill was
it had been justified ill the Senate.
That printhat
the
was
by
adoption of three of the
ciple
most recent Constitutional amendments our old
system of government has been subverted.
Senators might attempt to stop short of this,
but their reasoning necessarily led to giving the
Federal Government complete and unlimited
authority to take the plaee of State Governments and enact laws for the protection of all
the rights, privileges and immunities of citizens which are now protected by State laws.
If
these three amendments of the Constitution
meant all that Mr. Sumner argued for them,
God help us, for the foundations of civil liberty were stricken from under us and our fall was
only a question of time.
Mr. Kelley argued against Mr. Sumner’s
amendment as unnecessary for the protection
of the rights to which it relates, as likely to
cause great hardships in its application and as
unconstitutional.
Mr. Sumner withdrew his consent given yesterday to the striking out of the 7th siction, repealing or annulling all laws discriminating
against any person on the ground of color.
The motion to strike out the section was lost.
y etia

u<iy o cw.

Mr. Frelinghuysen moved to strike out all
reference to the church.
Mr. Trumbull said he would vote against this
and every other amendment to Mr. Sumner’s
bill in order to make it as obnoxious as possible
aud thereby secure its rejection. He was in
favor of
amnesty and against all amendments
designed like this oue to defeat the pending
amnesty bill.
Mr. Sumner said he could not consent to the
amendment proposed by Mr. Frelinghuysen.
The supplementary civil rights bill was simply
a proposition to
apply to all incorporated associations of great principles of our Government,
and he thought it as necessary that it should
apply to churches as to other corporations.
Mr. Wilson said that he would vote for this
amendment to strengthen the civil rights bill.
Mr. Trumbull reminded Mr. Wilson that he
had promised to vote against the amendments
to the amnesty bill.
Air. Wilson replied that the promise was
made before Christmas, when the friends of the
amnesty bill hoped to get it passed before the

holiday

scopic Views, just received, American, English,
French, German am} Italian,—a great variety
of new and Interesting subjects, plain and colfel>7«od3t

j

bv Mr. Dawes and referred to the
Means Committee.

Air. Hamlin said he would vote for the
amendment for the purpose of strengthening
parts of Air. Sumner’s bill,
Air. Anthony said the amendment must be
made if the bill was to have his vote to put the
first law upon the statute hook would interfere
with religion,
Mr. Carpenter said he would vote for this
amendment, aud if it prevailed he would move
another to strike out the 4th section, enforcing
the light of colored men to sit as jurors.
Air. Vickers moved to strike out all relating
to schools, and argued that the reason for omitting the church and cemeteries from the hill applied with equal force to the schools.
Mr. Sprague addressed the Senate in favor of

general amnesty.
Air. Freliughuysen's

amendment was then

30, nays 23,
adopted—yeas
moved to
Air.
Carpenter
section, in relation

to

strike out the 4th

jurors.

Lost—yeas 12,

nays 21.
Air. Cole move to substitute “citizen” for
“person” in tho 5tR section,
Air. Trumbull denounced this as an attempt
to discriminate against foreigners residing here,
including those who intend to become citizens.
He supposed the object of Air. Cole in offering
the amendment w as to exclude Chinamen from
tfle provisions of the bill. As we had provided
that Hottentots and Pagans might become citizens there wits no
good reason for excluding
peaceful, intelligent Asiatics. Mr- Trumbull
also charged that the
opponents of amnesty
were voting for these amendments for the purof
the
bill.
pose
defeating
froruKittery; resolve abating the State tax of ; Air. Alorton said he had supposed there was
great anxiety on the part of the friends of amVeazie. Adjourned,
nesty to pass the pending bill, hut he now saw
HOUSE.
i that he had been mistaken. There he moved to
adjourn. The uiotiqu vyas carried and the SenPresented and referred.—Bills additional to
ate adjourned.
the
to
Revised
HOUSE.
Statutes, relating
chapter 47 pf

New Teas! Very nice young leaf
oolong teg
imported direct from China, only 75 cents per I
at
pound Chinaman’s Tea Store, 333 Congress ; banks and banking; to incorporate the Portland
Afr. Hoar of Alass., from the Committee on
Street. Come and try.
Steam Towage Boat Co.; to amend tlie ohartef
Flections, reported that Afr. Cessna was not enfeb3-tf
to a seat and that
titled
! of the Baxton and Bonny Eagle Branch RailAft, Atyers the sitting
member from Pennsylvania u£ Cfrderud to pc
Fellows’ Compound Svbup op Hypopbob.
road Co.; resolve authorizing tlie Land Agent
printed.
were
phites.—Clergymen who
obliged to with to convey lot No. 42 in north half of Lyndon;
On motion of Air. Dawes of Alass., the Sendraw from the pulpit on account of Clergyate bill for the refunding of two and a half
memorial of American Woman’s Suffrage Aspci
men’s Sore Throat, have recovered by using,
cent, dividend tax of banks, trust companies,
sociation for right to vote; petition of G. JJ,
railroad and canal companies, for the
this invaluable preparation, and are now
insurance,
Barker 410] Cffgrles E. Barker for change oi last five months qf 1870. on the ground that
feb3d-ded&wlt
preaching again.
panic; of C. C. Richard.? and others for change ! they had paid five per cep t, for tpC firijt sevgu
Duponco’s Golden Pills are always reliable, law relating to (the killing of doniestjo annuals.
jijontljs of 1870, was laid oil the tame, on' 'aqI count'of t(ie constitutional question involved in
Orders patted.^That the Committee on State
proving a comfort to the female sex.
! the Senate- originating such a njeasuye, arid an
febU-eod&wlw
Lands and State Roads, he instructed to inejuirf j
bill to the same effect was introduced

original

Ways

and

Lyon's Kathairon, and the evil, which must
Middling uplands 11 a >/ llpf: do Orleans 11$ «> U§t;
bales estimated at 15,000 bales.
otherwise soon culminate in baldness, will be
Havre, Fob. 0.—Cotton quiet.
speedily remedied. It is absolutely necessary
r.REAT BRITAIN.
The House resumed the consideration of the
LONDON, Feb. 8—5.00 P. M.—The bullion In the
1 for the health of the brain, that it be
modkept
of England has decreased £410,000 during tho
Bank
on
a
reconA
NEW
the
TELEGRAPH.
educational bill,
question being
erately moist with a preparation capable of week.
sideration of the vote yesterday, whereby Mr.
London, Feb. 8.—A new company which
nourishing and invigorating it. Lyon’s Ka- | London, Feb. 8—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed 91} %
Burchard’s substitute was rejected.
proposes to lay a telegraph cable direct to New
for money and account.
After several votes the motion to substitute
thatron fultils these conditions and is the
York has been registered. One of the features
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862, 91}; do 1805,
ouly
was tabled, all the other pending substitutes
of its prospectus is that it promises to lix the
article that actually puts new life into the
old,
91}; do 1867, 91}; do 10-40’a, 894.
capilwere also rejected and the bill as amended was
tolls on dispatches at twenty shillings for ten
Liverpool, Feb. 8—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
which
the
natural
nourishlary tubes, through
words.
passed—yeas 115; nays 98.
steady; Middling uplands at U|d; do Orleans 11}
This pure and harmThe Republicans voting against the bill were
ment has ceased to pass.
U}d; sales 15.000 bales, of which 7000 bales were
THE LONDON PRESS ON THE UNPLEASANTNESS.
j @
for exfiort and speculation.
Messrs. Beatty, Bingham, Clarke of N. Y., Cotless vegetable preparation is absorbed by the
The Times to-day in reviewing tlio debate in
ton, Dickey, Houghton; Kilhnger, L. Myers,
skin of the head to the roots of the hair, aud
it is evident that
Bsstoa Mtock Lbl.
Negley, Orr, Parker of Pennsylvania; Peek, the House of Commons says
in repudiating the in[Sales at'tlie Broker's Board, Feb. 8.)
passes into the filaments by force of capillary
Sargent, Stoughton, Waldron, Wilson of Ohio. the House is unanimous
16.
admissabiUty of the American claims for indi- attraction.
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth RB.
febSth-eodlw&wlt
rect losses.
Mr. Gladstone's language is not
Union Pacific Land Grunts 7s.
The Democrats voting for the hill, were
to
induce
Americans
to
MichhcM) Central Railroad
withdraw
their
Old Preji dioes are dying out.—New facts
Messrs. Kerr, Potter. Slocum, Storms and likely
Uuiou Pacific ltallroad.
demands.
The
Times
a
strongly
York.—5.
deprecates
Townsend of New
The idea that invalids weak- I Bates Manufacturing
are killing them.
..
verbal discussion over the treaty.
Company
to- draw for seats,
The members
< Boston and Maine Railroad.
proceeded
can
be
relieved
ened
disease
The
by
by prostrating Eastern
after which the House adjourned.
Daily Telegraph dittoes the utterances
Railroad.-....!!.
of American journals on the subject and says
them with destructive drugs, is no longer enterVermont Central 1st Mortgage 1b.
tbo English government ill the stand it took
tained except by monoinaiaes. Ever since the j York Manufacturing Company.
WASHINGTON.
lias only obeyed the unanimous impulse of the
Franklin Company,' Lewiston.
I)R. Walker’s Vinegar Bit- j Western Railroad Sixes, 1H75.
TIIK AMERICAN AND MEXICAN CLAIMS.
Couutry, but the speeches of Gladstone are in- introduction of
tkks
it
lias
that
their
and
will
been
obvious
discreet
mischievous.
regulating
probably prove
Washington, Feb. 8.—Up to the 5th inst.,
and invigorating properties are all-sufficient for
the sums awarded to Americans by the joint
THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT.
United States and Mexican Commission amountthe cure of chronic indigestion, rheumatism, I
Xu tile House of Commons to-day Mr. Gladed to $575,000. The amount claimed in the agstone moved a vote of thanks to tile Eight Xlou.
constipation, diurrhu'a, nervous affections, and
The
awards
to
Mexigregate was $11,500,000.
John Evelyn Dennison, the retiring Speaker of
malarious fevers, and they are now the standcans amounted to only $.‘16,000, though tl# agthe House, and also a resolve recommending
ard remedy for these
gregate claimed was $18,000,000. About 400 his elevation to a
Disraeli seconded
complaiuts iu every
peerage.
eases have been decided.
Upward of 1000 cases lsith motions and they were carried by acclama- section of the Union.
feb5th-4wt
are peudiug, and many of them will be decided
tion.
in gross. According to the present state of
Xu accordance with the notice given yesterSo potent are the
and
toning
stimulating
business all of it will bo transacted between
Sir. Milbauke proposed to call on Charles
of
now and
January next, when the Commission, Dilke to justify before the House his receut properties' Smolandek's Buchu that it reThis Admirable canlnfa, whLh abounds In fine drawill
moves
and
the
the
terms
of
terminate.
counteracts
by
treaty,
kidney, bladder and matic
speeches against the crown, but he was ruled
effects—the work of the eminent
BOGUS CORRESPONDENCE. *
out of order.
glandular diseases, mental and physical debili- George F. Root, of Chicago, will be given composer
under the
Mr. Forster introduced a secret ballot bill.
Information has been derived from an official
ty, diabetes, gravel, female weaknesses, reten- auspices of the
Mr. Nowgate opposed it, arguing that it
source, that warrants a denial of the genuinetion or incontinence of urine, and other malWould lead to universal
Ladies of St. Paul’s Church Guild,
ness or the recently
suffrage. The bill adies of the
published alleged corresurino-genital organs, which have
pondence between Minister Scheck and Secre- passed to its first reading.
Assisted
by mouic of Ike beat Huairul Talbaffled
medicul men of distinction, in Europe
tary Fish, relative to the Treaty of Washing- STEAMSHIP COLLISION—FIVE PERSONS DROWNent of Portland,
ton, and dated the 5th inst It bears no reseiu- j
as woll as in this country.
Iu a word, it reED.
blance whatever to the original terms, and no
stores the impaired constitution to
The steamship Colorado which sailed from
perfect
despatch whatever was received from Minister
febdth-eodlw
Schenck Monday as has been stated. The fact Liverpool yesterday for New York, when just health.
outside the Mersey, was run into
Friday Evening, Feb. 9th.
of the reception and the general subject of a
the steamby
Testimonial from W. F. Morrill, General
er Arabian
bound. The 'Colorado redespatch received on Tuesday, which was not ceived severeinward
INCLUDING CHAgDLKR ANDflllS ORCHESTRA,
£
and
was
run
damages,
ashore to
Agent for New York Life insurance Company,
deciphered till the afternoon of that day, were
prevent her siuking in deep water with all on
Musical Director: Dr. S. C. Fernald.
of freely and mentioned by Secretary
after using the 35 cent bottle of Adamson's
spoken
hoard. The Arubiau, which was
h ish to numerous Seuators and Representatives
comparative- Botanic
Eugene Dwyer, Stage Manager.
Balsam:
Cough
received
all
ly uninjured,
the passengers of tho
and other inquirers. In the afternoon and evenThe dramat».•t personae will embrace Elder BrewsPortland, Jan. 30, 1872.
ing of Tuesday, the contents were not disclos- Colorado, except live in the steerage who, it is
Frank W. Kinsman, Esq.—My Dear Sir:— ter, Govs. Carver. Winslow and Bradford, Miles
ed, but the tone and subject of the despatches supposed, jumped overboard in the panic which
followed the shock of the collision, and were
Standish, «Iohu Alden. au«l their well-renugnbered
were spokeu of by him without reserve.
My
youngest child lias been suffering for some female conij>anlons; King Philip, Ida warriors and
lost. The passengers were
brought hack to weeks
APPOINTMENT.
women.
The leading characters will be represented
with a violent cough which our usual
Liverpool, where they will be transferred to anMessrs. McEwan, Coffin, Mitchell,
Thomas K. Creeof Pittsburg, Penn., has been
other steamer.
by
IraStockbrldge,
The Colorado grounded off
remedies failed to alleviate. I thought of your
Mr. Monroe, Mrs. Merrill and Miss Strout with full
appointed Secretary of the Board of ludiuu Crosby, at the mouth of the Mersey, where she
choruses. The piece will he given in full costume
Adamson's B. (!. Balsam ami procured a bottle
Commissioners, vice Vincent Colver, who has lies full of water.
—the dresses of the Pilgrim band being
copied from
resigned and taken charge of the Board in this THE EXCITEMENT IN ENGLAND STILL CONTIN- of A. S Hinds, Druggist of this city, and its Wier’s great picture of the Embarkation, in the
Rotunda at Washington.
Great preparations have
city.
action was immediate and satisfactory. I have
UES—ITS EFFECTS ON AMERICAN SECURIbeen mode to render the seenca ou the stage effective
SECRETARY BOUTWELL’s BILL TO AID COMno hesitation in
giving this my unsolicited tes- and truthful by the aid of the pnqier accessories.
TIES.
MERCE.
in
its
behalf.
The excitement over the Alabama claims is
timony
Nyuopnie of Incidents.
jHcoriiicu uj ucvin.iy imuintru L/C
unubateu. The speeches in Parliament sueAct First—The Landing. (Quintette and Thanks-.
W. F. Morrill.
Truly yours,
fore the House Committee of Commerce to-day
ceeding tbs newspaper discussions serve to keep
Riving Chorus)—The Pilgrims discovered by th
feb3d-tu&th.
as lus means of aiding the maritime interests
Indians ^semi-chorus)—The Indians roused to enthe pnbjjc mind agitated. Tho anxictv as to
of the United States, authorizes the Secretary
mity (recitative)—The attack (semi-chorus.)
the manner in which the cabinet at
Table linens, towel! and crashes cheap for
Washingof the Treasury to offer a bounty of not more
Act Second—A Puritan Home and
ton will receive the representations of the IlritEvening Hyiun
than $10 per ton, to be paid each year for a pea
few
at
(quartette)—Tho Alarm (solo)—Preparation for
days Vickery's, 158 Middle St.
lsli government is felt in all circles. The effect
Battle (semi-chorus)—'The Despondent Women (duriod of five yearsouthe construction in the Unitof this state of affairs is more
shown
particularly
et)—The Encouragement (solo)—The Puritans' Tried States of iron steamships of not less than
on
Mr. Mor -'h Uterine Tonic.
change where business for the moment is
umphal Chorus.
1000 tons each, bounties to be paid for not exdemoralized.
Many mothers, wives, sisters aud daughters Act Third—The Iudians Depressed (semi-chorus
ceeding 000,000 tons in the aggregate, nor for
The market for American securities
The
Indian Women’s Wail (trio.)
openod lose their health and even their lives for the
more than 100,000 tons in any oue year.
The
fiat with tl m-.irl.-nrl ilaolinn
..II
Act Fourth—The Treaty of Peace (duet)—Reign
said vessels to be employed exclusively in forSince the opening, however, U. S. bonds of 1862 j want of an efficient remedy to remove the
Gentle Peace (trio)—We’ll war with the Foreet (quineign trade. The Secretary has to give public and 1861 have recovered a fraction, but others weakening complaints to which they are subtette and chorus)—Final Chorus—(Blessed la the
notice that proposals will be received for the
continue at a falling off from 1-2 to 3-4 from the
Nation.)
The
above
named
is prepared by
!
ject.
construction of 00,000 tons upon the Atlantic
remedy
If.-it;.
closing prices of last night, and the market re- I
After the Cantata will be presented
UHt'U
coast, 25,000 tons upon the great lakes and Mis- mains inactive. In American
vivj, auu 11 t*a urrii
railway shares him in his
sissippi river, and 25,000 tons upon the Pacific there have been no transactions
practice with great success,for the last Mrs. Jar ley’* Mechanical Wax Figure* !
thus far to- j
The vessels shall he first class, and be
coast.
day.
tweuty years, and there are millions now suffer- From Dickens. “One hundred figures the fall size of
constructed after such models and specifications
The general business is also reflected in the j
“The genuine and only .Farley;” “Jarley’s
ing for the want of such a remedy. It is invalua- life;’*
as shall have been first approved by the Bureau
quotations of consuls,which have declined from j
unrivalled collection;” “Jarlev Is the
delight of the
of Construction and Repairs of the Navy Deble for young females approaching womanhood,
1-4 to 3-8 since last
and
Nobility
evening.
Gentry.” “The Royal Family are the
partment, and the government may at any time
aud for those passing the turn of lift; also for
patrons of Jarley.
FRANCK.
purchase or charter said vessels or require them
The curtain will rise at 8 o’clock.
weaknesses caused by evil habits of early life.
THE DIVINE BIGHT.
to carry the mails between the United States
Tickets 35 cents; For sale at Hale’s, A.
ltoblnson’s,
It
and any foreigu country, and the payment shall
also
those
advanced
in
of
rejuvenates
Paris, Feb. 8.—It is reported that the Dukes
life,
Hawes & Cragin’s and
Stockbridge’s. Reserved
be made of any such sums as shall be ascerof Nemours and D’Aumaleclaim
both
seat*
50 cents each; for sale at Stockbridg**’* on
sexes, and imparts to them the strength
reinstatement
tained thereby by five disinterested persons,
111 their former rank in the
Thursday.
fj.7td
and vigor of youth.
army and l’riuce
three of whom shall be appointed bv the Presi[Advertiser copy.]
DeJoiuvillo demands his commission in the
Dr. Morse has often been solicited by those
dent of the United States, aud two Dy the ownnavy.
ers of any vessel that may lie so taken or einwho have used this “Tonic” to let the world
MR- WASHBURNE COMING HOME TEMPORARILY.
and the Secretary of the Navy may may
know that he has such a valuable remedy.
Mr. Washburne, the American Minister, reetail an officer of the navy not above the rank
turns to the United States on a
As there is a great demand for such a remeof Lieutenant, to serve as a record officer, and
leave
temporary
of absence. He has transferred the
another officer of inferior position on Ixiard of
legation to dy, we have prevailed on Dr. Morse to supply
Col. Hoffman, first secretary to M. De
itemust, us with all that we m*y want of it for our cus- Will
any vessel built under the authority of the first
Minister of foreign affairs, as
produce an original and highly moral drama. In
section of this act; aud upon the request of the
charge d'affairs.
three acta, written by a Portland Lady, entitled:
tomers. Price 32 per bottle.
owner of any such vessel, he may detail an offiGKRHANT.
L. C. Gilson,
■cer of the
navy to sene as a commander. If
CHURCH AND STATE.
consistent with public interests, there shall be
feb3-eod-4w
Geo. \V. Whittier,
Berlin, Feb. 8.—The bishop of Strasburg
allowed and paid under such regulations as
notified the cabinet here that the Holy Sec no
—AT—
shall be established by the Secretary of the
To
Artists.—We
have
nowin the store a
recognises the eoreordat as applying to
Treasury, upon any first class sailing vessel of longer
full
Alsace and Lorraiue.
assortment of German Tube Oil Colors
Bismarck replied that very
not less thau 400 tons burden, hereafter launchthe Emperor of Germany will undertake inde- I of our own
importation, embracing one hundred
ed and furnished and to be employed exclusiveof such a measure, the church
pendently
THURSDAY & FRIDAY EVEN’GS
gov- i and thirty-five colors aud shades, which we can
ly in foreigu trade, including trade l»etween the ernment of those
provinces.
Atlantic and Pacific ports of the United States,
afford to sell twenty per cent below the market.
DOMINION OF CANADA.
February Nth and 9tli.
a sum of 88 for each aud every ton of the
regfeb7eod3t
Schumacher Bros.
The entertainmeut will conclude with a
istered tonnage of such vessels.
RINANCE8 OF ONTARIO.
laughable
farce
each evening.
There shall be allowed and paid urider such
Toronto, Feb. 8.—The treasurer of the provUpon the health of the Teeth depends the
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Performance commences
regulations as shall be established by the Secre- ince of Ontario in his statement presented
8
at
to
o'clock.
tary of the Treasury upon every first-class sail- the legislature last night shows the annual rev- purity of the breath. Preserve them unblemAdmission, Gallery 25c; Parquette 50c; Reserved
ing vessel of not less than 200 tons burden here- enue to be $2,333,179, and expenditure
ished by the use of the famous Sozodont, that
Seats 75c. Tickets for sale at Geo. A. Harmon’s, un$1,816,after launched, finished aud authorized to ender Mechanics’
M. S Whittier’s; J. W. Mans867.
perfectly harmless vegetable preparation, aud field’s, Mrs. W. Hall;
A. Snell’s, Congress at., and at the
gage not' more than three months in any one
will never regret it.
door. Reserved seats may be obtained at Schumacalendar year in the coasting trade of the
you
M&W
MISSOURI.
cher Bros., 5 Deering Block.
feb5td
United States, the sum of 80 for each ton of
THE ALTON ACCIDENT.
A sale to close out a variety of Dry Goods
nurintpivil titnimorja nf nnv siinli vnaenl on
St. Loins, Feb. 8.—The coroner’s
a bounty shall have been paid, shall desire to
and
Woolens with all the remnants iu store rejury sitting
on the bodies of
persons killed by the railroad
have such vessel enrolled and licensed for the
gardless of cost. Will commence Monday, Jan.
accident
coasting trade, such authority may be granted verdict near Alton, 111., yesterday, returned a
by the Secretary of the Treasury upon the re- criminal that their deaths were caused by the 29th, 1872. At 153 Middle St C. A. Vickery
payment of the amount originally paid by the conductor negligence of Frederick Baker, the
jan27th-2w
An Entertainment will be given at
government after making a deduction of 10 per Patrick of the freight train, as principal, and
Halpine, engineer, as accessory.
cent, for each year that such vessel may have
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
be
in
at
to
the service, provided
least 50 per
NOVEL LEGISLATION.
cent, of the amount originally paid shall be reAn intimation comes from Jefferson
City that
funded to the government. For a
of five
Foreign Imports.
a
resolution
will
he introduced in the State Senperiod
FEBRUARY 1 2th 1 8 7 2.
CARDENAS. Brig George W Chase—441 hhds, 59
years there shall be allowed anu paid to the
ate to instruct the Attornev General to Phni.
I
tea
to
owner or owners of any vessel engaged in the
molasses
Phiuney & Jackson.
menoe legal proceedings
against the Fund ComUnder the auspices of the First Class ol tho
cod or mackerel fishery upon the Atlantic
missioners for the
gold in which the State bonds Receipts by Rnilroail» and Ntcambonts.
ocean or its coast the sum of $0 per ton of regwere to be paid.
istered
of such vessel, provided that no
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk. 56 bbls
PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL.
tonnage
I apples, 5 cars barley, 3 do latbsal do oats, 1 do meal,
payment shall be made on account of any vessel
IA»LE3T018.
The exercises will commenee with
! 4 do corn, 1 do peas, 49 do lumber, 1 do paper, 1 do
that has not been so employed for at least four
Songs, DeclamaA HORRIBLE DEATH.
tions &c., concluding with the original Com"Bi
uu BUUuvaiua,
months of the calendar* year. Vessels of the
dries.
Entitled:
St. Iaiuis, Feb. 8.—A
edy,
United States
on
in foreign trade or in
the
train
passenger
For Lower Provinces—15 cars flour, 1 do seed, 1 do
employed
wrecked in the collision near
fisheries may purchase
Alton, Illinois oats, 1 do sundries.
ship stores, supplies and
For Allan steamers—12 cars provisions, 2 do potash,
outfit, not including articles for repair or the yesterday morning says that one man, name
was caught iu the timbers of a
2 do wheat.
car
running of such vessels in bond and without unknown,
by one foot only, but all efforts to release him
the payment of duties under such regulations
Steamer Montreal from Boston—50 hbds
The proceedes to be devoted to the establishment of
were unavailing, and at his own
as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the
a Reference Library.
molasses, 10 bdls steel, 36 waggon wheels, 18 crates
request an axe
was sent for to cut his foot
off, but before the sewing machines, 10 boxes tin, 6 coils marlin, 137
Treasury.
arrived the tinmes reached him and he was
hides, 52 rolls leather, 1 hhd sugar, 25 casks nail’s, 100
Secretary Boutwell supported the bill in a axe
boxes raisius, 100 bbls pork, 50 bars iron, 34 kegr.
burned to death.
Chandler furnishes an Orchestra of 10 pieces.
speech of nearly an hour.
lead, 25 boxes oranges, 60 do garden seed, 4 bales
Tickets to all parts of the Hall 35c. Doors open at
He was followed by Secretary Robeson, who
AN ATTEMPT TO SUPPRESS THE NEWS OP
THE
hair, 1 horse, 14 trunks, 100 pckgs to order.
Entertainment begins at 7^.
6,45;
confirmed the statements of Secretary Boutwell
For Canada aud up country—1 cask skins, 2 pianoDISASTER.
US*1"Refreshments In the Reception Room at close
in regard to the great importance of a merchant
fortes, 40 bbls phosphate lime, 13 pcs shafting, 100 bdls
New Iork, Feb. 8.—The announcement
of performance.
febtS-ln
*
yes75 pkgs to order.
marine as a means of naval defence in time of
terday afternoon to the effect that the reported leather,
war, and especially for the purpose of engaging
railroad accident on the Rockford, Rock Island
New York Alack and Money Market.
as privateers.
& St. Louis railroad was a
hoax, appears to
New York, Feb. 8—Morning.—Gold 110ft.
General Butler will to-morrow appear before
have been the result of efforts oil the
Money
of
part
at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109 &D 109ft. Stocks
the same Committee to urge plans relative to
the officers of the company on whose road it
steady. State Stocks dull.
discriminations in favor of American vessels.
j
to
the
occurred, suppress
facts.
The following are the forenoon quotations of South
The Committee is examining into our mari! era securities:
time relations with other nations and the effect
Tennessee 6’s, new. 651
which they have upon our material prosx>erity.
IHETEOBOLOGICAL.
Virgiuia 6’s, new. 56

F O H F IGN.

PASSAGE OF THE EDUCATIONAL BILL.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

Repeated by Request
Landing of

the

Pilgrims.

day
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HALL,

1
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MUSI

Sloyed,

C_H A L L!

The M. L, Dramatic Club !

FAST!

MUSIC

HALL,

vTaTs.

|

CITY

»

HALL,

uu

That

Boy Tommy.

FIVE

—

ILLUSTRATED

MAINE.
e. c. allen’s loss.
Augusta, Feb. 8.—The clerk recently arrested in the Boston post office, confesses to having
committed heavy depredations upon the mail
of E. C. Allen & Co., of this city. Their loss
is estimated at $20,000.
MASSACHUSETTS).
mails

burned.

Boston, Feb. 8.—A letter to Postmaster Burt
says the fire at Ogdensburg Tuesday morning
destroyed all the mail matter, including registered letters which left Boston Monday morning for Ogdensburg and beyond. The passenger depot of the Ogdensburg and Lower Canada railroad, the freight depot and two cars and
considerable freight was burned.
death of

prominent manufacturer.

a

Sringfield, Feb. 8.-—L. M. Hills, a prominnJ
A
1..*■
-1
*1.
...

largest manufacturer of palm leaf liats in the
country, died at New York this morning aged

611 years.

NEW YORK.
CUSTOM HOUSE

INVESTIGATION.

New Yoke, Feb. 8.—At the Custom House
to-day, F. G. Phelps, Appointmeut
investigation
Clerk in the Custom House w as sworn. He
was directed
by Senator Howe to prepare a list
of the applicationwfor appointments made and
the appointees now in office recommended by
New York Senators and the editor-in-chief of
the New York Tribune under Collectors Grinned, Murphy and Arthur.
A communication was received from N. II.
Strange & Brother, complaining that the strong
arm of the law was used to compel importers to
pay "SO per cent, duty on imported crape, although after six years’ litigation a case brought
against the Collector resulted iu November last
in the decision by Judge Woodruff that 50 per
cent, was the duty.
CRIMINALS DISCHARGED.

William and George Knight, who were arrested a few days since on tlirir arrival from
England, were to-day discharged on nceount of
their crime being embezzlement and not coming
under the extradition treaty.
MAYOR HALL’S INDICTMENT,
stated that the indictments against
is for conspiracy in connection
with Tweed, Connolly, Sweeney and others to
defraud the city.
It is

Mayor Hall

small pox.

recess.

which makes the sentence not less than five
years.
The meinorral received from the American
Woman's Suffrage Association, headed by
Lucy Stone, Julia Ward Howe and others was
referred to the Committee on Legal Reform.
Patted to be enacted,*-^Rill authorizing Bucksport to take additional stock in the Bonobscot
& Union River Railroad; W. C. Holway to
maintain a wharf at Macliias River; authorizing tlie I’. S. & P. Railroad to extend its road

All are invited to call at ftcliujnacher Bros,
ami look over a beautiful assortment of Stereo-

In order to make room for Spring style Hats
and Caps we shall continue to sell at our present low scale of
prices the balance of the
month. We are also prepared to reegiye orders
for the Broadway style of Silk Hat, which will
be ready for delivery the 10th inst.
Maher & Co.,
feb6tomchl
opposite Post Office.

punish trespasses on the same.
Ought not to pass was reported

THE JOINT SPECIAL COMMITTEE

Immigration gave a hearing this evening in
the
Commissioner
Representatives’ Hall.
Thomas gave a very interesting account of the
on

station.

ored.

The

of the Railroad Committee will
report in favor of u J>ill for a charter from Bath
to Portland.

Boston,
freights to

given him,

and tact.

the vote was taken squarely upon the merits of
the measure, and the bill was passed to be en-

Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad.

police

postpone-

ment and offering the more plausible motiou to
refer to the next Legislature. Mr. Fessenden
advocated the bill and swept away some of the
arguments so forcibly put by Mr. Webb yester-

County Meeting.—It is expected that the
monthly meeting of the Cumberland County
Temperance Association will be held at the
Free Baptist Church, White Rock, Gorham,
(Rev. Mr. Parker, pastor,) on Friday, 23d iust.
The above church is situated about one and onehalf miles from the White Rock station on the

The

expiration

on

witlnliaw his motion of indefinite

25 cents less to Portland than

because there is generally lumber
New York for return cargo.”

Fel). 8.—At the

morning hour, the debate

A Correction.—A business man who is in
the way of knowing informs us that coal
freights from Elizabethport, N. J., to this city
last week were §2.75 per .ton instead of $3.75 as
stated yesterday. He adds: “Coal freights are

always

into the expediency of making an appropriation to build the bridge over Moluncus stream.
That the Committee on the Judiciary, inquire
into the expediency of providing a way of defining more clearly the limits of highways and

[Special by International Liue.]

soldiery

a suc-

equal to that of its first presentation last

week.

U1K;
Now, Sir,

belongs.

Municipal Court.

the

Lumber Market.

rent, and shops) for business.

term:

ed to be

Portland’s

To the Editor of the Press:
The lumlicr business of Portland is the creation of railroads. Twenty-live years ago there
was not a single wharf in the city used exclusively for lumber. Here and tliere, up-town,
was a little retail yard
drawing its long lumber
from the lower Saco, and its short from the
upper Saco, twenty to sixty miles, by horse and
ox power, with
now and then a cargo from
some eastern port,—a
petty haud-to-mouth retail business.
\l$ut railroads were built, chiefly the Atlantic
& St. Lawrence, and behold
the'change! 125,000,000 feet of lumber are now yearly received
in Portland. Thirteen of the
largest wharves
are used for its storage aud
handling, almost
or
over
one-third of the total wharf
exclusively,
room of the city.
They are the best-paving
wharfs we have. A greater number of ablebodied men are
employed in handling lumber
than in any other single interestiu the
city, ami
by consequence support is rendered to a very
important body of population, women, children
and dependents. The lumber business
supports
our South American trade and
gives the West
India business its main
and
strength
If it fails, they fail, and the wharf reliability.
and dock
property of the city would not he worth own-

There
seven

were

nineteen cases of small pox and

deaths in this city yesterday.
ACCIDENT.

Four persons were badly injured in a horse
to-day by the collision of a runaway team
therewith. The car was considerably broken
and one of the runaway horsos killed,

ear

VARIOUS MATTERS.

The Dock Commissioners desire a million dollars to continue the works or stop.
The boiler in Bivdsall’s boiler factory, in Jersey city exploded this afternoon destroying the
roof and damaging the building otherwise.
THE

FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT.

Albany, N, Y., Feb, 8.—The Senate resolution rescinding the action of the Legislature of
1871 in withdrawing the ratification of the 15th
amendment passed the Assembly this evening
by

a

yote of 71

to

13.

MARYLAND.
MECHANICS.

UNtTEp AMERICAN
Baltimore, Feb. 8.—The National Council
of the Junior Order of United American Mechanics, met in annual sessions to-day. Ogdey
Banning of New Jersey, presided as' National
Councillor, and John T. Cowl of West Virginia,
as Vice Councillor.
T)ie reports show the total
membership pf the Junior Order at 19,Sill; the
receipts of the subordinate Councils during the
year are #129,230; paid for benefits and relief
#74,040; amount in the treasury of subordinate
Councils $223,458. During the year the order
has been extended to several States where it
had not previously existed.

DESTRUCTIVE

FIRE.

A fire broke out this afternoon in the wholesale tobacco' house of 8, llonenfeld & Co., No.
53 Exchange Blace, and damaged' the building
and stock to the amount Of $23,000. There was
an insurance of $6000, which covens the damage, and the insurance on the stock was #10,■

000,
OHIO.
OHIO LEGISLATURE.

Columbus, Feb. 8.—The Senate to-day passed the House bill providing that persons who
read newspaper reports of criminal transactions
shall be competent to sepve as jurors.
In the HoOse, a bill vyas introduced to repeal
the Cincinnati Southern railroad act and to authorize Cincinnati to give a bonus not exceeding $3,0t)0,000 tq any persons who will build

said wad.

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE VAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

94
60
50
War
Office Chief
60
D.
>
Georgia 7’s... g2
Feb. 8 (7.00 P. M.)
j North Carolina 6’s, new. 151
The low barometer of the South Atlantic coast ; South Carolina 6’s,
50
will
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railmove northeastward Friday alon"
tile Gulf Stream. Northeast winds with cloud ! road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.102
and raid will continue outlie immediate coast
Union Pacific do.
from North Carolina to Eastern
92ft
Virginia I Union Pacific
winds and
weather will pre- I Union Pacific land
grants.
vail from Texas to Alabama.. The low baromUnion Pacific income bonds.
§7^
eter in Mobile
will extend eastward with
New' York. Feb.
firm at 6 a
southerly winds and
rain. Ail area of
7 |>er cent. Sterling Exchange
steady at 109 @ 109A.
*
and clear weather with light
Gold strong at 110f@ 110ft.
partial
The Treasury sold a million at 110 45-100 /a"
winds will
extend from the lower
Lakes northeastward over tlie St. Lawrence I 110 57-100; loans 4@ 7 per cent. Gold: clearances were
$58,000,000.. Governments firm and active for home
au l foreign trade.
State bonds dull. Stocks irregI
ular and declined early in the day @ 2
ft
jar cent.,
Weather Report, Feb. 8, 13 P. 31.
which was
mainly recovered, except in
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, DiSt. Paul, which closed neavy.
visions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit oi
The following were the closing quotations of GovCommerce.
j eminent securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.114a
2
-a
j United States 5-20’s 1862.
S
S
J United States 5-20’s 1864.
3
Place
United States 5-20’a 1865,
8
3
*g
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.'
of
s*
United States 5-20’s 1867.
§
os'S
1 United States 5-20’s 1868.
observation.
g
! United States 10-40’s., coupon..
M
rt
Js
; Currency

Dep’t,
Officer, Washington,

LECTURES

Missouri 6’s.
Louisiana 6’s, old.
Louisiana 6*s, new....
Alabama .5’s.,

Signal)
C.,
1

new.’

ON

The

Microscope

_

stock.37I
'..'!!!!!!!! 82*

clearing

j

Valley
probably
cloudy
probably

j

FLUENT’S HALL

8—Evening.—Money

Valle}'.

WEDNESDAY

|

It?
1
I
|

2

old..jJ03
ffjjf
*.111 ?

g

Boston..30.32 29

Charleston,S.C..29.80
Chicago.30.19

42
26
15
33

Cleveland. 30.27
Corinne. Utah.. 30.14
Indianapolis... .30.17 25
Key West.29.97 70
Montreal.30.24 16

Mt.Washington.29.99
London... .30.30
New Orleans. 30.08

New

New York

....30.28

Norfolk.20.95

Pittsburg.30.28

Portland.30.30
San Francisco .30.10
Savnnnanh.29.87

Washington-30.23
Wilmington.. 29.77

04
26
51
29
38
28
21
57
40
33
47
n«

SW
N

SE
SE

NE
N
W
W
NW
NE
NE

N
NE
Calm
SW
Calm
N
N

NE
wiupi-imuicuuu

The
Stocks:

I

6’s..114
following Were the ©losing quotations of

Clear
Lt Rain I Western Union Telegraph Co.
701
! Pacific Mail.57!
Clear
I N. Y. Central and Hudson River con solid at ed..!! 97*
Clear
Fair
j N. Y. Central aud Hudson River consolidated sen 9*H

Erie.
I Erie preferred...
! Harlem....
| Harlem preferred.

Clear

ciea?

Clear
Clear

w

63*
.UH
117

Beading....!.!.113
H8i
90*
1 1 llinois Central....
| Cleveland & Pittsburg.
| Chicago $ North Western.
71S
I vnjoago « ctonnwosicrn preferred.
.ii«>5
i Chicago & Rock Island.
| Milwaukie & St. Paul.. ..

Clear
Cloudy

1

; Michigan Central.
j Lake Shore & Michigan Southern...!.

dear
HvRaiu
Clear

Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred.
I Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.!!!!.!!! 98j

HvRaln

UlUViUlOU

Donirklic IVarkeiii,
TKI.GtiB4PHIC ITG.ns.
New' York, Feb.8—Evening,—Cotton an k lower;
The Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
Middling uplands 23|c: sales 1333 bales. Flour unyesterday had under consideration the nomina- i changed;
sales 7700 bbls; State 5 80 ® 7 25; round
tion of Oharlos Hale as Assistant
Secretary ol | hoop Ohio 6 60 ® 7 35; Western 5 80 @ 7 40; Southern
State, but came to no conclusion.
i 6 70® 9 50. Wheat heavy; sales 53.000 bush; No 1
John G. Bennett, Jr., has declined the Col- | Spring 1 57 ® 1 58; No 2 do 1 52 ® 155; Winter Red
Western 1 62 ® 1 67; White Michigan 1 68 ^ 1 75._
onelcy of the Ninth Regiment.
j Corn a shade lower; sales 68,000 bush; new Mixed
Elisha P, Hutchinson, of Peabody, was fatal j Western at 71 ® 73, closing at 72 ® 724c. Oats lowersales 29,000 bush at
ly Injured yesterday in Chelsea on the railroad
52$ ® 55o. Beef sternly. Pork
heavy; new mess 14 12 ® 14 37; old do 13 50.
track.
Lard
| quiet and steady j steam rendered at 9$ ® 9}c. ButGovernor Sprague delivered the address be- ! ter steady at 11 ® 35c.
Whiskey steady and firmer
fore the American Turf Association in Cincinat 93$ (g) 93$c. Rice steady at 8$ @ 8$c.
I
Sugar In ftdr
Muscovado 9® 9gc; refining 9$ $v
nati Wednesday evening.
| re<|uest;
y$C; Havana 9$c.
Cottee weak Rio
®
Molasses
21$c.
j
Eight were frozen to death during the storn: sternly; New Orlcau 45 ® 47c. Naval Stores—Spirits
of
within
fifteen
miles
of
Sioux
city
Turt*entine strong at 79$ ® 80o.
Saturday
Rosiu quiet aud
and from six to eight hundred cattle frozen.
I weak at 4 50 for strained. Petroleum quiet; crudest
Samuel P. Harvey was shot dead in Hasel j 12} ® 13c; refined 22$ @ 22$c. Tallow heavy at 9 ®
hurst, Mississippi, Wednesday, by a Mr. Rice. | 9$c.
Freights to Liverpool lower; Cjttou, per steam,
No cause assigned.
I
|d.
George Watts, a coal dealer, has recovered
Chicago, Feb, 8.—Flour unchanged. Wheat with
$3000 damages against Z. K. Pangborn & Co.
speculative demand and higher;No 1 Spring nominal;
publishers of the Evening Journal, Jersey oity, No 2 at 1 24$. Com unchanged; No 2 Mixed at 40$c.
Oats firm; No 2 at 32$c. Rye dull and
declining; No
Rewis Kingsley, a deputy naval officer, diet
2 at 70k. Barley quiet and weak; No 2
Spriug at
in New York Wednesday.
61c; rejected 40 ® 43c. Pork opened dud, but closed
The barque Robert Fletcher, ashore at Eas
active; sales at 12 40 @ 12 45, Lard firm and in fair
j
Morichu, Long Island, has a cargo of teas am j demaud 8$c green; hulk and bo*od meats unehanged.
Live Hogs dull apil nshad lower, the extoeme range
silks from Wyanpoa. She will break
up if tin
sales being 4 20
sea becomes heavy.
; being 4 00 ® 4 65, but tho hulk of 45the
lor heavy weights
4 30. Dressed Hogs declined 4
®
In the United States Court at Jackson, Miss,
and 4 05 for light do.
Cattle unchanged.
Whiskey
the preliminaries of the Ru-Klux trials are com ! at 87$e.
pleteil. There are over one hundred prisoner: 1 Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 2,000 hush wheat, 54,000
all on bail and over twenty witnesses.
i bush com, 7,000 bush oats. 3000 hush barley, 2000
! bush rye, 18,000 hogs,
San Domingo advices of the 27th
ult., eonfirn
Shipments—2,000 hhls flour, 1,000bush wheat, 13,000
the reimrted revolution at Guavabin, hut thi
j bush born, 5,000 bush oats, 8,000 bush barley, 1,000
jealousy between Cabral and Bimental nag* j rye, 6000 hogs. *
tived the
Cincinnati, Feb. 8.—Pork unchanged; 13 25 askrevolutionary movement.
Lard In light demand and holders firm; steam
Haytion advices of the 28tli ult. state that tin od. kettle
held at 9*o. Bulk Meats in light demand,
national palace at Port au Prince, was burned
8$c;
holders firm; shoulders 5c; sides 6$ ® 6}e; sales 30,The schooner Warner, Blake, from Dix Is
000 lbs; shoulders 4} delivered at St. Louis, Bacen in
land for New York, was abandoned the 30tl i light demand and holders firm; shoulders 6$c; sides
ult. in a sinking condition. The captain am
6| «: 6|c. Live Hogs higher aud in lair demand ;sales
! at 4 40
@ 4 80; receipts 1500 head.
Whiskey steady
crew were saved aud taken to New York.
■

! at

87c*

Venezueleap dates state that President Blan
Toledo, Feb. 8.—Wheat unchanged; White Michhas recaptured Sail Fernando ami jl-i-t flu
igan 149$. Corn dull and lower; high Mixed 46k:
Yellow 47c. Ui\t# dull apd a, shade lower; No 2"at
revolutionists were badly defeated. A schopnei
load of anils fqr the revolutionists' reached Bo ! 40c. Dressed Hogs 5 25.
co

livia Jan. 20.

Three government steamers

art

blockading Veuezueleau ports,
The 21st and 25th Massachusetts Volunteer:
celebrated the 10tl| anniversary of the battle ol
Roanoke, Thursday niglit at Worcester.
now

The snow blockade of the Union Pacific Railroad continues with no prospect of travel being
resumed for several days.
BCSINIRSt* \**MCCIS.
Dead ob Dvnra.—Where the hair is unnaf
sure that it is dying
and unless artificially ylfafized, it will soon b<
as deaj as leaves in November.
Feed the with

urally dry, you may be

pring fibers and stimulate the torpid scalp wltl

Kcv. E. C. Bolles, Ph. I).
These Lectures, while accurate In scientific details,
have been carefully planned for a popular audience.
illustrated by means of the

They are

Calcium aud Electric

|
!

Charleston,
lauds
& 2.$

22$

Feb,8.-Cotton quiet; Middhng
*

numerous and entertaining, and in themselves
much more than the fee for admission.

worth

Tickets to the course 31; to lie obtained at Loring,
Short 4.S: Harmon’s and Bailey & Noyes’ S. 11.
Colesworthy, Whittier's, and Lowell’s. Evening
tickets 35c. Doors open at £.45; Lectures commence

7*

at

feh3td

o'clock^

D A.

G !

X_CIN

Mr. A. B. GEE
will commence his third and last term for the season
lor Young Ladies, Masters and Misses, at his Academy, at Corner of Biown and Congress Sts., on

SATURDAY,
in

Feb. 19ih, at 4 1-9 •’clack.
the afternoon, and continue every Wednesday and
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Gee will be assisted by Mrs. Gee in the instruc-

tion of tlii» class.
For particulars

apply at Hall. Assemblies every
Monday eveuing. Private lessons each day from » to
12 and from i to 5, except Fridays.
feb8tf

AUCTION SALES.
Executrix's Sale.
from the Judge of Probate
BYfor the Countylicense
of Cong, State of NewHampshire.
the
virtue of

a

subscriber will sell at public auctiou
WAUMBEK HOUSE,
iu Jefferson, in said County, on

WEDNESDAY,

FEB.

at

the

21st,

at ten o'clock in the forenoon, all the real estate of
Enoch Oggood, late of Gorham In said county deceaged, situate in gold town of Jeffersou, containing
about

TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED ACRES,

said estate consisting of valuable timber lands, many
of the lots well covered with pine and available for

money-making purposes. No better opi*>rtunity
be found for capitalists to invest their monev.

can

Conditions made known at time and place.

Dated the 25th
of Januarv, A. I). 1872.
fe2d3w
MARY ANN OSGOOD, Executrix.

day

11. Iv. HUNT,

Commission Merchant and

Auctioned

l\XO 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
li assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to »uil
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on all
ettcrlptlon of goods. Consignment* not limited.
dtf
February 11, 18GJ.

SHichams

during
t^Ladies,
month I

the prenent oo
desire to sell every Winter Hat and oo
Bonnet in my store, and shall offer them at a oo
oq LOW price; Feathers and French Flowers will •<>
oo also be offered at about half the usual prices, oo
oo If you desire a change in your winter hat this oo
oo ia your favored opportunity.
Call and see.
oo
70 Middle st, oo
oo Mrs. C.C.
Third door from
oo fe6eod6t
Exchange street, oo
oo
oo
oo

WELCH,

ut>-

Savannah, Fob. 8.—Cotton quiet; Middling up-r
lands 22c.
Mobile, Feb. 8.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands at

22$c.

New Orleans,Fob.
lands 22jjc*

Lights,

by means of which highly magnified Diagrams, Paint
ings, Photographs of AXicroHCOpic Objects, Microscopic Preparations, and Living Animals will be exhibited upon a large screen. These Illustrations will bo

««»

Clear
Thrt'nc
Lt Halo
Oloudv

Feb. 14th

—BY—

|.Ho

j

EVENINGS,

COMMENCING

subsequenfly

I

it

Us.

To be given In

|

Northerly

What

and

Shows

probably

8.—Cotton easier; Middling up*

European .Unrkru,
London,Feb. 8—11,30 A,M.^-CooboIs 91$ for money
and account,
American securities—U, S. 5-20,1882, 914; do 1865
old, 91}; do 1867, 91}; U. 8, 10-40*696,
London, Feb, 8—1,301'. M.—Consols closed at 91$
for money and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862, 91$; do 1865
old, 92}; do 1867 91}; U. S. 10-40% 90.
Liverpool, Feb. 8—11.00 A. M.—Cotton steady;

Administrator*' Notice*.
is

hereby given, that the subscribers havo
beeu duly appointed Administrators of the Goods
NOTICE

and Estate of
JOHN H. G1LBRET1I late ol Fairfield,
in the couuty of Somerset,
deceased, and hare
undertaken that trust by giving bonds a* the law didirects, AU persons therefore having demands against
■aid estate, are desired to exhibit the sameforsettlemeut; and all indebted to said estate are requested to make immediate payment to
MARTHA H. CflLBRETH, \ A™
Alln. *
EDWIN 1L FLINT,
)
w3w5
Kendall’s Mills, January ft, 1872.
In want of Plain or Haney dot* Pr ating
F|VHOSK
E will find it to their advantage to call on W ujtf.
Marks, at the Daily Pres* Job printlag Office, Exrh-wgo Street, Portland.

BUSINESS DIR ECTOR Y.

BONDS.

THE PEESS.

Advertising Agents*

Stewart’s Palace.—Stewart’s marble
building on Fifth Avenue, New York, which
he has erected for a home, is approaching

THE

completion. It is nearly furnished, and will
be ready for occupancy early in the spring.
it is, without question, the most superb priIt has cost
vate residence in the country.

7 3-10

three millions without the furniture. The
frescoes are unequaled, except those in the
Prince Ball Room at Buckingham Palace.
The style of the building has been adopted,
because Stewart intends to donate it to the
city for a gallery when he gets through with
it. It is a sepulchral place, with its stone
floors and stone stairs, nay, requiring a fire
in summer and winter to keep it habitable. Mrs. Stewart’s room is an exception. The wood work on her suite alone
cost
§16,000. Every room has a carpet
imported and made to fill it, and the color of
each room is different. The doors are solid
rosewood with silver trimmings, and it cost
§600 to hang each door in the parlor. The
picture gallery is complete. Several of the
pictures have cost over §30,000. The two
most celebrated are “The Prodigal Son” and
“The New England Thanksgiving Dinner.”
The water works are marvels of elegance and
of ingenious contrivance. After the parlors,
the two most celebrated rooms in the house
which is fitted
are “General Grant’s room,”
for Mr. Stewart and
up with great elegance,
the President are great friends; then comes
the “servant’s parlor.” That is fitted up more
gorgeously than any gentleman’s parlor that
I have seen in New York. Curtains, mirrors,
imported carpets, elegane chairs covered with
red leather, anil pictures adorn the room.
Huge ranges, and every conceivable modern
convenience can be found in the kitchen.
The doors arq barred against visitors generally, and the house when done is not to be put
on exhibition.
How the

Piute

Indians

Live.—The

Virginia City Enterprise, of January 6, says:
“One would naturally suppose the situation
at present with the Piutes encamped on the
hills surrounding the city to be rather rough,
yet we hear of no sickness of any kind among
them, nor any complaint about anything.
They come in town—men and women, great
and small—as ; regularly as usual; look as
sleek as ever, and ar? just as jolly as in midAs there is not a stick of wood ol
any kind on the hills where they are camped,
or not even a sage-brush as large as a man's
finger, it is wonderful how they manage tc
keep from freezing to death during the heavy,
driving snow storms. The bits of boards anc
small stick’ which the squaws are able to fine
Scarce suffice to cook their meat
about tow
and is so scanty and so precious that they
dare not venture the extravagance of burning it for the purpose of keeping themselves
In order to keep warm they musl
warm.
huddle in heaps in their brush huts—old anc
young, great and small, piling up together irrespective of condition. By going to the distance of twenty or thirty miles from the city,
summer.

they might find camping places where they
could obtain an abundance of wood, but they
would find their
npopurimiu

means of subsistence mosl
in fimfr rlirl tlimr ilmioml nntiwnli

game, all would starve to

on

death.

Her*

they are able to find plenty of good, strong
food, and having that, they appear to defj
the inclemency of the season.
One storm;
night passed in even the best of their sage
brush huts—a structure resembling the musk
rat house—would probably be the death o;
any white family that might risk the trial
yet the Riutes laugh at the storm, and in tin
midst of the whirling cloud of snow, crv “'Ha

ha!”_

CO., 174 1-i* middle St. Advertisements inserted in papers in JTIaine

Too Kind.—Two men employed at one o
hardware stores were engaged, this noon
In putting up a stove for a West street
lady
During a heavy lift one of them told the oth
er to “spit on his hands,” when both wer<

nonplussed by the lady hastily exclaiming
“O, don’t do that; here’s a spittoon.”—Dan
bury News.

to who started the first religious paper in the United States has again
broken out, the honor having lately been ascribed to Mr. Sidney E. Morse.
Richard
Storrs Willis, in an elaborate and clear statement in the Evening Post, (N. Y.,) proves
that his father, the late Nathaniel Willis, was
the first founder of a religious paper—the
Boston Recorder—and the first publisher of a
paper for youth—the Youth’s Companion.
war as

—An old bachelor who sent a lock of his
hair and his name (as Miss Bettie Brown) to
a Boston
clairvoyant, received the following:
“You will marry a railroad conductor in less
than a year, have five children, and die in
child-bed of the sixth!”

lishers’ lowest

A

LOAN.
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FIRST

MORTGAGE

Bonne' and Hat
8

NORTHERN

PACIFIC

These Bonds

payable

are

in 1900—bear 7 3-10 per

January,

FREE OF U. 8. TAX—

are

re-

are

ceivable at 10 FER CENT PREMIUM for

Company’s

the

PRICE,

lands at the

and

following

Issued In the

are

denomi-

bonds, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000.

istered

The Company Is allowed “to negotiate and procure
loan which Bhall not exceed Fifty Thousand Dollars

a

mile,” which

per

secured by

is

FIRST and ON-

a

MORTGAGE, “UPON THE RAIL-

LY

ROAD, FRANCHISES, AND ALL THU
LANDS

AND

PROPERTY,

AND

RIGHTS OF PROPERTY, REAL AND

NORTHERN

PACIFIC

RAIL-

ROAD COMPANY', OR WHICH THE

ACQUIRE,”

and

THE

RONDS

THE

TO

ORLIGED

LAND AS SECURITY
850,000

FOR EVERY'

sales of all lands “AT SUCH PRICES

TEES,”

are

set

apart to redeem the bonds, for by

CEEDS OF ALL SALES OF LANDS,

PONS

OR

OTHER

SECURITIES,

SHALL RE DEPOSITED WITH THE

TRUSTEES;”

“ALL MONEYS IN

also

HANDS

V1V

MORTGAGE BONDS
PANY SECURED

ntHD

W ■ •u

THIS

NOT EX-

CEEDING HO CENTS ON THE DOL.
I'AB AND ACCRUED INTEREST.”

Although the Northern Pacific
intend to sell the

quality of lands at prices

same

BE-

OW OTHER GRANTS, to induce rapid set-

tl

ment; still the practical working of the above pro-

er

$11,500,000, WHICH WAS

TO-

THE

DATE;

still this

200,000

A MONTH to sell

QUITE ONE-SIXTEENTH PART

give the average price

we

T

and Grants

different roads, that

on

granted

acres

the

to

use this power (which all
jiossess) at will Divination, Spiritualism, Sorceries, Demonology, and JOOO
other wonders. Price
mail $1 25, hi cloth: paby
per covers $loo. Copy free to ngeiits only. $1,000
monthly easily made. Address T. W. EVANS Pub
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

frhr.j\w

AGENTS WANTED NOW.
• $100 to $200
i»cr mouth cleared in
canvassing for llinlory of the Orcnt Firm in
Chicago ami the World, lias outsold all others
and only complete History Published. Bv Rev. E J
UOODSPEED, D. D 075 Pages and 75 Illustrations!
and with our New Ennland (colored in towns hips
und U. S. and World Maps, success is certain. Apply at once for terms and territory to D. L. GUERNSEY, Pul*.. Concord. N. II.
feb5t4w

f

#

*

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID
DOWNSEQiJKNCE
OF OVER EXERTION*-

^lachinr-Mprrnri

Planter*.

They will certainly
Ihev

Ntrciigf licuing

cure.

comnowHl of choice emollient
gums
the finest kid, of three
different sizes, and
with ease and comfort. Sold
bvy
ggl8W
20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, N. Y.

on
are worn

Price

IN

with Rheu-

are are

spread

15,

JTAmES JIILLER,No.91 Federal Street.
"Errry description of Water Fixture arranged and mi up in the best manner.

WHY SPEND

MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
Gloves every time you go out?
have with
JTOUVKN’a INODOKOUN KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents ]>er bottle.
Fa C. WELLS & CO.,
102 Fulton Street, New York.
pair of Kid
Renovate those you

._

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

IIAIR

RENEWER.
WILL POSITIVELY RESTORE
ORA
HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from failing out. It Is the best
dressing in tile world, making lifeless, stiff brashy
hair, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
R. P. HALL & CO.
Naushua, N. H. Proprietors.
OcC eodAeow d
eow w w4‘J
2m

attended to.

lin Sts.

Street.

& Co., No. 301 1-2 Con-

PEARSON, No. 22 Temple 8t., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.
Silver and Plated Ware.

ARNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

Schools.
Street.

of

ArnBROSE HERRILL, No. 139 middie Street.
J. W. & II. II. IVCDUFFEE, Cor. middle
& Union Sts.

ami Vincennes

$18,500

relation to

in

at this

and

The

Stockholders have built

equipped it in

*u.

x

ucy

these

S17,500 over the amount of bonds

that

each mile of the Northern Pacific

on

even

hold to redeem

During

the

can

be

issued

Railroad.

of Dakota

Territory—this,

with the completed road

the Pacific slope, and the St. Paul and Pacific

on

the U. S. Government Is

Twcntles, holders of these

now

calling lu the FIvc-

can

convert them into

THEIR INCOME MORE THAN 3.1 1-3

tion
of

At

the present time

of the sales of N. P. Bonds

Five-Twenties,

and

are

notice

we

a

good propor-

by the conversion

facture of iron,

zing

ni»on

oither real-

are

them, or exchanging them Into other

is-

sues—often Into railroad bonds—the Northern Pacific
Seven-Thirties

are

favorites for reinvestment,1*

money, and

no

enterprises,

to

The Chicago disaster
fully deinonst rated that a First
Mortgage Komi on any Trunk Line of railroad is
safest anil least
fluctuating security known.
ITUs is manifest in one
Quite marked instance, as
.
r.r n
... of the first Mortgage Bonds
which fell hut one
er e,i't h ,l?'”'ilftte
.''".:ral
R®iJroadi
financial panic, while U. S. Five■r.L..
ISR1 fluctuated two to three
u”
'!r
and
here the Michigan Central Railroad
percent.,
nad met with the greatest
loss it could
fire—the
burning of its large terminal depot. ThebyNew Yrok
which gives the authentic
reports of
the Stock Exchange, in its Issue of
the 11th of October, after the Chicago fire, says: “Railroad Bonds
have stood the shock bettor than anv other
class of
securities," and again, October 18th, says: "Railroad
Bonds are steadier than any.otlier class of
securities,"

i}‘l lit

their income, WE WOULD KEC'ONINIEND
THE NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVENTHIRTY GOLD BONOS AS ONE OP
THE BEST ANO SAFEST RAILROAD
OFFERED

We recommend this bond

for tiio

reason

TO

ANIOCNT

FEU

ItllEE,

FCEEY
°P

OF

AND

BONDS
AESO

EQUIPPED

well

ISSCED

UPON

TRUNK

A

EINK

RAILROAD RUNNING THROUGA

THE SAME.

more

tl

_aug23

To Let.
No. 3fi Anderson street; nearly new, contains six rooms, eight closet*, good cellar, and
plenty 01 water. Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.

HOUSE

Chicago,

in the

for domestic

uses.

equipped,

and

well
is

required,

as

a

manu-

A

To
Let.
DESIRABLE House of ten rooms. Enquire of
0 O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
Jy13 dtfE. W. LOCKE

whole or part ot the block ot Brick Stores
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

on

jylStl

to Let,
#
Also Lady Boarders

without board.
WITH
wanted. Apply
or

corner

Ctnter and Free st. No

jan30tf

_

TO

Q

FFICES I

than 50

Either Single

are

8th. That

as

LOW

OR

remaining

waut

are

7 Cross

both

and

Street,

Portland,

HASTINGS,

MEL0DE01VS
MANUFACTORY

payment of the interest, <and
the principal,

the final

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
1866.

AH Instrument. War-

Trice lists sent by

well

certain

as

any

SWAN &

BARRETT, Bankers,

100 Middle Street.
H.

M.

Jalso have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

McPhails

in

as

of the

payment of

Pianos,

leading instrument manufactured
States.

In the

32

Exchange
Jan 12,-eod* w4w

St.

MoIli We s.

by

returned if desired.

Address:

DR. J. B.
a

need a medical adviser, to call at bis rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Tlieir action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obafter all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken

structions
n*wi

1VA/1

oaittj

ai

au

iiiucn.

Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
nll8G5d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portlatd

I>r. K. J.

JOUBDAIN,

PROPRIETOR

Parisian

HAS

Gallery

just published

VALUABLE

no

Blood.

of the

It cleans the Brain, relieves the Burdened System, cures Constipation.
Sick Headache, Billiousness, and all Humors and
Asa medicine for Children

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,
FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.
A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of com plaints,which
are always afflicting and
too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
be expelled from the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
and
whose substance they disease and destroy.

Erysipelas,

Bankers,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A

nvitaly

ilincn

humnru

OR TO

blood. When they arc gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerationsrt)f the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Bheum, Scald Head, Bingworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhiea arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease, Dropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
prepared by

DR. J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell, MassPractical ami Analytical Chemists.

Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

This is

truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the

cure

of

Cough, Croup, Antillian mid Colds.
We challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.

TRY
dc23d&w

w52

OFFICE

IT!

3m

_janlGilArw.3m

23 Nassau
is

Street, New

York.

physicians,

NOTICE.
Association of New England Fish and Salt
Dealers extend a cordial invitation to all dealers
and producers of
Fish, Salt, Oils, &c, to meet with
rnem at the rooms ol the
Association, No. 220 State
street, Boston on
of each week at 11 A.M.
J ne object of these
meetings are general business,
mutual
and a better understanding of
acquaintance,
each other’s interest.
in

Wednesday

GEORGE H. BEAMAN,
Secretary.

Forest City Bowling Alley.
The
to

subscriber lias just openod to public anil prl-

parties a

new

Bowling Alley

at

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
GE°-

B

°ORPOr>-

harmless.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.

Sold bv all

druggists evervwhere.

janl-e3dwlv-l

FOlTSALElDHEAP.
dj*~|

The proprietor of Cigar Store No.
Ui W k
"• 205 Hanover Street, Boston, wishes
to disnose of his stock, lease and fixtures.
Great
for soon.
bargain if

fjPJLCJx'x

applied

Inquire of

Ja29-d?w

C. E.

_205

TURNER,

Hanover street, Boston.

Ground Land Plaster

C. P. KOIBALL
Annual

CO.

Meeting.

annual meeting of (he Stockholders of the
C. P. KIMBALL COMPANY will be bold at the
11HE

TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY 13,

Plaster Mills !

to supply dealers and consumers
with fresh groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.
Shipped by R. R. or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls., as de-

WE

are

prepared

sired.

KNIGHT
1879,

At 3.30 r. m., for the election of officers and
other business as
may come before the

for such
meeting.

.JOHN M. GOULD,

Portland

Sec’y.

Jan. 5-d&w3in

A

WIIIDDEN.

Week.
Best Cheap
dl»~|<k^AMachine
in the world.

J. S. HAYES, Great Fulls, N. H.

Shuttle Sewin
Agents wanteg
dec7-4w

sleeping

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. It. R.

no9tf_Supt.

PORTLAND

&

OUDENSBIRG

R. R.

am* after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
til further notice, trains will run as

n

£££^»3follows:

—22-A. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40

P. M.
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with
passeuger car

attached.

Stage* Connect
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco,

Steamers appointed tc sail

DIRECT HltO.TI BOSTON
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 8.
TRIPOLI, Sat., Feb. 3. SAM AKIA, Sat., Feb. 24.
PABTHIA. Sat,, Fel.. 10 SIBERIA, Sat., March 2.
BATAVIA, Sat., Feb. 17. HECLA, Sat. March 10.
E^-Panncngers embark at the C'ununl Wharf, Eaat j
Boston.

At
At
At
At
At

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

CURRENCY.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Winter Arrangement.

ALEXANDER, Agent*

for Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., an<l 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
connect at Rochester with Dover aud
Winnlpiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay. and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad ior Conway.
Leave Rochester fur Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnlpiseogee, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train makingdirect connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham, for West Gorham,
Standish, and No.

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Bnxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limeriek, Newfield, Parsonstteld anil Osaipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfleld

BP“Pri»ate partlrr can be accommodated by anplyitglo tic ‘htplain o> board.
Fare down and back
ents, children hall pr'ce.
Portland,June 23, IS71.
je23dtl

Why

will

j

be

so

easily

and passenger and all other trains will

and all trains from this liue will arrive at that Depot
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
all intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A.‘ M. via Augusta, every

only

night except Mondays.

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
Lewiston via
and all intermediate stations,
at 5.15 P. 51. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath aud interm ediate stations at at 0 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
and all intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
Lewsstou leaves at 3.00 A. 51., taking freight of night
previous from Boston. For Waterviue ami all intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Skowliegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
including Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. 51.
Passenger trains will be due in Portlaud, from
Bangor, Dexter, Belfuit, Farmington, Bath, and all
intermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. 51., connecting thero with through trains to Boston. From
Augusta, Hu b and Lewiston, and all intermediate
stations at 8.40 A. 51., connecting with morning train
for Boston. Night express with Bleepiug cars from
Bangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. 51., every morning

Danville,

•very Lady or
tie man. Hold by
•ad Dealers la

Connectmg at St. John with the Steamer EM
PRESS for Digby anil Annapolis, thence by rail to
Windsor aud Halifax anil with the E. A N. A. Railway for Shetllac anti intermediate stations.
Y&“Frelght received on days of sailing unt

freshing

o’clock, p. m.

to

Winter rates will be charged for freight after De
A. R. STUBBS, Agent
dc20
is t Sat then os
tf

Arrangement,

RAILROAD^

Trains leave P. S.

13,

1871.

& P. R. R. Sta-

BiSfffffSiSSSfi tion, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
feiF^pSA. M., 3.30*, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
—1‘7.30, *8.30 A. At., *12.15, *3. P. AI.
For

Rochester, Altou Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Alanchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.15* A. AI., 3.45* P. Al.
Alanchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. AI., 3.30*, 3.45* P. AI.
Aliltou and Union, 9.10* A. Al. 3.30*, 3.45* P. AI.

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. AI. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore LJue at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.lu* A. AI. train connects with the 3.00 P. Al. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New’ York and the South. 3.30t P. AI.
rain with the 9.00 P. Al. truin for Now York via Shore
or Springfield line.
CT£r~Freight trains between Portland and Boston

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Hay market Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

♦Accommodation.
*Fast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

Tuesdays

►for

Appold.”
“George
William

Kennedy.”

“McClellan”

Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington bv
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; ami by the l a. d Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Tirginia,
Tennessee, A/abaina aud
and over the Heaboard ami
If If Georgia;
t<v all
I.. \r_it._J
.•

THEA-NECTAR

the Balt. & Ohio It. ft. to
Washington and all
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
|
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including berth and Meals to Norfolk 812.50

by

IlS

A Pl'RE BLACK TEA
'with the Green Tea Flavor.
Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale eveiywhere in our “trademark” pound and half pound
packages only. And for sale
wholesale only l>y the Great Atlantib and
Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st.. New York P. O. Box
Send for Thea Nectar Circular.
Jan8- 4wt

5506.

time 48 hours: to Baltimore .$15, time G3 hours
Norfolk. 48 hours. To Baltimore, G5 hours.
For further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

Juuo2tf

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable office,” or
“best routes’’ advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, opj>o. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Ale.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

84wtO’CLOCK.

PHILADELPHIA

Steamship

JAMES FISK.
Boy

■SneCrnui

ready

luvolmollo. A.. 41__

...1

_i

yft

Co., 702 Chestnut »t., Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
can sell these by thousands.
jan23|4w

WINTER

GOOD WATER POWER

BVRA!D.UL AiniKEWII,
Late of the Gardiner Hotel.the Maine Hotel at Damariscotta, and Columbian Bouse, Bath.
A good Li very Stable is connected with
the

-FOR-

MANUFACTURERS !
House»_
Privilege and Buildings of Falmouth
THE
Grist Mill,
offered for sale;
be easily
to
are

can

It is NOT

A PHYSIO—It is NOT what is
popularly
bitters, nor Is It Intendeil as such. It is
South American plant that has been used
for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy ns a
powerful alterative
and uxequaled purifier ok the ulood
and is a
Sure and I erfect
Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver anti Spleen, Enlargement or Obstruct ion of Intes-

called

‘‘Afoot &

tines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
Poverty
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses,
Tumors,
Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or
their Concomi-

AIone.”^ks«^
Price low. Will outsell

Circulars.

everything
Address Columbian Book Co..

jan23t4w

tants.

medicines that give strength and robustness to
body and mind, DOHIl’S NERVINE bears the palm
Its sale Is large and its popularity
long established.
Probably more families keep it on hand for every day
use as a stimulant and
corrective, than all other medicincs now before the public. It is pleasant to take
as any wine,
Jan23f4w

L E C T I

____

On anil after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
will mu as followh :
Pawonger train at 7.30 A. M. for

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Mall

train

Montreal and the

West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
2.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
J3F“Sleepiug Cars ou all night trains.
The Company ore not rosjioiisiblc for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
oc26islw-ostf
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.

offered to the public as a great inyigorator and remall lmpiiritioe of the blond, or for
organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For
the forefc

edy for

going complaints

JIKIBEBA

Is confidently recommended to
family as a
household remedy, and should be every
freely taken In all
derangements of the system. It gives'health vlcor
and tone to all the vital forces, and
animates and fortifies all weak and lymphatic temperaments
JOHN y. KELLOGG, IS, Platt Street, New
York
t>-i
cw
w n
Si'° 4*en£ ®'f «he United States.
Price
One
Dollar
per Bottle. Send for Circular
4w
t
jni!»

C

Coal

RTEAniK,

YOU DESIRE

TIIO.nPMO.Y’K

YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
OLOSSY?

AND

FO.RADK

OPTI.RE,

used dally, will make it so. It Is entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely Perfumed.and specially adapted fur nourishing the llalr. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in

bottle.

Fancy

Hoods,

1'rlco 25 ami 50 cents

per

F. C. WELLS & 60.,
102 Fulton Street New York.

NOTICE.
sold out my Stock of Groceries to ELIAS
THOMAS &
90 Commercial st.. I would
refer
respectfully
my old customers to them.
I otler for sale my Office Furniture, consisting of
Safe, Desk-Chair, &c. For further particulars enquire at the office of ROSS & STURDIVANT, 179
Commercial st.
H. M. STURDIVANT.

And cannot be equalled for
Purily, Brilliancy, and Economy.

e,r.e:c.‘‘r,j

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime hbls. by
J, R, BARTLETT & CO..
‘iN India Street, KomIoii,
Gca’l Ag’tM for New England.
J.J. CHKNERt',
Agent* for Portland.

compartment.

While doing average work, coupled with a good
mgine, it will supply steam for 150 Indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government

Bonds.

The durability of tliis boiler is greater than anv
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiug facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood tlie sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
cldmnev,
which in itself is a most valuable
advantage, uevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
Invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a

call.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dcl8
Cor, Middle apd Exchange Sts.

|

wo.,

|

4w

Hard and WhilePine Timber
Ot band and sawed to
dimensions.
HARD PINK PUNK,
HARD PINK FliOOHINO AND MTKP.
BOA

RDM,

tor sale

Dock, first,

GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
Undersigned lias returned to his business, at
Painting, Glazing and Pajier Hanging, at his old
stand, No 3J Union street, where he hopes to see
his former numerous customers.
Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself entirely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.

THE

dcl3

3m

Annual IliTling.
Stockholders of the Maine Tannin Co. are
to meet nt the office of Messrs.
notified
hereby
Harris, Atwood & Co., 145 Commercial Street, Port13th Inst., at 2 o'clock P. M. to
on
the
Tuesday
land,
act on the following articles, viz:
First. To act upon the report of the Directors.
Second. To choose the necessary officers for the ensuing year.
Third. To act upon any other business which mav
legally come before the meeting.
THOS. E. TWITCHELL Clerk.
Portland, Febuary 2, 1872.
fel>3-td

THE

_

a

Patterns of Garments
I

aTcnt's

THIS

Ju-KJt

«•

_

HENRY

FOX, Clerk.

ja30td

PLDMMRRA WILDEP;
_'T.'it'

IS NO HUMBUG ! By sending
with age, height, color of eyes and hair,
you will
receive by return mall a correct picture of
your future
husband or wife, with name and date of
marriage.
Address W. Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 34
FultouTllle,

173

TsTs

WHITE TEETH, WEALTHY
SOUND
AND SWEET BREATH,
secured
of
are

slant

14 w

use

Thurston’s

Ivory

Pearl

BY WM, SMITH, L. L. D.

1

TWINES

AND

NETTING,

□3EJHEW
U6ED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE MOST
EMINENT
PHYSICIANS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR

me

sha(>c of

1

:

A.KC4-K CASH PRKMnTMS
Speehneu* and cireulara sent on recelnt of atimn
*
for poetiuje.
K. P. KATON A- C o.,

_de21d<Sw wBl-4w
FOIt

__

As

[Hgwuri

S^LE!

SPRINGYALE.
WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
Jan'U

THE

the owner wants to go West.
SAMUEL D. TEH BETS.

PERSONAL!

LAST

___

so cn a

si oo

| So Id by

Jan 13-4w

FOK

SALE.—RARE
A

HAT, CAP
the business
about «t;ti,hi,

71
—

w3

CHANCE.

and FUR
(Vrf,| -i r'i,j
|uirt l

paving handsomely.
ill health cause for adli

»kM,

a

,

Central Rail Road.

a

or

janlikllw

CilK Saw For Salt*.
Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or addr-™ LITTLEFIELD & WILSON Cor. York

Ja31tf

—

WELL ESTABLISHED

Maine

K1HVABl> N. NTOKI9.
Address BOX 1221, Boston I*. 0., Mass.

at.

.1

YEARS.

dAw

FOB

GOOD

—

BOSTON.
the Druggists

‘J5 rent* firh, we will send to ally address
Splendid Photographs of either
FINK, JR.,
JONIK VIA.\NFIKM>,

4ft

r“

«

“NOTHING BETTER.* ^
CUTLER BROS. & CO., 5

Ho,ton,

TEBBETS" HOUSE,

Maple

I

maxvfactrsd r
IV*f. JC. UOOPEJi .V SONS,
Send lor price-list.
linllintorr. Via
id I
dip

new

and

con-

FISnERMEIV!

Vntn KMabli.hril,

*2.50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE. We
ONLY
ottering s|»ecial inducements for
subscribers
the

A

by*

Toothpovrder.

FARMER.

Fifty

JAN.

GUMS

It is the best Drntrilier known.
Said
Dealer* in Fancy Oasis. Price
by.pruBfistsand
33 and 30 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS A CO.,
_1F3 Fnlton Street, New York.

HISTORY of the BIBLE.

»n

Middlegt„ Upstairs.

s \ s h *i •)

II.UHTHtTKI)

THE

Order.
January 29th, 1872.

f,,n#

ANDBUTTERICK'S

more

ING MACH INK,at a liberal
salary or on Commission
A Horse and Wagon given to
Agents. Full Partlculars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
jn2t>t 4w

Annual Meeting.

Per

street.

s

Sewing Machines

EMPLOYMENT.
j PROFITABLE
desire to engage few
Agents to a«U tlie
WBWorld Itenowued Improved BUCKEYE
SEW-

annual meeting of the Maine
Steamship Uo’y.
for the choice of officers, and the transaction of
anv other business that
may legally come before them
will Ikj holden at their
office, Galt's Wharf, on Wednesday, the 7th day of February, 1872, at ten o'clock,
a. m.

of E

ntlh-r, If

BBS iowi

'NEW

"notice!

corner

_mr'.'yeodiv

2w

Sole Manufacturers of Broad's Patents, 27J Market
Street, Opposite P. O,
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf

by

STETSONtC POPE,
Wharf and

CO.,

all kinds.

BROKE.!,'

HTOYE mid CIIKSTNI’T
carao at the very lowest niarke'
price, de“ rta«- 01 shipment, snd will
piocure vessels t> trnnsnoit the
same alien desired

Straps.

The smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
ubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
lienee again descending they pass
through the tubes
n the third
By this operation, the
and
heated
imoke,
gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in eonlact with gradually decreasing temijeratures of
water.

WK

jamryr-iw

DO LUXURIANT

)

by the Car^o !

iiinp,

HUDSON RIVER OIL WORKS.

_Jn24

x

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jitrubeba

WICKES’
E

a

a

E5r*Terms favorable.
Jan23eodtf

Finely illustrated.

mr24«B»

jububebaT

other business or manufacturing at small
adapted
expense. Vessels can go up alongside of Mill, and 3-4
ndlo from Grand Trunk
Station/3$ miles from wharf
in Portland. Buildings in prime
order, two stories
30x65, L part 25x30, and plenty of room to erect others.
Situated on the most beautiful shore (.four harbor for residence. Apply to EDWAltD H.
BURGIN.
P. O. Box 715, Corner Market & Milk sts.

intended tor use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

ARRANGEMENT.

AT-

ifKNDALL,>8 MILLS,

OIL!

trains.

liong Whart, Bowicu.

—

is
of

x m-

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,

ww

Garrett &

Bangor, Ale.

AIjTKRATIONT

10

WS5EKSH2B; Insurance one halt the
rate ot sailing vessels.
Freight lot the West by the Penn. K. K. and Soutt
Dy connecting lines forwarded iree of commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLAK3.
For Freight or Pusfage apply to
WIMTWK1' A- MAIVPttON,

“IOO CHOICE gELECTIONN, NO. 4.”

vnnv

From Cong Wharf, Boston, at 3 p m.
I’ine Stroet Wh irl, Pliiladel-

From
.(low, "*'ia
at

is now
with its precious store of good
thing for
Public and Parlor Headings, being a
happy blendlno
of Eloquence, Humor, Sentiment, Pathos "and Burlesqut. Uniform in style with the proceeding numbers, which liave won the public heart, and the cry is
•’MORE!” Cloth-bound, 75 cents; paper, 30
cents,
or 4 copies for $1.
Also “Excelsior Dialogues,” revised, price 41 25.
tlulr

Line.

leave each port ovary Wednogdiv&Sator Jav

A complete History of his Ufe and
exploits from a
Pedlar
to a King among Financiers. His triumphs and failures. How he lived and how he died.
Illustrated. Price by mail, 50 cents. Terms liberal.
Address Wm. Flint & Co., Phila. Pa.
jan23t4w

Author OF SMrrn’s bihi.k dictionary.
It contains over 230 line Scripture Illustrations ami
HAVE YOU SEEN
1103 pages, and is the most comprehensive and valliable History of the Bible ever published. The labor
Broad’s Patent Shawl
and learning of centuries are gathered in this one
volume, to throw a strong* clear light upon every
The only Sliawl Strap made with metallic top.
page of the iuspired Worth
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. AcknowlAGENTS W ANTED.—Send for Circulars, and see
I our terms, and a full description ot the work. Ad*
edged by all who have seen them to be the neatest dress
National Publish tag Co., Phi la. Pa.
Ja3it4w
shawl strap ever invented. Just the thing for holi- j
day prefents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
ENGLAND

dent

BOSTON

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Portland, Jan. 30,1872,

I1HE

53 Central Wharf; Boston.

•

Of all

GREAT WEST.

Steamships:—

William Lawrence.”

A Reliable Tonic.

Railway

Or any other point in the

HAVING

above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet or heating surface, built upon a
tew principle, namely,that
of stopping the vertical
nrculttion, accomplished b\ n. ,:udoftwo horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
orming three water compartments. By this arthere Is
ni&intaine^ three temperatures of

r

1

Pictorial Family Register

Hartford, Conn.

-FOR-

sept23dtf

en<l

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album* with
a complete Family Hiatory.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GKO. MACLEAN, 3
Mchool Htrect, BonIod, JIumm.
ja8-4wt

Byjpurchasing tickets \ia the

Trunk

of this Line nail from
of Central Wharf, Bouton,
anti Saturdays at 4i*. m.
NORFOLK anti BALTIMORE.

Steamships

AGENTS
a

Send for

$5.00 SAVED

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
1). C. Steamship Line.

l>rucrl*ts^'^^*

PERFI M E R

long wanted novelty in the subscription
line which will sell at sight in every family. The
HAVE

xi.

Nov.

Gen>^'/4i>

BOOK

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
intermediate stations at 6.45 P. 51.
Freight train from Bangor and all intermediate sta-

BOSTON & MAINE

ever

Mth.

except Mondays.

From Skowhegan via Augusta at 4.00 P. M.
From Watervflle anil intermediate stations via Lewiston, at 12.20 P. M.
passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
P. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A.
Railway
train for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Bangor at 7.30 A. M. with day train through to St. John.
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen l Superintendent,
L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Superintendent.
Augusta, January 3, 1872.

ARRAN G EMENT

Thursday.
Ytr-Erelght for Calais anti St. Audrews, shipped
fi-oin Eastport by sailing vessel.

decl6-tc

run to all points of tliis liue from the
Depot of
Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,

mi

BILLINGS

Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport

Farlua
^U^/vs^vfr**ranc,? of afCMUf“©
Water, uiul Is

—^InJlspcuiwble

to L.

On anti alter MONDAY, Dec.
25th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
every Monday, at 5.15, p. m., fo

Druggists.
ForSaTeby

*

*7

apply

Calais aud Hi. John,
Digby,
Windsor anil Halifax.

Elizabeth T. Root.

re

Room.

ONE TKIP PEK WEEK !

'VJ'

-It has the deltcute umt

Scotia

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

WINTER

4 1 Tf¥l 1/1
Don’t let worthless artiar\. 4.
i lvril • ties be palmed off on you,
be sure you get only Wells’ Caubolic Tablets.
Jons y. Kellouo, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by
Price 25 cents a Box.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Portland, Me.
t

Ji

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaal|»rt,

rrorn me great number or testimonials as tS the
this invaluable medicine the following In
selected.
47 Wahpanseli Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14, 1871.
“For the last ten
years 1 have been a great sufferer
from frequent attacks of Acute Bronchitis, ami have
never found
anything to relieve me from these attacks
until I tried Dr. Wells' Carbolic Tablets."

(

t/iienee,

LIKE.

or

sbpl3tf

re-

efficiency of

TURNER, Superintendent.

uuuh via ijewistou ai *.,ju r.

£talifaxf__Nova

Atlantic Wharf,

COUGH!
can

mom real,

inmt

ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cablu passage with State
For further information

lieved by using
Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets!
They are a sure cure for Sore Throat. Cold,
Hoarseness, Catakkh and all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.

ARRANGEMENT.

Grand

COUGH!
Cough when you

vou

.inn

The favorite Steamship OARLOTTA will leave Gall's Wbart
SATURDAY
every
M. tar Halifax direct
_!** I T.close
'making
connections with the
--;-;—-Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro
New
Glasgow andPictou, and with Allan’s Mail Steamers
for Queenstown and Liverpool.
Returning will leave Doiniuion Wharf, Halifax ev-

OlIVKB. I

S.

Will leave the Wett side ol Portland Pier,
daily lm
Peak,’ Islam! at 8.43 A M. and 3.15 P M.
Returning vi leave Peak*’Islnml 9 13 AM,
and 3.45 P M.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

-_

a.

i"

WEEKLY

EXPRESS,
CAPT.

--On and after November 13th. curreut, the new line between Danville
d Cumberland will be open for use.

Winter

for

Peak’s Island Sleambont Company

COUGH!

Mon,day>, Dumber, 18.
EIsffffscfafjHpassenger trains leave Portland

be

iwiwiiniw

Halifax. St. John, anti all parts of Maine. Slilppors
iro requested to send their freight to tin- Steamers as
tarly as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portlan.l
J. F. AMES, Pier 3S, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf

For Peaks’ Island.

aDd afU‘r

MAINE

■

CITE AM EH

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon traiu for Boston ami passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8, lft7l.
noOtf

Portland, Dec. 15,1871.

.Steumors Dirigo an.l Franconia
will, until further notice, run us
followa:
Leave Halt's Wliarf, Portland,
every MONDAY ai.d THURSDAY, at 4 P. M., an.l leave Pier 3s E. It.. New York
•very MONDAY’ and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
Tlie Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with tine
iccomniodations for passengers, making tlds I ha most
mnvenient and comfortable route for travelers b,
ween New York and Maine.
Passage ill State Kooni 35. Meals extra.

From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, &3^
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
JAJIE6

tVia 7.40 A. M.
IT Via 3.15 P. M.

Co.

ARKAHHIHBHT.

ItfKW

City.

jn2dly

Steamship

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK !

Passage Money .[including fare from Boston to N York.
Cabin, $80, 6100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, 630
Currency. Tickets to Paris, 615
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, .Jersey

♦Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
J

WILLIAM H.

Eainc

Steamers appointed to sail
FROJJI NEW YORK.
Wed., Fob. 7. RUSSIA,
Wed. Feb. 21.
ABYSSINIA, Wed Feb 14.

East Baldwin for Sebago and
Bridgton.*
Baldwin for Cornish, kezar Falls ami Porter.1T
Brownfield for Denmark ami
Brhlgton.1T
Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
Fryeburg for Lovell.H

daily.

May 1,1869-dtf

Cabin, $80 Gold. Steerage, $80 Currency

Raymond, Naples ami Bridgton.t

OF

are

GENERAL AGENTS,

♦Pullman
car express train,
tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.

MRS. DINSMORE’S
COUGH AN1) CROUP BALSAM !

Head-

•
tying the Blootl,
the most congenial purgative vet perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they imiuirt health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the every day complaint* of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
and our best citizens send certifiskilful
cates of cures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
eftectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., *8.30 A.
M., tl2.15 P. M., *3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portlaud at 8.00 A. 2d., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.00 A. M., *10.40 A.
M., 12.35 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.00 P. M.

frnm

Diuner Pill, an<l PurJ-

W. B. SIIATTUCK & CO, Bankers

M

_

Bt.iuchard Maine State Boiler Co.

ach,

—

The new ami superior sea-goin!
Bt camera FOREST CITY, an I
MONTREAL, having been litto I
up at a great expense with a hirg *
number of beautiful State Rooms
vlll run the m-anoti aa follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wliarf, Portland, at 7 o’clock
um India Wharf,
Boaton, every day, at 5 u’clocT,
l\ M., (Sundays excepted.)
Cabin hire.$1 50
Peck. 1 (jO
Freight taken ua usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
,0/w,

Queenstown, Ork Har.

at

BOSTON.

FOR

STEAMERS

1X0 FOR LIVEHPCK )L.

trains

CALIFORNIA,

dcl5

mayGdly

ache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruptions and Skin
Diseases, Biliousness,
^Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, aB a

by ma,p to

IN7I.

LIN I :

III.

leave Portland «laifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunf'.i'
[ays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.l5 A.
-““M., $9.10 A. M., *3.30 P. M., t3.45 P.

equal.

Costivcncss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stom-

Full particulars furnished on application in person

ARRANGEMENT,

Passenger

-.-a

Sold By Druggists throughout the World.

Family Physic,

a

j

of Anatomy, Boston,
a new

CAN AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

it has

WINTER

Commencing Honda?, IVov’r l.Jth,

STEAMERS.

—

OF TIIE

edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks o" marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of mdiuTbod, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, Im; :
Ing the most comprehensive trork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
For all the Purposes of

HUGHES,

Cumberland St., Portland.
Circular.

172
Stamp for

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who

United

dc20 eod&wtf

_w47_2ro

be.

Company’s office,

PAYSON, Banker,

ropy

rlee9d*&wevery3dwly

For

undersigned.

a

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary
organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

Will sell to be paid for in Install-

future financial

SWAN & BARRETT,

sediment will often be
small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

mail.

CURING
areas

urinary deposits
found, and sometimes
the

the

EXCHANGE

The

gold

none

There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad-

der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient canuot account for.
On examining

B3T*Seml

j CUNARD

WINTER

Middle-Aged Men,

A VPn’u CilliUMDiri

144 1-2

only

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

m

SALES-

ROOM,

small

We do not hesitate to recommend these Bonds

can

&

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

unusually safe. They are atteuded with

men

Price 50 cents.

ORGANS

the first of April and October,
in

troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above disease, some oi
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hail
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper aud on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

Maine.

ments.

principal and interest being payable

Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
Complexion.

Many Thousands Can Testify to This
By Cuhappy Experience!

Yonng

Machinists,

—AND—

New York.

SEASON.

and

Impurities

who manufacture the best Boiler and best Radiator
for that purpose ever introduced into the market, and
who are prepared to contract to successfully warm
any building, without regard to size.
D. W. & Son also keep on hand every
description
of Steam, Gas and Water Pipe and fittings, at wholesale and retail, and have in their employ first class
workmen to put in the same; and in their Machine
Shop are prepared to attend promptly to all kiuds of
machine work and repairs.
dc28d<fcwtf w52

for $1,000 each, have forty years to

on

IN

MEDICINE.

Daniel Winslow & Son

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 i>cr cent, per
annum, payable

Disabled

Steam Heating Apparatus.

mediate application.
The Bonds

ANTIDOTE

SOME

The Pain8 and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
How

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

mebc

NO FAMILY

new

them should make im-

OI

Dr. Jonrdain's Consulting: Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, Has*.
junl4dlyr

rnnted.
unsold is

FOK

SEEK

PRESSURE

seldom in the market.

the amount

IlKtllUgCUUMIL

making

FOR THE BEST

earning

so

ami

are

While Railroad Bonds may be plenty, those

amount,

an

DIUUV

in Suits.

or

percent, above its in-

upon finished lines, so certain to pay and for

mu

Hare Confidence.

LET.

being onlj about $18,500 per mile.
7th.

U1M

All who have committed au excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced*confidence of maturer years,

FLUENT BLOCK,

W. P.

in most

generally

_jv28ti

liabilities.

Dec. 23-<ltf

further particulars
concerning this Bond, or
purchase of the same apply to the

as

done,

argument

that it is

GROUNDED UPON A LANDED REAE
ESTATE BASIS, WORTH DOUBLE
THE

let, containing? rooms, Sebago
particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

water.

6th. The amount of the mortgage is very moderate,

seeking permanent investments, alholders of Government Bonds wishing lo increase

NOAV

Let,

to

TENEMENT
For

ST.

to Let.

tbe second floor without
octl9eodtf

on

show that the Company is able to

last year, earned

ty To persons

SECURITIES
THE PUBLIC.

Lodging Rooms
Rooms
TWO
board at 2ft.High gt,

5th. The portion of the road opened for business

ir.'r?,f1""1'

so

as

in

the duties he must
fulfil; yet
with i>oor nostrums
country
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best iu the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular iu
selecting
bis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are miide miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general
practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best syphil-

PLEASANT

lin st.

build it.

event

the

cele-

built the shortest road to the

4th. The road is

that the Boston

Journal in its monetary article of Nov. 11,
says:
“Holders ol Five-Twenties (of 1802)

paying large and regular dividends.

are

$1,018,000, parties who

Northern Pacific Bonds, and thereby INCREASE

PKR CENT.

or tne

brated Block Coal Mines, whose products have

present month the Northern Pacific

River of the North, the eastern boundary

the Rod

road,

$10,000 per mile per

over

large and increasing market

terest

Railroad will l>c opened for passengers and freight te

earniug

are

They have

3d.

surplus of

a

one

for all
preparatorythestudies fit him
is flooded

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.

Engineers
tnrougn

Caution to the Public*
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience iu
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose

To Let
front room on second floor. Also
o't ibird floor with board.
49 Frankoc28tr

HIGH

first class

a

cess.

forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be

IN

first-class manner, mainly with

duixl taeir roau

nave

annum, arid

whole, is

the Kansas Pacific Road, still

each $50,000 of bonds, there would be

a

Devoting

the most desirable in the city, beand heated by steam.
Also, Desk room aud desks furnished it desired.
marOdti

richest portions of the State, where all the old roads

acquainted with

acres

CORNER

their own money.

its land sales should

low figure for the 25,000

ZjET

CALL OE

£lst.

the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Ids entire time to that particular branch of
-he medical profession, ho feels warranted in Guaranteeing A Cure in all Cases, whether of
long
it am ling or recently contracted,
entirely removing
die dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect aud permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earned reputation-?
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

adapted to the Fir .r and Grain business; larg
capacity, having a tbon age o> 36 feet, and depth 15
accessible
teet,
ny water or rail, fifed up with every
modem convenience.
to
H. N. J03E, 194 Fore st.
Apply
Nov i is tf

These offices

follows:

are as

R. ABBOTT,
foot of Exchange st.

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial st
ot
Widgery's Wharf, particulail

OPERATION.

Leading Points

The

AND

Rooms,

WHERE

ing pleasautly situated

per mile.

COmPLETED

LINE

Bonds

be above the lowest average of all the land grants
on

of

Furnished Room

J.

SUCCESSFUL

different Grants, to be SUPERIOR TO

acre

house No. 5 Mechanic st; 5 rooms;
part
rent $10 per month. Enquire at house
UPPER
of

THE
up

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Issne only

The CHARACTER of the Land Grant of the

the average price per

To Let,

stairs.

into Chicago

all i>ersons

IF

To be Let,

LIBBV, 17 1-3 Union Street,

THE

Pont Office.

NO T sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end houses
in the new brick block of tour, on the corner ol
Neal and Pine sts, will be rented on favorable ttwus.
These are first class housea in every respect, eonainiDg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and bebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sept6

m

Stair Builder.
B. F.

new

THOMPSON,'

To

ME.

HIS

No. 17* Cumberland Street,
he can be consulted
privately, aud with
the utmost coutiduuce by tho
afflicted, at all
lours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are
suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether
arising from
connection or

^

Said Stores have a frontage of 41 leet, and nearly
100 feet m depth, Brick and Iron Sates, Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best show
windows in the city.
These Stores are fitted up in the nicest manner
for Who'esale Jobtnig Houses, and wil be let at a
low rent if applied tor immediately. Apolv to
Mrs H. E.
Lowell. Mass
No 91 Merrimack st., or Box 117.
J. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GKO. M. HARDING. Architect.
nev2
3ra

gress Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

AT

should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in tlieir treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general
practitioner,
Having neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one
of treatment, in most cases
an indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

THOMPSON BLOCK.

TO

FOUND

Medical

plaints

^

170, Opp.

Private

..i.iipuviD,

STEAMERS.

fExpress.

DR. 1. B. HUGHES

system

LET.

Front

Congress

of

MIDDLE ST.,

one room

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw.6.00
Marquette and Ontonagon .5.00
Denver Pacific.4.18

the

TO

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P. FEENV, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

Dru^ists

sT'TsT s V s is sTi s

IT

Plumbers.

Chicago, Dauville

St.Paul and Sioux City.5.67
Mo. River, Fort Scott and Gulf.5.55

readily acknowledged by

>V1TH

feb6

St. Paul and

as a

lower rent of house 87 Franklin street,

containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit
nice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

or

in Nebraska.. 8.73

Northern Pacific Railroad Company,

mThe

Strips.

per Acre.

Pacific.0.58
Rapids and Missouri River.6.00

Nice Rent for $200.

Photographers.

Southern Minnesota.7.04
Atlantic and Pacific.6.77
Iowa Falls and Sioux City.6.50
Cedar

jan 12-dAwtf

8. DAVIS & CO., No. 80 middle Street.
J. II. LABISON, 133 middle St., cor. Cron.

Illinois Central—to 1869.11.09
do
do
for 1870.12.65
Hannibal and St. Joseph.11.00

As

to

Well*’

of its laud sales will be

road In Deration at the close of tills year.

or

uuu

Street.

Pacific

doubt that

no

excellent—sea-dressing

A.

branches of 288 miles, will make nearly COO miles of

FUdnation
Soul Charm
PSVCIIOI^OCjIIC
ing 400 pages by Herbert Hamilton, B. A. How

you taken cold? Are you afflicted
mutism, or pains of any kind?
try one of

be

can

do

IT.

HOW THEY WERE MADE; OR, tllC STRUGGLES
and Triumphs of our Self-made
Men, by J. I>.
McCabe, .Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the press and
extra term*, address, GEORGE JIAULEAN,
Fublinher, 3 School St., Boston.
fel>5t4w

nave

Northern

above the general average price of these roads:

which is but ?2.70

GREAT FORTUNES,

#

acre

do

990 to 9400 par month by nailing

T ,(

change

some

Grand Rapids and Indiana.$13.98
Burlington and Missouri River.11.70

not

AND

i'j

LOTHBOP & CO., No. 133 Ex-

«EO. L.

of the

acre

per

Average

if

WANTED, AGENTS.

J

uuwiiv

ENCLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

THAT OF ANY OTHER ROAD; but

ter,
feb5t4»

Ol

iuuvii

LAND GRANT IN MINNESO-

Union Pacific. .4.25
Kansas Pacific.2.70

our

1U!„ J

Weather

of land is

acres

ALONE.

much

PATENT

Universal Content
4
Combination Tunnel, Button Holo Cutand other articles, Saco Novelty Co.,
Saco, Me.
*

Ua....,'..

"I-'*

AMOUNT OF BONDS SOLD TO

TAL

GLOVE FITTING.

*

Danon

EQUAL TO $1,300,000,

MORE THAN 10 PER CENT. ON

OB

THOMSON'S

ill?
4|jl'

Street.

acre,

[factory, best fitting and the
'cheapest Corset for its real
value, you have ever worn,
buy

Edward F. Hovcv. Boston, or Fred.
man, Chicago,
M. Smith, Auburn, N. Y., or Walton A- Co., Indianfeb5-4wt
Ind._

SHALL A KNIGHT, No. 154 Exchange

wards of $6

price up-

average

Dwelling

First-1 lass Houses to Let.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

GEO. R. DAVIS

If you want the most satis.

apoiiB,

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 333 1-3 Congre*. St.

200,000 acres, at

Glove-Fitting Corset.

or

Carpet-Bags.
DURAN & JOHNSON, 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

ber 1st exceeded

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe.7.70
Flint and Marquette.7.18

BELDEN THE WHITE CHIEF
Best selling hooks extant. Works of
absorbing interest. Agents wanted. 48 pages Extracts, Sample
engravings. Circulars, Ac., free.
0. F. VENT, Pub., Clu., O., and 58 Murray St. N.Y.
Agents also wanted for Chicago and the Great Conflagration by Colbert and Chamberlin, Editors Chicago Tribune. 528 octavo pages. Fully illustrated.
Aildress as above, or J. S; Good30,000 .old,

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and

vision is apparent, for the sales of land up to Novem-

SON'S
WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

OXE WHO HAS SEEN

LOWELL, 301 Congre.. Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

an

laud,

Third Block below the

ABNER

Jobbing promptly

B

from main
containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new
House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish
House, all in ]>crfect repair.
This is a good location for either Farmer or FishThe laud is
erman.
and
muck abundant. Tiie harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Term’s
moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

9 Clapp’. Rlock,
o.
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Company

Railroad

Island to Let.
ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two

J. F. SHERRY,

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

^

mpure

MA

Toilet Artieles.

a

GAGE, WHEN SAID BONDS CAN BE
PURCHASED AT A SUM

To Let!
desirable House of twelve rooms. Enouire
of A. K. SHURTLLFF, No. 2J Union Wharf,
lw
febl

51, 53,-47,49

Hair Goods

rm

MORT-

MERRILL,

Furniture and Upholstering.

OF THE COM-

BY

ON

DAVID W. DEANE) No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols , riugau(l Repairing
to order.

180 COlVRREgtt STREET
Vhere he may be consulted upon all diseases of an
or
chronic nature.
.cute,
Dr.lt. would call special attention to his new and
« nccessful method of
curing Uterine diseases Feuales Buffering from these
maladies, and desiring
1 reatment, will find an
experienced lady in attend.nee.
fne Doctor would also call
particular atteiiion to his success in the treatment of
Anchylosis
lislocated hips, and all diseases of the joints and
imhs. Office hours from 10 A. M to 12—2 to 5 P M
180 Congress Street, 3 doors north of the Park
«

CORRY.

New House for Sale, or Rent.
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and convenient, gas throughout house and cellar, piped
for Sebago, cellar cemented, everything in prime con-

Up-

Street.

And If. years practice, would inform the citizens of
and vicinity that he has located at

CAN BE

F.

jnlOtf_C.

I>.

J ‘ortlauil

Apothecary shop, cor.

Oflice,

Post

Exchange Street.
HOYT, No. 11 Preble
holstering done to order.

N. E.

the

]?I.

THE

ECLECTIC MEDICAL COLLEGE
OF PHILADELPHIA,

1

j

OF

RAILROADS.

feb7 dlw

Nov 24-dtf
Old

L. F.

THE TRUSTEES

OF

FOR LANDS SOLD, SHALL BE IN-

THOM

BY

eral Streets.
HOOPER & EATON,

—■

THE

w5

STATE PRISON LIFE

No.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
1KENJF. ADA.mS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

YYHETHERIN CASH, .BONDS, COU-

alone. 25 lb. and 50 lb. boxes, 15 cents per lb. Try it.
MORSE BROS., Prop’ro., Canton, Mass.

1.

Sts.

definite terms of the mortgage, “THE PRO-

the

A Fore and Market Sts.

done to order.

APPROVED DY THE SAID TRUS-

AS

Exchange

and

18 Free Street.
N. TARBOX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of nil kinds

RONDS ISSUED.

OF

room over

AN miles

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade,

HOLD >15,000 ACRES OF AVERAGE

The

Congress

cor.

TRUSTEES OF

ARE

Cloak,

Dentists.

COMPANY' MAY HEREAFTER

SAID

Velvet

JOSIAH 1IEAUD, No. 105 middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent B lock

PERSONAL, NOW IN POSSESSION BY
THE

BARBER’S

Ripley,
GRADUATE

To Let.

dyed and finished.

LOWEST CASH

Coupon bonds,$100, $500, and $1,000; Reg-

nations:

Sharpening

TlIOOTBOnr, LANGDOIV & CO.,
Hole Owner* of Patent*,
LGMw
391 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SYMONDS,

India St.

interest in GOLD, payable first of July and

cent,

and Durable—supercedes other articles for purpose.
Cheap
THE RISING SIX HLAi k LEAH Lt liUK ATOH. Foraxles.
bearings and machinery. Lasts six times as long as oil

ciass dealers.

FURNISHED
jan28-2w

Let,

Rooms to let with board, at
56 FREE STREET.

Will be sold at low figure, or rented if not
W. P.
dec9-tf
Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

F.

RSWARE OK WORTHLESS IMITATIONS under other
names, but resembling ours in shape anil color of wrapper
intended to deceive.
THE RISING SI N POLISH IN BULK, for stove dealers’
use, »t twelve cents per pound—twentv-tive and fifty
pound b«xo8. “Cheaper than any other Bulk Polish for

fullness of bust.
IT CANNOT BE IMPROVED.
Every Corset ie stamped with the name Thomson
and the trade mark, a Crown
Kept by all lirst-

Rooms to

dition.
eold.

Dye-House.

the average price i>er

No Corset has ever attained such a reputation, either
in this or any other country.
As now made in length arid

131

No.

Carpenters and Builders.

RAILROAD COMPANY.

Railroad Company, for there

GENUINE

Bleachery.%

CO., Rleacher.,

SAWYER &

middle Street.

For Beauty of Polish, Saving Labor, Clean-

..*■*“-

Store, No. 149 Connnercial st., recently occu pied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial street.
janl6tf

BRICK

C. COBB, No. 13 Pearl It.

W. K.

j

ju4-tf

Let!

To

Repairing.

Street.

—OF THE—

000.000

Jan27dAw-12w

suitable for gentleman and wife, or
Also a few table boarders ac-

two

Book Binders.
QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange 8t.
smALIi A SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

idea may be formed of the immense value of the 60,-

PENCIL.—No

board

WITH gentlemen.

commodated, at 52 Free Street.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, POOR A BREED, No. 93 middle

LAND GRANT GOLD BONDS

sales of the

TIIK RISING SI X LIMBER

for Sewing Machines.

wm. A.

Below

nothing."

pub-

MEDICAL.

To be Let
PLEASANT Up-Stairs Tenement; four rooms;
Sebago water; rent ten dollars a month. Inquire I
H. A. JONES,
feb3dtf
1 Galt Block.
j
Room To Let.

Street.

accrued interest, the

TrVe otter for sale at par and

NOT

Cheapness, Unequaled.

the

at

rates.

.ale and to let.

Security

Investment

Choice

TA

Sc

country

Bakers.

OF THE

liness,Durability

the

A
of

W. 8. DYER, No. 158 middle 8«., over H.
H. Hay’.. All kind, of machine, fo

IV.

THAT

MISCELLANEOUS.

throughout

Agency

VRflTVn DV

onr

—The

ATWELL &
and

GOLD

TO LEI.

S PE C I A

L_X OTIC E

train for Waluut
()mnni'.rtl,vr’.J?'f'
'■Evenl"?
*• Chandler’s,
Danville dun. lion, A„lurnid1:
11 1<-Bve Portland,
s.ls
Tk.fii.
w

via

nWiUrim

BrunsVk'k,

dan 3.

L
utl

u,ual

at

r

m.

to l

I- LINCOLN, Ass,. S«Pt.

